HMGS CyberWars 2020:
Recaps of Historicons Past
By Russ Lockwood
With coronavirus hitting the pause button on conventions, I thought it might be interesting to compile my
recaps of Historicons past. The latest recap was from 2019 and the earliest from 1993. I did not attend every one,
notably the relatively recent conventions in Fredericksburg, but perhaps this compilation will encourage others who
attended those and other Historicons to add their own experiences.
My recaps cover the events I observed or participated in, so I readily admit my point of view did not see all
and know all. As I worked my own MagWeb.com booth for a dozen years, my earlier recaps are even more limited in
nature. Each recap was written just after the show, so they’ll be fairly accurate, but I’ll add a disclaimer and apology
here about errors that may have crept in at the time, any omissions if I didn’t see your event or product, and uneven
photo quality.
Still, in our social-distancing isolation, perhaps some of these recaps will trigger a memory or two about a
time when we could crowd around a table and toss dice. Enjoy!

HMGS List of Historicons:
HMGS has a list of Historicons (1984-2019) up on its website with the year, days, theme, convention director,
attendance (2007-2019), most program covers, and some with ‘photo albums’ attached.
https://www.hmgs.org/general/custom.asp?page=HconArchive

HMGS CONVENTIONS 2021
Fall-In 2020:
The Fall-In convention that was to be held in October was cancelled.

Cold Wars 2021:
Cold Wars 2021 is scheduled to be held April 8 to 11 at the Powell Convention Center in Ocean City, MD.
The theme is War at the Shore: Battles on Beaches.

Historicon 2021
Historicon 2021 is scheduled for July 7 to 11 at the Lancaster County Convention Center in downtown
Lancaster, PA.

Fall-In 2021:
The Fall-In convention is scheduled for November 11 to 14 at the Valley Forge Casino Center in King of
Prussia, PA.

And Now, the Recaps:
Fair warning. The following contain game recaps, rules analysis, considerable admiration for many artistic
skill sets, die rolling moans and cheers, sight gags, puns, and tales of on table and off table derring do that make this
hobby an amazing combination of history, artistry, education, and entertainment. We may be online in 2020, but I
look forward to in-person gaming in 2021. Game on!

Historicon 2019: New Spaces in New Places
by Russ Lockwood
Historicon 2019 rolled into the Lancaster Marriott/Convention Center
located in the center of town, about 15 minutes or so driving time west of the
Host.
We arrived around noon on Thursday, quickly checked into the
Marriott, and while I headed up with the luggage to the 18th floor, Dan
found a parking space in the adjacent garage. The next closest parking
garage was a block and a half away westward, with another garage two
blocks eastward. Other garages dot the city, but anyone with a cart full
of terrain and figures would probably have second thoughts about such a
hike.
The walk from the next nearest parking garage via an alley…and the gamer and cart.

Indeed, I snapped a photo from my room on the 18th floor that
had a gamer pushing an overloaded cart through the alley towards the
hotel. He'd move about 30 or 40 feet, stop for a moment, move another
bit, stop, and so on. It took him more than a few minutes to make that
stretch. On the other hand, a guy carrying one box zipped by him.
HMGS provided volunteers and locked space for umpires and
flea marketers who unloaded. I saw folks taking advantage of it, so that
was a good thing overall. I can't say how it worked all convention or if
there was a wait, but I imagine some snafus occurred with the
convention at a first-time venue. Why the above fellow didn't take
advantage of the loading bay offload and volunteers is not known.
That said, the convention was packed with games and gamers
Thursday through Saturday. Sunday, per usual, was typically light.
As the latest humid heat wave was upon us, I give kudos to the
air conditioning folks -- it was cool the entire time. If it had a hiccup, I
never felt it. This is a first-class facility.
A typical room in the tower.

Thursday: Walkabout
We arrived around noon and after unpacking and a lunch at the
hotel's Penn Square Grill in the atrium, which supplied excellent fare
compared to the Host, it was walkabout time. Of course, every day was
walkabout time, but Thursday was as good a day to start as any.
Off I set out to familiarize myself with the layout of the place, stopping
and oogling the terrain set ups. Admittedly, Thursday was light on gaming, but
heavy on chatting with folks I see at conventions.
Pre-game look.

Friday: Siege of Paris
I signed up for the Friday version of Siege of Paris, where the French
defended the city against the Vikings. Historically, according to GM John
Spiess, the French surrendered somewhat readily. The gamers manning the
25mm walls with 200 individually-based figures were made of sterner stuff. We
Vikings, all 600 figures strong with siege towers and ladders, were equally
determined. Both sides had heavy catapult artillery and the French sported oil

cauldrons and rocks, not to mention a considerable force of archers -tossing one die per archer looking for a 6 -- among the 200 figures.
The French set up.

We loaded up the longships with any mixture of archers and
axemen we wanted. Learning that three Viking archers were needed to
toss one die, I opted for 18 archers among the two boats and the other
40 or so figures were axemen spread between my two longships. I
pushed a siege tower in front of one and both carried some ladders.
I also had two heroes, Wrathbar the Dainty and Vengebar the
Cuddly, one per boat, to urge the lads along. These leaders were +2 in
melee, a bit better than the mass of +1 axemen and the +0 archers.
Vikings close on the shore
through a French arrow storm.

Siege Tactica
GM John mostly
used the siege rules from
Medieval Tactica -- a
brilliantly simple set of
rules for conducting siege
operations. It is not,
repeat not regular
Medieval Tactica rules. I
said mostly because GM
John made some
modifications.
For example,
ladders were immediately
up, whereas original
Siege Tactica made the
attacker roll with a die
modifier equal to the
number of fellers (up to
4) carrying the ladder to
see if the ladder was
placed.
After that wrinkle, it
was d6 vs d6 with the defender
getting a +1 for the wall
advantage plus whatever figure
die modifier they were fighting
with. Thus, a regular axe Viking
got a d6+1 versus a defending
French archer of d6+0 (archer
modifier) + 1 (wall). It was an
even up roll.
Russ (tan shirt) looses a chuckle at
some French bon mot. GM John (cap)
shares in the joke. Photo by Dan.

If the French put a men
at arms defender at the top of the
ladder, then the Frenchman would get d6+1 (men at arms modifier) + 1 (wall).

If the French defender defeated all Vikings on the ladder
(usually four), the ladder fell. If a Viking defeated the Frenchman, the
Viking was placed atop the wall.
The siege tower, equivalent to three ladders, used the same
process, only the French defenders did not get the +1 for wall
advantage.
The Vikings land at the long walls on Turn 2.

After all scaling operations finished, a second round of combat
occurred between the Vikings on the wall and French defenders in the
section. No wall advantage here, just d6 vs d6 with figure die modifier.
All figures in the section participated, one at a time, until either the
French killed off the Vikings on the wall, or, the Vikings cleared the
wall section of French defenders. If the latter, the Vikings could shove
as many men into the wall section as would fit (usually about a dozen
or two).
However, at one point, GM John whipped out a deck of
medieval-themed cards and replaced the die rolls with
comparison of cards. It only lasted one round on my
section of wall, and may have been some sort of French
ploy.
A subset of the combat occurred with the heavy
catapult artillery, which could bombard walls, siege
towers, or longships. Each of these three targets took 20
hits before being destroyed. I'm not sure how many hits
a catapult inflicted, but my siege tower got pinged for
four at one point.
Another subset was the tossing of rocks and
pouring of oil upon a ladder. The first Viking was
automatically eliminated and the rest were killed via a
diminishing die roll. They were pretty lethal as I recall.
When your longship emptied, you went back for
another boatload of Vikings.
When one-third of the total force was killed,
morale checks occurred. Finally, any die that fell off the
table was an automatic failure.
My Viking storm ashore, Turn 2. Chips are damage to the tower.

The Bar Brothers Pick a Spot
Wrathbar the Dainty and Vengebar the Cuddly
ordered the horns of attack sounded. The rowers sped up
their strokes as the rest of the force angled their shields
against the French arrow storm.
Wrathbar looked to his left upriver, watching
longships head for the long section of the wall. He looked right, watching other longships head for the pier and the
short section of the wall. He locked eyes with his brother Vengebar, who was already screaming out his war oath:
Thor! Thor!
Blood and gore!
We'll drink,
and pillage,
'til we snore!

An arrow thunked into Wrathbar's shield.
He peeked over the shield. By his count, 49
archers crowded the ramparts. That's a lot of
archers, he thought. Every so often, he heard a
cry and a splash as one found a mark. His own
bowmen loosed shafts in return. Most broke
harmlessly on the wall. Rarely did a body tumble
from the crenellations.
My brave Vikings in the siege tower and in the ladders to
the right, prepare to assault the wall, albeit with fewer
warriors than disembarked.

Wrathbar shouted, “Onward, men! We
will be in Paris in the morning.”
Meanwhile, a French soldier on the top
of the wall heard the boast and yelled, “You
don’t frighten us, you Viking pig dogs! I blow
my nose at you and all your silly Viking
Beerezickers!” He then made rude gestures with
his thumbs in his ears and taps of his helmet with
the back of his hand.
“Now, see here!” Wrathbar retorted.
“Yield and we will spare—“
“I don’t want to talk to you no more you
empty-headed dung heap shoveler. Your mother
was a hamster and your father smelt of
elderberries! Now, go away or I shall taunt you a
second time!”
Enraged even more, Wrathbar roared out
his own battle cry:
Odin! Odin!
See our fight!
If we don't win,
We dine tonight!
The raft carrying the siege tower bumped ashore. At
once, his men pushed the tower towards the wall. His brother's
boat grounded seconds later. Ladder-carrying warriors raced to
the wall.
The siege tower shuddered from a direct hit by a catapulttossed rock, but still the men shoved it closer. Arrows spun some
of his men to the ground, their bodies tossed aside or stepped
over. More longships struck ground and the warriors leapt the
sides and waded ashore.
The ladders went up first. Vikings scaled the distance, but
most tumbled as they reached the top. Oil and rocks, but no cows,
stashed along the wall, burned and crumpled many more. Still,
axemen vied to reach the top.
First one, then two slayed the defending Frenchmen, but
the inevitable counterattack swept those bold Norsemen from the
walls.
Siege tower drops the drawbridge, giving a Viking foothold.

Siege Tower Assault
That's when the siege tower
planted the drawbridge across and
warriors raced across. Now, it was more
of an even fight.
Russ points to another victim, as “Carter” (back
to camera) wipes the walls of Vikings.

With axemen from tower and
ladders, Wrathbar cleared a section of
wall and Vengebar was in the process of
clearing a second section when a French
man-at-arms, just like any other French
man-at-arms although of teenage years,
broke from his fellow defenders and laid
about him with sword. First
one, then another, and
another and another Viking
fell.
A chant began
among the Frenchmen.
"Carter, Carter, Carter!"
The Frenchman advanced
and slew again and again.
His fates swept Viking after
Viking from the top of the
wall.
Vikings on the wall for good,
Turn 5.

In shock, Wrathbar
saw the teenage defender
thrust his sword clean
through Vengebar. With
nary a hesitation, the
teenage death machine
swirled through the rest of
the Vikings in the section
and even some on the
stairs.
In all, 20 Vikings, including Vengebar, laid on the wall or the ground below, slaughtered in a teenage frenzy
against the loss of only two. A full tenth of the Viking losses came from this one melee.
Elsewhere Along the Wall
All along the wall, Viking incursions painfully took section by section. Indeed, one wall section was knocked
down by Viking catapults, opening the way into Paris.
Yet the desperate, if wily and ruthless, French did the unthinkable -- they turned their own catapults upon
their own wall. To be fair, the Viking bombardments rattled the section to within an inch of structural instability even
as Vikings swept the section clear of defenders and clambered atop the wall.
All those Vikings proved too good a target. The French commander slammed a rock into the wall and the
section came tumbling down, killing all the Vikings on it. Still, two ways into Paris were opened up and many section
were cleared of defenders, who crowded into the higher towers.

Horn of Despair
In this moment of
victory, Wrathbar didn't
know who blew the Horn
of Despair, but he heard
the notes. So did the
reinforcements in the
longships who had not
been in the battle. They
turned their ships around
and fled downriver.
End of game position. Note
breach on right, but too late –
the Viking morale failed…twice.

Wrathbar wanted
to continue the fight, but
the Horn of Despair
sounded again. This time,
all his fellow Vikings
turned and fled, pushing
the ships from shore and
heading downriver.
The Siege of Paris was over...for now.
Aftermath
By my notes, Turn 1 was rowing towards the city and
Turn 2 had the Vikings hit the shore. Turn 2 also saw the
siege tower get hit by four points of damage from French
catapults. Turn 3 saw the tower reach the wall along with the
ladders -- if you're going to assault, assault all at once and I
grabbed a foothold, in part due to card draws.
Turn 4 saw young Carter outroll me in even up d6
rolls. He killed 20, yes, twenty, and lost only 2 -- and one of
those was because he rolled the die off the table! Sheesh!
What a run of ill luck!
Turn 5 saw the Vikings swarm the walls, including
one breach from Viking catapults and one from French
catapults.
Indeed, the French commander asked if his archers on
the tall towers can shoot into melees on the wall sections. GM
John said sure, but 50% of the time, you hit your own men.
The French commander replied, "That's fine by me." Ruthless
bugger.
Turn 5 and 6 were a blur of battle. At the end, losses
for both sides tallied more the one-third needed (over 200 of
600 for Vikings and over 67 of 200 for French) to trigger
morale checks (8+ each on 2d6).
Erin Spiess (left), with support from Christin Sciulli, earns the Best of Show
award for her Saturday Siege of Paris game.

The Vikings blew their morale check, but the French
made theirs. The Vikings blew a second morale check and

that sealed the victory for the French.
'Twas a well-played, greatlooking game all around with enough
slaughter to please everyone.
Of note, the Saturday version, run
by Erin Spiess and with a considerable
number of youngsters playing, won the
HMGS Best of Show award.
Dealer area from the entrance.

Dealer Hall
Wide aisles, brightly lit, and
packed with a variety of historical, and
not so historical, items, the dealer hall
teemed with all things miniatures, games,
terrain, books, and more.
My purchases were rather
modest, mostly in the terrain category, as
I'm still working off Cold Wars and past
Historicon purchases, but also included
Mike's glue. Glue? Yes, glue. He
impressed me when he repaired a broken
spear from next door booth Fernando
Enterprises. It's a two-part process for
miniatures, one is the glue, which gives
you 10 minutes to position a part, and the
other is the accelerant, which bonds
instantly.
Fernando Enterprises’ Fernando checks figures of
Donald Hauser as Ranil Victor (left) looks on.

I usually use a tube of Duco
Cement, which is good, but comes
undone. Mike's pair is $18, or about twice a Duco tube, but I found his demonstration, as polished as any late-night
infomercial, partially compelling, but the mended spear shaft sold me.
Bases at the Flames of War booth are always a stop. In this case, I picked up some long rectangles for my
decade-old Snappy WWII project. I had tried out shorter 2x1-inch bases, and they work fine per se, but divisional
OOBs have lots of battalions. That's fine if you want a player to be a divisional commander, but as veteran Snappy
Nappy players know, I'm looking to make players corp commanders, which means stepping up to regiments for the
infantry, which means scaling up the bases to come close to my intended ground scale.
The other side of the dealer hall, in blurry ‘detail.’

I think I've got it. I know, I know. If I published a rules set every time I said 'I think I got it,' I'd have a half
dozen WWII sets out by now. And they'd work, but be clunkier than I want. I just haven't correlated the vision in my
head, the flow of the rules, and the results of history to my satisfaction.
I was looking for flocking for above-mentioned bases when I ran across a buy two get one free sale and
loaded up with a variety of colors. Mixing colors is a good way to vary the overall greenness of a base. So, browns,
greens, and tans it was.
Stopped by Decision Games' booth
to say hello as 'the other Lockwood.' DG
hired a fellow with the last name Lockwood
as game developer. I've chatted with his
wife, also at DG, about Lockwood
geneology in the US. In 2030, it'll be 400
years in the US. If I'm still around, I think
I'll throw myself a party.
And I have to praise DG for the vast array of its games in the Game Library, especially the smaller folio
games. I easily spent an hour poking through the selections, filing names for later consideration and order through my
favorite local game store, On Military Matters.
OMM no longer exhibits at shows, but the store remains in full operation, five days a week and often a sixth.
Dennis attends the shows, but as a gamer, not an
exhibitor, although you can often find his company's
wares at the Silver Eagle booth.
I stopped by all the other booths for a quick
look or two. Some printed, interlocking hexes caught
my eye, as did a variety of figures, the displayed
paint jobs, and rules.
Books
I said hello to Casemate Books' Will, who
I've met over the years, and his associate Matt, who I
just met. Sadly, I missed Ryan, but there's always
another show.
They had their usual spread of books across several booth spaces. Casemate has sent books over the years,
first for MagWeb, for review. Most of its books are well-crafted winners in my opinion. Will thanked me for my
diligence in keeping up with reviews.
HMGS has been kind enough to provide me with a blog on the HMGS.org website for book reviews from a
multitude of publishers, so this seems as good a place as any to plug the website, currently with just over 50 reviews:
https://www.hmgs.org/blogpost/1779451/HistoricalBook-Reviews
Schiffer Publishing also took a booth and I
introduced myself to Harrison and John and pointing them to
the above website. They noted the Legends of Warfare series
was doing well, as well as Napoleonic Prussian history and
perennial favorite WWII.
I also spent time with Vince at Winged Hussar Publishing. He's been beavering
away at improving the quantity and quality of books, from fiction to non-fiction. He's had
good success with Eastern European history, especially covering the Polish Army of
1939.
I had a nice chat with George Nafziger about this and that, quite often not about
gaming. The guy should write his autobiography.

Red Alert Friday: Borgs in Space!
That game design machine, Richard Borg, had a corner booth in the
back and was showcasing his latest creation, Red Alert, a big $140 retail
sci-fi game with a cloth of big space hexes, card decks, dice, and 90
spaceship miniatures. Well, it sure looked impressive. A little paint on the
plastic ships would make it even more so. I sat down for a couple of demo
turns against Dave, who was eyeing this up for his grandson (thataway,
Dave -- start 'em early).
Each side gets two fleets of a certain points size
(each group of ships in a hex costing a certain amount of
points), two card decks (one action and one special), ship
cards, and a number of dice.
The action deck uses the Borg trope of splitting
the board into left, right, and central sectors and providing
cards that mandate a maximum amount of moves per
sector. Sometimes, you get cards that allow one group to
move in each sector, other times you get three group
moves in one sector and none in the other, or some
combo.
Rocketeer Richard the Marketeer.

Of course, being a wise guy, I questioned why -in the 38th Century, with warp/FTL drive, lasers, and all
the computing power necessary to run all of it -- I couldn't
move and fire all my ships instead of having them sit like
inert blocks of iron. Didn't Borg the designer watch the
Federation battle at 359 Wolf against the borg in Star
Trek? Simultaneous fire all over the place.
Nope. It's like you're playing ACW. Or ancients.
Or WWII ... Bah-dum-bum.
Red Mechanics
Anyway, it's move, shoot, do damage, and then
the target group (if any ships remain) fire back. The ship
cards provide the basics and the special cards provide the
wrinkles, like shoot first, or evade before being shot, or
move quickly, and so on.
From left to right: Dave ponders the chart, Mrs. Borg tallies up
husband points Richard needs to offset her sitting in a wargame
convention booth [Hint: I’m still trying to earn enough HP for all
the times Mrs. Lockwood sat in the MagWeb booth…], and
Richard.

Combat is tossing a number of dice as per the
ship card, reduced by range and cover. Each d6
contains color-coded sides for Light, Medium, and
Heavy ship hits. For example, if your target is a Light
ship, Medium and Heavy icons are ignored. A Star
result gets a star token, an explosion icon is a
conditional hit, and a Red Alert side forces the
opponent back two hexes for repairs.
The Star tokens allow you to pay for special
card use, fix Red Alert 'damage,' and perform some

other actions. They're like currency or resources, as the more you have, the more options you have. You start with five
and can pick them up each turn.
Hits remove one ship from the group in the hex. When all ships of a group are gone, the opponent gets ship
card, worth a certain number of victory points. First one to the VP total wins the scenario.
For grognards, it's all simple enough to understand, although the shuffling of decks provide enough variety of
stratagems and the dice provide enough variety of luck. Indeed, Dave did quite well foiling my attacks and pressing
his own.
One big box, lots of ships, a cool-looking space cloth full of hexes, and a simple, but variety-filled system. If
you have other ships, like Star Trek, Star Wars, Babylon 5, Battlefleet Gothic, or others, they'll fit right in. Plays quick
and I'm sure he sold a ton of boxes already.

UltraCombat Saturday: Normandy
In the middle of the dealer area, Dennis and I sat
down for a quick demo game of UltraCombat Normandy,
a WWII skirmish game using cards and a d20, with Chris
Bennett. Dennis took the Germans and I took the 82nd
Airborne in a night action.
My paratroopers were grouped into two fire
teams, in my case one of scouts and leader and the other
of four paratroopers. Cards detail activation, with each
figure having 3 Action Points to do something -- move 6
inches, hunker down in cover (called 'going firm'), aim,
do something special, or fire (although a second fire
requires 2 AP and a third fire requires 4AP). The leader
can add 3APs as part of his role as leader, which is how
you can get to 4APs.
UC uses the oft-used roll to spot, roll to hit, roll
for save (only a 1 or 2 on a d20), and roll for damage for
firing combat. Being night, spotting was difficult, my
initial roll needing a 1, 2, or 3 to see the Germans walking
down the lane. I made the low-odds roll and took a potshot. Rifle range was unlimited, as the rules use a scale of
1 inch equals 2 meters.
Germans head down the road from upper left as my 82nd Airborne lad
head towards the hedge.

I inflicted two hits, Dennis rolled one lucky save,
and my damage roll was a pin. Damage triggered a
morale roll, which Dennis made and unpinned his fire
team. My other shots were more accurate and I eventually
plugged two of the Germans. At which point, everyone
dug into the hedgerows.
Card Play
In addition, players get Doctrine cards to play, which offer benefits to one side or the other. Mine were not
applicable per se, but could be used as a trump card to cancel an opponent card. You can't trump a trump card,
however.
The only hiccup was that the 'target moving' die modifier for shooting was -4 and 'target going firm' die
modifier for hunkering down in cover was also -4. To my mind, the DMs shouldn't be the same when walking upright
versus hugging the ground or being partially concealed by a tree or building. We tried to figure out why no difference,
but our only explanation was that moving figures cannot use the aim action (+4 perhaps, I can't recall the exact
modifier), which has nothing to do with being shot at. I suggested that either going firm should be -6 instead of -4 or
that moving should be -2 instead of -4. To me, it's a perception thing. With the book just released, you'll probably

have to make it a house rule if your logic or perception
matches mine. Fair warning: logic and perception are in
the mind of the beholder.
Still, it moved well enough for the simple 7-on-7
scenario. We didn't get into assaults (melees), but Chris
noted that certain damage rolls caused a surrender in
melee. That's a nice gaming and realistic touch.
The cards certainly add another element of luck
(of the draw) and skill (when to play) as the Doctrine
cards reflect a particular army's tactics. Presumably, a
good GM will design a scenario with a specific subset of
these cards to match the experience and situation of the
forces involved to better reflect some portion of a battle.
Jason invites me and Dan to join a Combat Command game in
progress. In case you can’t read his T-shirt, it says, ‘History Nerd.’

Combat Command Saturday: WWII in
15mm
Sadly, the Saturday WWI game I had signed up
for was cancelled as players, including me, showed up but
the GM didn't. It happens, but there's a convention full of
games and you can often find room in one or another. In
my case, I wandered down to the flea market, then up to
the dealer's hall and then ran into an acquaintance from
games past, who noted they had room in a WWII game
called Combat Command. About this time, I saw Dan on
walkabout and called him over. So, we had a nice foursome
for the game between Germans vs US somewhere in
France, 1944.
Jason and a far too relaxed Russ (purple shirt) press the attack. My
three Pz IVs are in front of me with the mounted infantry hiding behind
the ruins. The Panther, 37mm Flakwagen, and kubelwagen are in front
of Jason. Photo by Dan.

As we like to often do, we let fate pick which side
we would be. I ended up Germans and was given a HQ
platoon (Panther with 37mm AA Flakwagen vehicle and
kubelwagen) and my choice of two other platoons. Let me tell you, I looked long
and hard at the single Tiger II as one of those commands, as I had never gamed
with a Tiger II. However, I skipped over it for three Pz IVs for one platoon and a
halftrack and truck with infantry as the second platoon. I noticed this was an
objective game, so figured I would need bodies to grab them.
In a mechanic akin to the sci-fi rules NetEpic (see my May 11, 2019
AAR), players place objectives on the other half of the table, then try to capture
and hold them.
Turn Sequence
You place orders, move, then Engagement Fire (simultaneous 'First Fire'
by stationary units), the Advance Fire (simultaneous firing by units that moved),
Artillery, and Melee. There's a Rally phase in there somewhere, I believe after you
place orders.
Ta-daaa! Dan rolls for his Shermans while umpire Tom Thomas checks the range for US fire.

Movement is a simple 6 inches for infantry, 10 inches for tanks, and 12 inches for halftracks and trucks.
Firing uses a simple chart to hit with a d10 and then a little more complicated d10 chart for damage. To hit is
based on range with a few die modifiers for terrain, firing unit being pinned, and so on.
Damage requires a comparison between
the type of gun firing (41 types) and the type of
armor (nine types) on the target. The heavier the
gun and the lighter the armor, the better the chance
for a brew up. You cross index the gun and armor
and roll the die. If you double the number at the
intersection, brew up! If less, ping! No effect. I
forgot the rest exactly, but if you equal the number,
the target is unharmed but forced back, and if you
exceed the number but below doubling, it's forced
back and suppressed, needing a rally roll to bring it
back into action. I know that much of what the
Panther hit was flamed, at least until the M36
Jackson zeroed in and flamed the Panther.
Shermans and Pz IVs were an even up fight.
Dan had the same HQ plus two platoons
and took Shermans.
Top: Marc (left), Dan, and another US player wearing a
NOVAG club shirt confer about the American predicament.
Jason’s panzers have crested Hill 0.1 middle left.
Right: Armor carnage around Hill 0.1. Note the brick corner
next to the pinned vehicle. That’s an objective marker,
securely in German hands.

Panzers Ho!
I sent the Pz IVs along the left side of the
battlefield, scooping up one objective and heading
for another that was intertwined with wrecks from
both sides. I traded shots with Shermans, getting
the best of it with a couple lucky die rolls.
The HQ Panther headed for the bridge in the center, seeking a clear lane of fire off to the right where most of
the American armor huddled hull down along a ridge. The 37mm flak provided support and a little firepower on the
American infantry hunkered down in the ruins of a village.
Sherman shots rung the Panther's armor like a bell, but failed to penetrate the frontal armor. My return fire
picked off a M-18 tank destroyer, a Sherman, and some armored vehicle with a big-bore gun on it. I have no idea
what it was -- Hauptman Lochtvood obviously needs more time with a tank recognition manual.
It was a fatal mistake.
A M-36 tank destroyer put a
HVAP shell through the Panther's hull,
brewing it up to the cheers of the
Americans.
Towards the end of the game. My trio of Pz IVs
are on and around Hill 0.1 while my infantry
filters through the forest and fields. The
Panther is a ball of fire, but so is US armor at
upper right. The US infantry in the ruin would
be chased away with casualties.

Meanwhile, my infantry
dismounted from the half track and
truck and laid fire on an American
jeep and recon team, which had

nabbed an objective. My unengaged Pz IV did in the jeep and the MG42 did in in recon team, allowing me to grab
that objective. As the Pz IVs headed off to Hill 0.1, my infantry filtered through a village and nearby woods to bring
pressure on those American infantry, which was caught in a deadly crossfire. They eventually broke and ran for the
rear.
Oddly enough, although half-track 'support' adds 1 to the die roll, you cannot target or destroy half tracks. I'd
make a house rule allowing them as targets. If you want the half tracks and trucks so far forward as to fire at the
enemy, then they should be allowable targets, especially
at this scale.
Battle for Hill 0.1
Sure, it was only a bump in the terrain, but
many a tank wreck populated the area on and around it.
There was also an objective marker there, which
explains the armored attention.
Thursday Night 6:34pm in the Commonwealth Room.

Darkness Falls
Actually, event time was up, but same
difference. Ignoring the losses, the Germans took four
or five objectives to one or two for the
Americans. The rules flowed well
enough for a convention game, and
likely some of the detail was glossed
over, but it's worth another go.

Friday Night HMGS
Membership Meeting
Yes, the quorum was achieved
and two new boardmembers greeted
the audience: Jim Stanton (Sec and
Education) and Tim Broome (Convention Ops). John Spiess (Pres),
Mike Fatovic (Treas), Bill White (IT), John Hollier (Communications),
and Dave Waxtel (VP) were the other members. John expressed a big
thanks to outgoing members Scott Landis and Paul Trani for all their
hard work.
Freedom Hall on Thursday.

The board applauded the herculean efforts of Convention
Director Joby Miller and other volunteers in getting Historicon moved
to the Lancaster Marriott and Convention Center, admitting that not
everything may have been perfect, but all were taking notes and trying
to make it better on the fly as well as for post-convention studying for
the 2020 show.
I should point out that my overview is an unofficial account of
the membership meeting. HMGS will post the official minutes on the
HMGS website. All errors are my own, so in advance, mea culpa if I
did not get every nuance correct.
Tournament area in Freedom Hall with jungle-themed terrain.

Partnerships?
Part of the discussion involved
the preliminary idea of partnering with
other groups for a larger convention. As
the hobby grays, the groundswell of
young people, although many were in
attendance, is not on the same scale as an
Origins or a GenCon, and the fear is that
in a decade Historicon will end up a 500person day show.
Friday morning 10:06 am in the Commonwealth
Room.

John stressed the very preliminary
nature of partnering, requiring considerable
more background info, due diligence, and
financial analysis to see if it makes sense.
One that was mentioned was with HMGS
MidWest for a Historicon-Little Wars
pairing.
A blur of activity at 8:34pm on Friday in the
Commonwealth Room as I teetered on a chair trying
for a drone shot.

Another possibility was
with Adepticon, which apparently
gets 7,000 attendees to do
tournament gaming of all types,
from historicals to sci-fi.
And in the Heritage Room at 8:29 pm on
Friday.

Granted, the last time
HMGS partnered with anyone
was way back with Atlanticon,
and board members have
memories of the deal -- so bad
that HMGS created Historicon.
The last meeting between HMGS
and Atlanticon ended up with
Wally Simon (he of Wally Simon's Basement) pulling out his banjo and serenading the departing Atlanticon folks
with 'So Long It's Been Good to Know Ya.'
So, as you can imagine, the board is treading quite slowly and lightly about any of this.
Education Outreach
So far, 200-250 kids, aged 12 to
16 years old, have been through the
painting and gaming programs set up by
HMGS with various teachers and
schools.
More gaming activity at 10:21 am on Saturday in
the Commonwealth Room.

Grants are usually $300 to $500
with the idea of teaching teachers
to use gaming and painting skills
in the classroom to explore
history. The example given was
using a simple jousting game to
aid in learning medieval history.
The grants cover supplies and
cost of materials.
The tournament scene in Freedom Hall
at 2:44pm Saturday.

For 2020 Cold Wars, HMGS is exploring a free program to encourage teachers and students to attend on
Thursday.
An article in Wargamer's Illustrated highlighted the Battle of Peleliu in miniatures at a school in Tarrytown,
NY, aided by HMGS and
member Jared Fishman,
different from last year's
Borodino game.
Winding down in the Heritage
Room on Saturday at 8:07pm.

Estates and Donations
HMGS is also
starting a program to allow gamers, or if
they've passed, their estates, to donate
figures, terrain, and collections for HMGS
to in turn provide these to schools. HMGS
had its first anonymous donation by the
widow of a gamer of about $2,000 worth of
Wings of Glory, Sails of Glory, and more.
Alternately, they're considering
collections that could be sold in the Flea
Market, with 50% of the proceeds going to
HMGS education programs.
GM Award Winners as of Friday night.

Treasurer's Report
A handout listed HMGS' Net
Assets as of Dec 31, 2018 at $380,873, and
as of Jun 30, 2019 as $427,064.
For more comparison, Net Assets
as of Dec 31, 2013 was $229,845, so
progress over the years.
Net income for 2018 was $32,423,
up from $22,707 in 2017, but down from
$55,715 in 2013.
Membership revenues were
$42,600 in 2018, down from $45,531 in
2017, but up from $41,190 in 2013.
Of particular note, the income from

conventions was much higher in 2018 than the previous three years, except for
Fall In.
Cold Wars 2018: $18,253, up from $2,602 in 2017 and $1,989 in 2016.
Historicon 2018: $32,297, up from $2,965 in 2017 and $9,067 in 2016.
Fall In 2018: $12,538, down from $19,755 in 2017 and $13,497 in 2016.
For all the numbers in between, see the HMGS.org website.
Miniature Building Authority buildings were on many tables.

As for the Balance Sheet (a draft copy as of Jun 30,
2019), the board noted HMGS needed between $200,000 and
$250,000 in working capital for a year of conventions. Since
the Net Assets total is $427,064, the board noted $200,000 is
in a CD that generated $274 in three weeks of interest, or, put
another way, one new education grant about every three
weeks or a month.
As for the rest, and I don't pretend to know what most
of the entries represent, I can figure out that total liabilities are
a modest $123.11 and I like that low number.
Note that my overview is just that, an overview based
primarily on handouts. You can get the full scoop at the
website once it becomes posted copy.
Little Wars TV host Greg (in LWTV shirt) coaxes a young gamer into
making a decision in a 6mm Gettysburg game.

Historicon 2019
Space was indeed a little tight this year, but they're
working on making it better for next year.
Apparently, us gamers drank the hotel out of $2 beer
specials on Thursday. Oh the humanity.
Fall In 2019
The convention work is moving full speed ahead for
the Valley Forge show. Of note, HMGS received a $2,000
bonus, already paid, from the Pennsylvania Tourist Bureau for
having the convention at Valley Forge.
Bylaws
The bylaws are still under attorney review to make
incremental improvements. Stay tuned.
And another 6mm ACW game.

Marriott vs. Host
In physical comparisons, the Lancaster
Marriott/Convention Center's 90,000 square feet proved a
vertical venue versus the horizontal venue of the Lancaster
Host's 88,000 square feet. That is to say, the Marriott's lowest
level held Wally's Basement Flea Market, The Freedom Hall
one floor up held the combination dealer hall and tournament
room, and the next floor up held the Commonwealth Ballroom

with club and scheduled gaming. The next floor up
held the Heritage Ballroom and more scheduled
gaming, with open gaming in the surrounding
hallway (as well as the Game Lending Library).
The next floor up I believe held Hobby
University. Although I saw the flag on some
balcony, I never quite got there. I also never made
it to the lecture hall and never saw any flag, so
missed sitting in on a lecture or two as I usually do.
Tim Broome’s Command Decision D-Day game. Sword Beach,
I believe. That’s CD expert Marc standing up and getting to
game instead of umpire.

Those who've been to the Host know that
only one floor separates the main Distelfink
ballroom with the Lampeter ballroom for gaming,
while the dealer area is across the parking lot in the
former Tennis Barn. Hobby University, Lecture room, and
club rooms are on one of these two levels. Some additional
gaming is up a half-flight of stairs next to the kids' rumpus
room. Thus, it's a pretty flat layout.
Two banks of elevators connect all the
Marriott/Convention Center floors along with a set of
escalators -- although one of them, sadly the "up" escalator,
was out of action for the weekend between one of the floors.
An Indiana Jones game in action.

Not Quite Perfection
Several attendees complained about the noise and
close quarters in the Marriott gaming ballrooms. Indeed, it
was quite loud at times, which I surmise would be about the
same level of noise at the Host if every all games in the Host
side rooms were crammed into the Lampeter and Distelfink
main ballrooms. I imagine some of the GMs could become
hoarse after day or two of shouting.
Some of the aisles were rather narrow at times,
which could be a problem if you're lugging a cart full of
terrain and figures or using a mobility scooter. Sometimes I
found the quickest way between two points was to exit the
ballroom, swing around in the hallway, and enter through a
different door.
Still, I maneuvered through the various gaming
sessions, sat down to chat with friends at this game and that, and just
watched how rules worked and games flowed.
Of course, I often stopped to admire some of the fantastic terrain
and well-painted miniatures laid out on the tables. We truly have
considerable talent packed away in this hobby and Historicon puts that all
on display.
Pete Panzeri (blue shirt) runs a modern game on the Indiana Jones table, with a change
of terrain of course.

Not that I would get any terrain awards for any of my gaming
setups. I learned long ago, and am always made painfully aware, of my
artistic shortcomings. I mean, I failed stick-figure drawing class and even my felt terrain license is about to be

revoked. To me, Roy G. Biv is a bully
and the 16.7 million colors of a
computer palette offer 16.7 million
ways not to paint a figure -- unless it's
for modern art. You'd think I would do
nothing by Hobby University
classes...but that's where the flea market
comes in. Plenty of painted figures for
sale there.
Marc (left) forces a mighty think on Russ.

Flea Market
Wally's Basement was indeed
in the basement, or, the lowest level, of
the facility. It was generally a hoppin' place Thursday night, Friday, and Saturday, but practically deserted on Sunday
morning. I picked up some painted figures and terrain and noted a brisk business throughout the first three days.
Sunday, not so much.

Saturday Night Gaming: War of the Roses
Dan brought four of his 25mm War of the Roses
armies for a late afternoon, early evening game. Basically, it
was Marc against me and when John arrived, Dan against
John.
John (left) tries to crash through Dan’s line before his flank falls.

These were one-on-one games instead of the usual
multiplayer WoR bashes we run. The rules are heavily
modified DBA/DBM/DBMM/DBR/DBX/DBDan...
In my game, Marc ran into my skillfully crafted,
exceptionally effective, veteran arrow storm that picked off his archers. My
genius? I outrolled him.
We had the same number of archer units at roughly equal spots in the
line. Once you start to get an archer edge, it's tough to come back and you have
to trust to closing and meleeing your way out of such uneven exchanges.
While Marc tried to put the screws to me and gave me a long think from
time to time, my counters and a continuing genius at rolling better allowed me to
prevail.
As for John and Dan, when I finally looked up from my game, John had
an opportunity or two to cave in Dan's line, but Dan just escaped until his
flanking troops paved the way to victory.
Good games, both.
Marc felt the wrath of my archers and now he will know the points of my billmen, who advanced
through the archers to be in front.

Saturday Night Gaming: Mew, Mew, Boom
Riddle me this, bat gamers... What goes mew, mew, boom?
Um, the opening notes of Eiffel 65's Blue (Da Ba Dee)?
No. It's the sound a kitten makes when it explodes.
That's terrible. Call the SPCA!
Relax. Let me explain...

Marc had to leave, so the three of us went looking for trouble in the
Game Lending Library, and boy did we find it with a card game called
Exploding Kittens. A buddy of mine, Bill, arrived right then, so we invited him
to find out what this game with the intriguing name is all about.
Basically, you don't want to be tagged with an exploding kitten card,
which everyone wants to toss at their opponents. Fortunately, you have defuse
cards that cancel such entrail-exposing events. You also toss pairs of cards, like
Taco Cat, which is a palindrome, to force players to draw or discard or steal
cards.
As the deck draws down, exploding kitten cards need to be taken
care of, and sooner or later, someone lacks a defuse card and so...mew, mew
boom!
Well, this goofy card game was good for a chuckle or two, but we
put it back after one 15-minute game.
Top: Exploding kitten cards. Bottom: John (left) and Dan plot
KittenArmageddon.

Saturday Night Gaming: Arthur, King of
the Britons
How do you know he's king?
He's holding the King Arthur card. What, you were
expecting a different answer?
Shadows Over Camelot, a euro boardgame, is an
exercise in resource management as we four knights of the
Round Table sought to complete quests and keep the bad
guys from overruning Camelot. There is actually a traitor knight in the game,
but we ignored the traitor aspect as recommended by the rules for first-time
players. A traitor would really cause considerably more problems than the
basic system.
Basically, each turn you have to perform a mandatory bad thing -- add
an enemy catapult to the siege of Arthur's castle (when 12 are outside, we
lose), turn over a bad guy card and perform the action indicated (usually
placing impediments in quests), or take a hit and lose a hit point (you start with
four each). Then, you get to do one good deed of several available, mostly play
a good card, and if you are so inclined, take another hit (lose 1 HP) and
perform a different good deed.
What is the Speed...Oh, Never Mind
The main quests are for the
Holy Grail, Lancelot's Armor, and the
Sword from the Lady of the Lake.
John (left), Dan (center), and Bill contemplate
the complete lack of any Castle Anthrax peril.
The long board at right is the Grail quest, the
bluish board is the Sword quest, and the
orangey board is the Armor quest. The main
board has the round table in one corner, Picts
and Saxons on two corners, and the Joust in the
fourth corner (under the rule book). Plastic
catapults go in the middle.

Success comes from playing a
variety of good cards to fill up empty
spots. Success gets you some beneficial

powers and you can lay 'good swords' on the Round Table.
Knight figures in the game. Picts and Saxons figures are also included. Photo from web.

If the bad cards fill up the spots, more catapults are added to the siege, and
often 'bad swords' are laid on the Round Table. To win, you must have more good
swords than bad on the Round Table.
Other danger are invasions by Picts and Saxons, which require, you
guessed it, good cards to defeat, and the Black Knight joust, which requires...wait
for it....good cards to win.
Left: Catapults start to add up. Merlin is a good card
as this one removes a catapult. We completed one
quest, hence the three good swords. Right: Another
quest completed and three more swords. Upper right,
our five good cards defeat the Picts.

With four of us, and presumably
free to share information because there is
no traitor knight in our midst, we could
jockey around the various quests well
enough. Mind you, it was nip and tuck
there for a while as we all wound down to
only 1 HP left. Indeed, Bill's knight
suffered more than a flesh wound and died,
only to be brought back by the Grail (a onetime benefit). We were up to 11 catapults at
times, and one of the repercussions of
losing a quest was the addition of more
catapults.
John managed to grab the armor, but our efforts to snag the sword failed. We got close, but a progression of
bad cards swept it away downstream. We managed to fend off both Saxon and Pict invasions, but we did lose a joust
or two. You just can't put enough good cards everywhere, so you figure out what you can lose and let it go.
Finally, after an hour and half or maybe two hours, we calculated that we had amassed enough good swords
to win, assuming we limited the bad swords to just the empty spaces and not any that would replace the good swords.
We jiggered it around so that we lost a couple quests to fill the Round Table and so squeaked out a victory.
Interesting game
and worth another go,
especially with an
additional player or two
and a traitor. I suspect it
would not be an easy
victory with a traitor
knight ... and no police to
arrest him either.
Gunfighters Ball game.

A Word About
Food
As noted, the hotel
Grill served up great, if a
tad pricey food. However,
if you braved the heat, you
could find a number of
restaurants within a block

or two.
Sadly, the Italian
restaurant across the street was
closed for all of July, so we went
down the block to a sandwich
shop called JJs or something like
that. It's the equivalent of a
Subways -- competent, but the
bread served at chains never
comes close to proper crusty
bread of the mom and pop delis I
frequent.
Down the block to the left
was a brew pub with decent
pulled pork BBQ sandwich platter
and a summer pale ale with a hint
of grapefruit flavor. Not bad at all.
Plenty of seating at about 3pm.
A block and a half to the
right was an Irish pub that was
quite good for a dinner on
Saturday. Make a reservation -- it
filled up by 5pm or 5:30pm.
I never quite got over to
the market building, but that's
obviously for next year, assuming
we're back at the Marriott/LCC.
Another Wild West game, this one based
on an old board game, Have Gun Will
Travel, based on an old TV show.

Hit the Road
We were on the road by
10am with another great
Historicon in the rear view mirror.
Fears of great calamities and
catastrophes failed to appear, at
least to me, although I'm sure minor blips and
hitches did pop up from time to time. For
example, I'm sure some folks hauling a load of
gaming figures were inconvenienced by the
parking lot being a block and a half away
because the attached lot was full.
Bill's blog noted a preliminary figure of
2200 attendees, which isn't bad considering
numerous pre-convention jitters making their
way around the internet. If you adopted a waitand-see position for 2019, I believe you'll find it
was a great convention at a great, if different
and vertical, site. See you in 2020!
Hugh (bottom left) enjoys a pirate vs cannibal natives
skirmish game of Donnybrook.

Right: Invasion of Peleliu.
Below: Dan (right) in a Spanish Civil War battle using Chain of
Command.

Above: Star Wars – Attack on Hoth. Right: To Catch a King – Napoleonic French invasion of England.

Above: Larry (center) in the team Flames of War tournament.
Left: On Friday, Flames of War tournament gamers plot their forces
and strategy.
Below left: Bolt Action tournament in progress.

Below right: Regimental Fire & Fury ACW game in progress. Rich
Hasenauer in middle.

Center above: What a Tanker game.
Left: Dennis maneuvers in La Art de
la Guerre tournament.

The Game Lending Library

Alas…What was to be….

Maybe this will be the theme for 2021?

Historicon 2018: Convention Report
by Russ Lockwood
Give the Historicon 2018 convention director
and volunteers a round of applause for another great
HMGS convention. I have no doubt some things went
kablooey, but all I saw were gamers galore rolling dice
through the four-day convention. I renewed
acquaintances and met new gamers, bought a few things
in the dealer area, bought a few things in the flea market,
and had a great four days.
This AAR contains more photos than usual.
Enjoy.
Top: Distelfink at 4:40pm on Friday
Bottom: Snappy Nappy Set Up Wednesday night.

WEDNESDAY: Set Up
A couple of my AARs ago, I recapped
the Snappy Nappy 'Campaign in a Day' 1809
Peninsula Napoleonic game hosted and GMed
by Peter up in Manchester, CT at The Portal
store and noted he was bringing the campaign
to Historicon. It was in the PEL for Thursday
morning from 10am to 5pm.
Wednesday night, Dan and I met up
with Peter, James, and Tim (who came all the
way from Scotland) and started setting up the
12-table campaign spectacular. Nine of the
tables were 5 feet by 6 feet (30 square
feet each), two were 2.5 feet by 6 feet (15
square feet each), and one was 10 feet by
6 feet (60 square feet). That's 360 square
feet of terrain that Peter somehow packed
and fit into his SUV.
Dan (left), Tim, and Peter setting up Snappy
Nappy 1809 Campaign in a Day.

Mind you, some of the terrain
was pretty basic, enlivened by specialty
buildings and other terrain pieces, but
360 sq ft is 360 sg ft! It took us five a few hours in the evening to outfit all 12 tables in the Distelfink. Dan and I had a
late dinner (a tepid hamburger and cold fries for me) at about 9pm up in the bar with Pete and Tim. The food was a
joke, but the comradery and wargaming conversation proved hilarious.

THURSDAY: Snappy Nappy 1809 Peninsula
Up at The Portal, where Peter runs the annual SnapCon, we've got a separate room.
With Snappy Nappy in the Distelfink, the chaos factor was a tad higher. The noise level is
higher, foot traffic and questions (always welcome) are higher, and umpiring all this across 12
tables is more challenging. With Peter as head umpire, Dan and I as assistant umpires, and
James as an on-the-spot umpire while also being the King of Spain, we had most of it covered.
It took a little extra time to get all 15 or so players settled in with their commands and
rules briefing. I remember it being 11:30am when Peter led players to the tables to start pushing 25mm lead.

About Snappy Nappy
In Snappy Nappy, each two
stands of infantry or cavalry is a
brigade and each stand of artillery is
about 24 guns, give or take. No
OOB is exactly divisible, so give
Peter credit for balancing the
scenario. Each player commands
roughly a corps of eight to 10 units.
James (hat) gives a briefing on Thursday
morning.

Ground scale is 1 inch
equals 150 yards, so infantry shoot
an inch and 12 pounder artillery up
to a foot. However, for the
Campaign to work, you maneuver
across a 'proportional' table where
an inch is about a mile. Infantry
move 6 inches in column (12 in a
road column on a main road, 9
inches on a secondary road). My
intent here was to make one
'proportional' turn equal to one day.
Yes, it's a little (some say a lot) of
representational fudging, but we'd
need the entire convention space to
do Spain at 1 inch equals 150
yards....
Umpire Peter (seated, hat) gives the pregame briefing.

Firing is basic d10 roll to
hit based on firer quality. The target
unit rolls a Morale Check (saving
roll) per hit, again based on unit
quality. One key feature of Snappy
Nappy is that units roll until they
either pass a Morale Check or rout
out of the game. It makes battles 'snappy,' and also teaches you to maintain reserves to plug a hole.
Melee is roll a d10 and apply modifiers, with high total winning and imposing hits and morale checks on the
losing unit.

Sequence of Play Twist
For multi-table campaigns, we coordinate the sequence of play across all tables for the first two turns so
people get an idea about movement and so on.
On the third turn, EACH table runs its own sequence of play. This specially means that if no enemy is on your
table, you can zip across the table in a couple of minutes. It's not that your troops have warp drive, it's a representation
of a strategic surprise. After a couple decades of campaign games, I've heard many players express words of shock -'humbugged me' would be a mild oath -- at seeing enemy turn up on the flank or behind. It also teaches you to start
thinking about a bigger picture than just the tabletop in front of you.
For my own umpiring style, at the beginning I announce big assumption number one: that all players can read.
I know, it IS a big assumption, but it gets players in the habit of using the quick reference sheet. Snappy Nappy is a

relatively straightforward game and all charts are on one side of
an 8.5x11-inch sheet of paper (although the printed rules do
contain double sided QRS with bigger fonts for those who like
larger fonts).
Snappy Nappy start on the Cuidad Rodrigo table. Spanish (left) advance onto
the table as French (center and right) are already on.

In the interest of full disclosure, I authored Snappy
Nappy.
Just about all the players were brand new to Snappy
Nappy. For the first half a dozen turns, or about an hour of
gaming, I went from one table to another and answered rules
questions, so I don't have a good sense of overall movements.

The Tabletop Campaign in a Day
On the Cuidad Rodrigo table, turn one, one French and one
Spanish corps (with a second Spanish corps elsewhere on the table)
were in immediate contact -- so much so that one Spanish corps
retreated off the table at Zamora and come back on another road.
That was smart -- one-on-one, Spanish are generally not a match for
the French. At SnapCon V, this feeling was confirmed, so for
Historicon, Peter made some quality improvements to the Spanish,
but it's still an uphill battle for them.
Battle of Fermoselle sees the French advancing. In background, French commander
maneuvering somewhere else in Spain – the tables are purposely separated and
orientation ‘north’ spun so you just can’t sneak a peak at the next table. Fog of war!

The French, reinforced with another French corps, drove
onward, engaging the Spanish on the table at the Battle of Trebanzos.
The Spanish, reinforced by another Spanish corps, battled away as
the French pressed the initial Spanish corps and passed through
Trebanzos on the way to Braganca.
As the attack gained momentum, the Spanish
retreated to the next town, where they set up a line and
the Battle of Braganca occurred. Back and forth went
the artillery firing and charges, the French quality
gradually wearing down the Spanish as both sides
experienced their moments of rolling well or poorly.
The other French corps engaged the other
Spanish corps at the Battle of Fermoselle-Vilgudino.
The Spanish gave as best they could, causing a bit of
consternation to some French attacks. Note that both the
Battle of Braganca and the Battle of FermoselleVilgudino were simultaneous. Both were French
victories, driving the Spanish away to fight again some
other day.
French open Battle of Trebanzos.

Umpiring
One aspect we umpires probably should emphasize more is that starting on turn three, the turn sequence is by
table, not for the game as a whole. So, when a player is on a table without enemy, the player can go through the
sequence quickly and move quickly. See the Sequence of Play Twist above.

For example,
in my walkabout
rounds, I noticed
several players on
several tables were not
moving troops because
they were waiting for
Turn 3 or waiting for
Turn 4.
Snappy Nappy Campaign in
a Day in progress. Thursday
at 1:30pm.

When I explained the Sequence of Play Twist, they didn't have to be told twice! Humbugged or not, they marched
along and got into battles.
Players also learned that sending cavalry off to see what's on another table is a good thing. I recall the
following conversation with a player.
Gamer: "How do I know what's on the other table?"
Me: "You don't, but how would you find out?"
Gamer: "Send someone to look?"
Me: "Yes, but who would you send?"
Gamer: "Cavalry."
Me: "Which one?"
Gamer, pointing: "That one."
Me, consulting map: "Right. Follow me to the next table."
Two years ago, James
came up with an exceptionally
clever mechanic called a
deployment zone -- when you
enter a table, you set up troops in
this roughly six-inch wide zone.
You can't shoot or melee, nor be
shot or meleed, for one turn.
Then, you have to make a
decision: Stick (advance and bring
the rest of your corps on) or kick
(withdraw from the zone).
Not sure of the battle here, but subumpire Dan (right, Orioles hat), explains
a rules point while Umpire Peter (a blur
of activity during the game as well as in
the photo) glances at the situation.

The idea here is that
scouts would warn you of any
enemy and it also avoids a gamey
mechanic of ambushing oncoming
troops with massed batteries and such. Of course, you can have massed batteries, but there's no free shot at the road
column.
In another twist, Peter included French supply rules and Spanish guerrillas (under John). Every hour on the
hour, Peter checked French supply lines back to Madrid. If the road was open, so was the supply line. If the Spanish
took a town, the road was closed.

This forced the French to pay attention and leave garrisons behind, diminishing their strength as they moved
deeper into Spain. Clever bit, that, if another point to umpire, but Peter rotated among the tables on that top of the
hour to deliver some good or bad news.
If lines were cut, each unit had to make one 'attrition' Morale Check -- this was one die roll (NO rolling until
pass or rout). In the vernacular of Snappy Nappy, that picked off one Morale Status Level from a few units. In
addition, advancing was limited to six inches from the present position. The French could withdraw (er, towards
Madrid) without a problem, but they could not advance (er, away from Madrid) more than 6 inches.
As for the tactical nature of the rules, by turn 5 or 6, all the players understood basic movement, firing,
meleeing, morale checks, and so
forth. For about the next three
hours, I did little but confirm
players' calculations, or remind
them about a modifier or two. On
occasion, I received a more
technical question, but otherwise,
the gamers gamed, thinking more
about positions and movements
instead of mechanics -- and that's
just the way I like it.
By the way, communication
was by written note given to umpire
Peter, who time stamped each one -his watch was the only time piece
that counted in the campaign!
Messages were delivered after a
certain amount of time, depending
on distance between sender and
receiver.
Victor (red shirt) finds himself at 1:3 odds with the British (blue and green shirts) and Portuguese (gray shirt) successfully massing forces.
Wellington (green shirt) storms across the bridge.

Victor at Lisbon
Originally, Wellesley (the future Duke of Wellington) and the Brits, starting on the Lisbon table, headed north
off table to Oporto to meet the French, but turned around and marched back to Lisbon as a Spanish corps entered the
Oporto table to divert the French. Good thing, too, because Victor's French corps entered the table on the south side of
the river and headed to Lisbon with good troops and a pontoon bridge in tow.
Alas for the French, the Brits reappeared and so began a French screening action along the river (all rivers
were impassable except at bridges or via construction of pontoon bridge). A Portuguese corps suddenly appeared out
of the south, somewhat of a surprise to Victor, but you could see him thinking about using interior lines to hold the
Brits and whack the Portuguese -- especially
when a French cavalry corps reinforced Victor.
And right at this time, Peter arrived and
informed Victor his supply lines had been cut.
Humbug indeed!
Wellesley's Highlanders charged across
the one bridge over the river, shattering a French
brigade, but shattered in turn by French reserves.
The next British brigade completed the forced
crossing, but by this time, Victor was
withdrawing. The Portuguese pounced on some
rearguard cavalry, but Victor escaped the three
allied corps.
Battle of Torrijas (lower right) as Spanish form welcoming
line for French.

Battle of Torrijas and Siege of Talavera
A French corps (James) came on the Talavera table and immediately ran into part of Zayas' defending
Spanish corps (Sam). The French decided to stick and commenced the Battle of Torrijas in the corner of the table. A
sharp little action saw a bold Spanish attack in an effort to stem the advance, but the battle went to the French and the
Spanish retreated towards a supporting corp. The French pushed on to Talavera in the center of the table, where they
had a garrison under siege.
French in Talavera (upper left) under siege by Spanish as
other Spanish forces hold onto the hills to defend against
French relief force.

About this time, another French corps
(Jamie) arrived at the other corner of the table
and the French started to push towards the
bridge across the river. A second Spanish
corps, Cuesta, (Tim) formed a welcoming line
at the river.
As the original French corps pressed
towards Talavera, part of the original Spanish
corps took up positions in the hills to equalize
the odds while the rest pressed the Siege of
Talavera.
As the second French corps (Jamie)
moved forward, umpire Peter arrived and
announced this second French corps was now
out of supply (James' original French corps on
the road to Madrid was in supply). Cursed
guerrillas! This caused a withdrawal and
Cuesta's second Spanish corps positioned only
a small covering force at the bridge and moved
to support the siege.
The Spanish bombarded the town with
artillery and fired into the French troops,
finally causing enough failed Morale Checks to
toss the French out of the town and into the
woods. The French arrived early enough to
bash a Spanish infantry brigade, but when
Talavera was lost, the French retreated in the
face of determined and reinforced Spanish
resistance.
The Spanish regrouped and then set off
for Madrid.
James, King of Spain, writes a message to one of his
commanders. Note that the King has the biggest
campaign map. All other players had the smaller one.

Battle of Portolegre
When we last left Wellesley, the Brits,
and the Portuguese, they were in hot pursuit of
Victor's French force, which had retreated to the next table and set up a defensive line at Portolegre. Both sides took
the time to issue Rally orders, collect stragglers, and bring their troops back into fighting trim.

Then the Allies advanced
onto the new table and engaged
the French.
Wellesley and the Brits
stormed into the teeth of the
French defensives, while the
Portuguese maneuvered onto the
end and two infantry brigades
with one more brigade in support
charged into a single French
brigade.
Debrief. Photo by Dan.

Elite Highlanders or
Seasoned Portuguese, it didn't
matter. The French dealt out
punishment along their entire
line. The previously favorable Allied rolls turned unfavorable, and the entire Allied attack faltered and was thrown
back. The British re-learned about French defensive strength and the Portuguese found out that stalwart French troops
standing on the defense at Portolegre were not the easy targets of retreating French troops near Lisbon.
The Allies held the edge of the table, daring the
French to attack. Outnumbered, the French held their
defensive line in a stalemate.
Gather ‘round for the debriefing. Tried to get everyone inthese two
photos, but not quite.

Called at 4:15: Debrief
Peter ended the game at 4:15pm -- so call it 4.5
hours of intense action. Personally, I can't believe how
time flew. I don't know how many turns were played on
each table. I would guess the players initially did about
three or four turns per hour at the outset, then increased to
six to eight turns per hour by the end, based on my
observation about movement distances and firing dice
rolling.
My apologies for not mentioning other actions.
Gradually, tables became vacant as the separated corps
converged according to plan (or not) and larger multi-corp,
multi-player battles occurred. We probably could have
gone another hour for the larger battles, but some of the
tables needed clearing for the next shift of games.
Of course, every Snappy Nappy campaign ends
with a general debriefing where Peter lays out a large map
(in CT, James brings a projector displaying the map on the
wall) and players explain where they went and what they
did, pushing scraps of paper representing corps across the
map.
Alas, I stationed myself at the fringe and didn't
catch everything, so my view here is, well, my partial view
of an entire campaign. Peter will have a full report on his
blog.
To me, Lisbon was safe for the Allies and Madrid safe for the French -- the two big-point victory spots -- so
that was a wash, although I believe Allied forces were inching onto the Madrid table. Control of various provinces

(uncontested tables for minor victory points) appeared slightly in the Allied favor. Losses seemed about even. I'm not
sure of the French supply situation. Overall, I'd call it a minor Allied victory.
Incidentally, at SnapCon V, it was a major French victory with Lisbon captured and Wellesley never
becoming Wellington.

Another Successful Campaign
Snappy Nappy can play one-on-one on a two-foot by two-foot table, but I really, really enjoy the big, multitable games. Many of the players noted during and post-game that it was refreshing to do a wargame where you had
wonderful fog of war and didn't know how the tables fit together and what forces were where.
I'm not sure Peter used official 'orders' in this campaign and I believe all players had the same 18-inch
command range. It's just a little too confusing at a major convention instead of back room to use orders and different
command radii. We use orders at SnapCons.
The scenario-specific supply rules seemed to work well -- just enough of a pain for the French (especially the
limited advance when out of supply), but not too much. It represented the decision point about whether -- or how
much -- to weaken your front line forces to garrison your line of supply versus keeping troops for offensive
operations. The guerrillas had their work cut out for them!

More Info
Peter will post this AAR, others' AARs, and his own AAR on his blog: BlundersOnTheDanube -- Google it. It
also contains all the SnapCon AARs, including maps, OOBs, and AARs.
I also urge you to join the Snappy Nappy Yahoo group run by Alan. It has lots of Snappy Nappy info,
including downloadable Quick Reference Sheets, adaptations for alternative eras, and errata for the rule set.
Finally, pardon the pitch, but Snappy Nappy is available direct from On Military Matters and some local game
shops here in the US and from Caliver Books in the UK.
Thank you to Peter for hosting, top umpiring, and bringing 25mm troops, terrain, and accoutrements, Greg for
providing mountain terrain, James, Tim, and Dan for umpiring, terrain, and accoutrements, and Barry for set up and
take down.
A big thank you to all the gamers who made the campaign game interesting and memorable. I hope you
enjoyed gaming as much as I enjoyed umpiring.

FRIDAY: Al Nofi Lecture
Al Nofi, he of wargaming company SPI back in the 1970s
and 80s, gave a number of lectures at the show. I attended his first
one called Curiosities of Wargaming. When he said wargaming, he
meant military wargames and staff rides, not our tabletop versions.
Al Nofi at Historicon 2018.

He started with Major General Redver Buller at the British
Army Maneuvers in 1898, where Buller lost every battle as the
'invading corps commander' and was then promoted to Lt. Gen and
sent to South Africa to fight the Boers, where he lost every battle
and retired as a full general.
Next up was the pre-WWI Russian wargame that showed
the 1st Army and 2nd Army could not jump off at the same time
and meet up as planned, so the recommendation of the Russian staff
was to delay the march of the nearer army by 6 days to allow the
farther army time to move up. Alas, such advice was ignored and
the result was Tannenberg.
By the way, the Russian staff work was quite good, but Russian noblemen who ran the higher echelons of the
military did not take staff courses and the non-noblemen who did could not rise high enough to implement any
learning.

WWI Schlieffen Plan: Italians in France
Pity poor von Schlieffen: His plan gets all the blame for the German
failure to knock out France in WWI. According to Nofi, and you have to
remember that Italy, Germany, and Austria-Hungary were supposed to be
allies, von Schlieffen's plan envisioned 10 Italian divisions to show up and
cover the German left flank. When Italy pulled out from the alliance and
declared neutrality at the beginning of WWI, those 10 divisions had to come
from somewhere, which is why the big right hook missed having 10 German
divisions to the detriment of the attack.
Von Schlieffen.

The Germans under von Schlieffen ran a variety of scenarios for their
wargames, the oddest being that the Netherlands allied with Germany. They
didn't wargame the idea that the French had interior lines, the use of an
extensive railroad system, or that the French would do something with the
100,000 troops in the 'Camp of Paris' (75 forts and 490 square miles -- an area
30% larger than New York City). One low-ranking German officer, in charge
of the Camp of Paris during one wargame, did send out some forces to harass
the victorious German army as it swung around Paris, but that was it. On September 5,
1914, the French attacked using the troops in the Camp with success, or at least enough
success to give the Germans a bloody nose.
On the plus side of putting wargaming lessons into practice, von Moltke, von
Schlieffen's successor, held a wargame in 1906 that found German forces on the right
wing running out of ammo and provisions due to the distance from the railheads. This led
to von Moltke to create motorized supply columns to keep up with the troops.
On the Allied side, Sir Henry Wilson, as Chief of the Imperial General Staff,
puttered around the front in January 1918 and thought that the Germans might use a
million troops transferred from Russia in an attack. He wargamed a German attack of
100 divisions that hit the seam between the British and French troops near the Somme,
resulting in a breakthrough and the capture of several Channel ports.
Chief of the Imperial General Staff Sir Wilson.

Wilson suggested Field Marshall Haig shift some troops, but Haig did not. The real German attack in March
1918 hit about the same area and almost duplicated the wargame.

Lessons from US Navy Fleet Problems
Nofi started with an anecdote. In the 1920s, the BB USS Arizona was anchored at 125th street. Her sailors
met a hooker who wanted to go to Hollywood and be a star, but needed a way to get there. No problem, the sailors
smuggled her onboard, the ship sailed, participated in gunnery exercises in the Caribbean Sea off Puerto Rico, and
then the ship headed for the Panama Canal. Alas, the hooker was found at the entrance of the Canal and removed from
the ship. He didn't tell of her fate.
Hollywood bound?

Keep this in mind as US Navy Fleet Problem 1 postulated the Japanese Navy running rampant in the Pacific
Ocean and the US Navy in the Atlantic Ocean had to go through the canal to get into the Pacific. The problem was to
get the fleet through and consider what steps Japan would do to stop it.
Apparently, sailors knew that if they missed their ship when it sailed from Panama through the Canal, they
could 'catch' the ship at a lock, sliding down to the deck when the deck was fairly even with the top of the lock.
So, an enterprising officer sent an Ensign, cosplaying a saboteur while disguised as a regular sailor, complete
with sea bag, to slide onto the deck. He changed back into his uniform and walked down to a magazine and knocked.
The Petty Officer opened up the magazine and let our intrepid Ensign in, whereupon the Ensign presented the PO with
a letter that essentially said "Honey, I just blew up the ship" -- and presumably took the lock with it.

The Admiral on the Arizona was furious, locked up the Ensign, and wouldn't let him out until a direct
intervention by superior officers ordered the release.
In Fleet Problem 20, a 1939 wargame in the Caribbean Sea and Atlantic Ocean to test radar on the USS Texas
and USS New York, the radar worked great. The Navy installed the sets on ships that fought in the Battle of Savo
Island in 1942, where the radar didn't
perform as well.
Why not? The 1938 radar operators
were the scientific technicians who helped
build and refine the radar while the 1942
operators were not as well trained or familiar
with the sets -- especially to account for the
effects of Savo and other islands.
USS Texas.

The 1938 French and Ardennes
A 1938 French wargame tested the idea of the Germans coming through the Ardennes and found that it was
simple to bottleneck the invaders. Thus came the quote that the Ardennes was impenetrable to armored forces.
Nofi pointed out that the full quote is something to the effect that the Ardennes was impenetrable to armored
forces if we put enough troops to defend the area.
In the wargame, the French had two divisions and the Germans drove through and crossed the Meuse River
near Sedan. The conclusion: Add two more divisions.
In 1940, two divisions were defending and the Germans drove through and crossed the Meuse River near
Sedan -- though it cost them 3/4 of tactical strength of the lead division. Imagine if the French had added the two
divisions as the wargame suggested...

A Word of Caution
To generate ideas from wargaming requires honesty, a willingness to learn,
and a carefully crafted scenario. The 'Midway' wargame, where the umpires ruled
the Japanese Navy lost four carriers and were overruled so that two carriers were
put back in the game, is an example of intellectual dishonesty.
A wargame is a tool for training, not predictive of actual results. Designing
a wargame of any type means understanding the lessons is as important as the game
outcome itself. You have to keep thinking, "What about? What about?..." all the
while investing in time to discover nuances in the battlefields (transportation
difficulties), numbers, and other aspects (personalities of commanders). Designing a
wargame can provide insight into a particular scenario. Like any tool, you have to
act on a wargame outcome to affect a potential future war event.
Patton.

Finally, war has no rules. Wargames do, but unexpected events occur -- think
General Patton's maneuvers outside set boundaries during the Louisiana maneuvers. For
our wargames, you start with a historical event and work backwards.
Galland.

Sealion: Paddy Griffith
Nofi ended with an account of a 1970s wargame of Operation Sealion, a
hypothetical 1940 invasion of Britain by the Germans, put on by Sandhurst lecturer
Paddy Griffth. It included many ex-WWII commanders, including Adolf Galland
(umpire), and used all available published documents.

The Germans landed 90,000 airborne and
seaborne troops, but lost about 25% of their sea
transport. Over the next 48 hours, as the German
army pushed inland, the Navy lost most of their sea
transport -- much on a 'feint' from Norway to land in
Scotland that was intercepted. The Royal Navy had
126 cruisers and destroyers fit for defense and only
lost eight ships sunk and nine severely damaged.
Land casualties were heavy on both sides.
As the Germans started to run out of supplies by the
fifth day, they started to pull back and do a Dunkirk
of their own -- evacuating 15,400 troops of the
90,000+. A reserve Canadian division had not even
been involved in combat. The participants agreed
that the outcome was an accurate assessment and
probable result of an actual German invasion in
1940.
Nofi noted that the participants had access
to all published documents circa early 1970s -- but
in the 1980s, the British released more documents
related to the defensive measures taken in 1940.
They proved to be more extensive than represented,
including lots of sabotage teams. He believed the
outcome could have been worse.
This was the last point Nofi made:
wargames don't include all the data and variables,
just what was known at the time.
Double Blind Command Decision game from the German
perspective (top) and the US perspective (bottom).

FRIDAY: Walkabout
Besides a trip to the dealer hall and flea
market, I walked around, stopped to chat, gawked at
some of the craftsmanship, and watched some of the
tabletop events play out. The Distelfink and
Lampeter rooms were generally hopping with
activity.

Command Decision: Double Blind Sicily
Jake and Marc have been running these
double blind WWII Command Decision games for
years. These are usually night actions, so spotting is
limited to 4 inches (I think that's about 200 yards in
CD terms) and both of them hop back and forth
between the two identically terrained tables that are
separated by a sheet.
Steve Waddell (left) umpires the 25mm battle among the
hedgerows.

This scenario was US versus Germans and
Italians in Sicily. I snapped the photos one after
another so it shows one brief moment in the game. I

believe the US objective was to drive from one corner of the
table to the other, or at least that's what the tanks look like they
were doing.
Of note was a US tank thrust in the middle of the board,
unawares of a German tank column just a little further on... Or
maybe it was a German tank column unaware of a US tank
thrust...
Left half of the HAWKS room. Sea Lion in progress (upper left), train heist
being set up ( right), and unknown games (background and foreground
middle).

Normandy 1944
Prof. Steve Waddell of West Point ran a WWII skirmish
game with a heckuva nice board. Of note, each infantryman had a
small label clipped to the back of the base with name and important
stats. A buddy of mine does that with English Civil War units -- helps
quite a bit during a game to just look at the base and find the stats.
Luftwaffe Pat (left) looms over the HE-111 trying to figure out how to take out the
advancing Brits (lower right).

HAWKS Room
The HAWKS (Harford Area Weekly Kriegspielers) always
host a weekend-long variety of games enjoyed by enthusiastic gamers
and this convention was no different.
A Combat Patrol skirmish game offered an Operation Sea
Lion feel with a Heinkel HE-111 crash landing near a seaside English
village while Germans wade ashore. The various British forces, from
soldiers to Home Guard to women with farm implements try to repel
the Germans, who are busy shooting up the defenders.
From the short time I observed the game, I believe Combat
Patrol uses a deck of cards to resolve combat instead of dice. At least
when the Germans shot, Pat flipped over cards looking at one part of
the card for his shots to be in range, then flipped another card hoping
that a tree (target cover) did not appear on another part of the card,
and if the first two cards were a go, then flipped a third card to find damage.
On the adjacent table, a GM was setting up his Train Heist game with what looked to be a 1920s or 30s car
nearby. The train was built for function, each car being a rectangle with plenty of space for figures inside. I'm going to
call it a gangster heist game, but it could be used for Wild West, modern spy, or any other game calling for a train.

Operation Scimitar: NATO vs. Turkey
If my room wasn't down a particular corridor, I never
would have known this game of Russian interference that
prompts NATO to invade Turkey existed. Technically, this
modern 6mm game was located in rooms HO 1 and 2. I passed
it a couple of times, then finally stopped in. The game would
play throughout the entire convention, for when I showed up, I
saw some of the defending Turks and attacking NATO allies
were destroyed as other attackers pushed inland, only to be hit
by ambushing defenders.
Operation Scimitar main landing spot, with airfield on table in adjacent
room.

One room held the main landing area, complete with ship
models, while the other room held an airfield. As I recall, some
random Turkish elements would oppose NATO while others would
support the invasion.
The first time I was there on Friday, the Greeks with M-60
tanks were following up the initial NATO attack. When I stopped by
on Saturday, German armor had pushed into a little town and were
pretty much wiped out by a swarm of ambushing infantry with RPGs
and anti-tank weapons.
A NATO force advances inland as other invaders (top right) were fated to remain at
the shoreline.

Paint Class
I'm not sure, but I think the first rule of Paint Class is not to
talk about Paint Class. Located in the front room of the hotel, which
old timers would remember as the country western bar and dance
club, talented artists offered tips and techniques to improve your
painting.
Evil Bob offers painting tips and techniques.

I watched 'Evil Bob' offer tips for painting a 25mm WWII
German soldier, including base colors, washing, highlighting, which
parts of the miniature to paint first, and so on. Better yet, the students
-- for this reminded me a real art class -- used the same
brushes and paints to put the techniques to metal.

In another class, and I'm sorry I did not get her name,
the artist explained differences in brush types, manufacturers,
and retailers while providing painting advice.

Lampeter Tournament Area
A full range of tournaments were available all
weekend long. I don't know how many played in any given
tournament, or the standings of those who participated, but I
saw a lot of people rolling a lot of dice, so that's got to be a good thing.
I'm not a tournament player, but I imagine that after three rounds in a
day, the players must feel pretty drained.
Lampeter room on Friday, 3:42pm sez my notes.

FRIDAY: HMGS Membership Meeting
I had rejoined HMGS at Cold Wars, so I figured attending a
membership meeting would be a good bucket list item. About 30 showed up for
the 7pm meeting and HMGS needs 23 for a quorum. I will caution you that
some of my notes and spellings may be suspect as I was scribbling as fast as I
can, but are generally accurate. Decisions were based on member feedback.
Team Yankee tournament in progress on Friday.

The move to online voting proved successful in terms of
participation, with 637 voting out of the 2000+ members in 2017, up
from 499 in 2016, 360 (or 316, I didn't quite hear) in 2015, and 354 in
2014.
They presented a number of awards and recognitions for
various efforts, such as Bill Rutherford, John Snead, James Curtis,
Mitch Osborne, and Kathy Kelly for the Elections Committee that took
a few years for that online process to be certified and accepted. Bob and
Cleo Liebl were recognized for their newsletter dedication.
The board decided against re-starting scholarship program and
instead opted for a grant program to PTA-style organizations to fund
afterschool miniatures in education activities.
Warrior tournament in progress on Friday.

Then was an hour-long discussion about bylaw changes and
membership regulations required by Maryland for non-profit entities.
The goal is to clean up the discrepancies. I admit my eyes glazed over
about the nuances, with a variety of parliamentary procedure questions
(and answers) about a motion on the floor to put a re-write to a
membership vote. The motion was defeated with six yea, more than 20
nays, and the rest abstentions, in large part because not a lot of folks
understood the referendum texts and whether a re-write would be
acceptable to Maryland. A new motion passed with only one no vote
that would have HMGS lawyers research what the
state wants and create the necessary bylaw
restructuring for the membership to vote on.
Fred (left) in Warrior tournament. Photo by Dan.

HMGS Finances
Overall, HMGS has $406,457 in assets, of
which $396,397 is in cash. Current liabilities are
$23,644.
Cold Wars 2018 had 1890 attendees, up from
2017 numbers (which were not given), and made
about $21,000 for HMGS, up from about $2000 for
Cold Wars 2017. Cold Wars 2019 will be at the Host
with the theme of Mountain Warfare or Extreme
Terrain -- not sure as both terms were bandied about.
HMGS pays about $10,000 in table rentals at the Host
-- money well spent.
Historicon 2018 totals are not included in the
above amounts, but someone up in the board
whispered something about profit of about $50,000 -in part because pre-registration was over 1700 people.
Dennis (left) in La Art de la Guerre tournament. Photo by Dan.

HMGS is spending about $10,000 to change
the logo and create closer branding between all three
shows, plus do a promotional video and more marketing to attract more people to the hobby.

Future HMGS Shows
Fall in 2018 and Cold Wars
2019 are at the Host. Historicon
2019 is at the downtown Lancaster
Marriott and Convention Center.
Fall in 2019 is at Valley Forge.
Cool terrain for a Frostgrave variant.

Someone on the board
mentioned that HMGS was looking
at a 'southern' location for one of the
shows, at which point a number of
folks pointed out that the
Fredericksburg shows dropped a
third of Historicon attendees over
the years. The board quickly added
that any move would not be south of
DC.
Good luck on that. It's 440 miles by car (sez Google) from Boston to DC, versus 378 miles from Boston to
Lancaster. The midpoint city between DC and Boston is Secaucus, NJ, which has its own traffic nightmare. FYI: Bill
Gray's already studied the geography to death.
Painting Class and a discussion of brushes.

Historicon 2019
The Historicon 2019
convention director gave a short
description of the Lancaster Convention
Center in downtown Lancaster, with an
attached Marriott ($145 per night with
free parking -- one car per room,
otherwise, $7 per day) or you can stay
three blocks away at Hotel Lancaster
($149 per night plus $12 day parking).
The Host would have charged $149 per
night.
Presumed bonus: It's a Marriot.
Presumed bonus on top of
bonus: The hotel restaurant can't be
worse than the host and plenty of
restaurants within a couple blocks of
the convention center sez my wife, who
attended quilt shows there.

FRIDAY: Open Gaming -Axis and Allies
Of course, besides the PELlisted events, plenty of folks get
together for some open gaming. Some bring miniatures while others bring boardgames.

I was wandering along and stopped to watch an Axis and Allies boardgame -- been a while since I had played
one, so I watched a
'classic' game unfold
among the three players.
When it came time for the
USA to play, they asked
me if I wanted to sit in as
FDR. Sure thing! I then
immediately wondered if
I remembered the rules
well enough not to screw
up their game. Close
enough, as it turned out.
I believe this is the beginning of
US Turn 1. I invaded Africa
and took out the German.

At the time, the
Japanese had cleared the
US Pacific fleet around
Hawaii, but had not
invaded. China was half lost, too. The British had taken Norway and Kurelia -- apparently, the Germans and Italians
(no forces were in Italy) made a big attack and took it, but lost it.
I invaded Africa with what was at hand while building infantry and transports for another amphibious assault
next turn. Judging by the disposition of the Japanese, they couldn't threaten Western US next turn, so I reinforced the
West Coast with an infantry or two.
The Japanese took India despite a steadfast defense. The big attack was UK into France (Western Europe),
holding off the Germans, and being reinforced by the US troops I built last turn. The West Coast got a submarine. The
Brits also invaded ungarrisoned Italy with a single infantry. This gutted German resources while boosting the Brits.
It was 2am and that was about it for the game. Although Germany retook Italy, it would build nothing but
infantry in the hope of delaying the Allies long enough for Japan to capture Moscow -- except the Soviets were
starting to build tanks for their
offensive into India.
Thanks for inviting
me to sit in as FDR.

SATURDAY:
WWII 1943 Sicily
I was puttering around
when I stopped to watch a
15mm WWII game based on
the Battle of Gela in 1943
Sicily. The Herman Goring
division and two Italian
divisions were
counterattacking to drive the
US back into the water at
Gela. It turns out they had a
vacancy and asked if I wanted
to give the World at War
house rules a go. Sure thing!
HG on the left, Napoli in the middle
and Livorno on the right
counterattack towards Gela.

They gave me the right
flank Livorno Division: 33rd
Infantry Regiment (16 infantry
stands and 1 command stand),
34th Infantry Regiment (16
infantry stands and 1 command
stand), 155th Bersaglieri
Motorcycle Regiment (4
stands), 4th Motor Regiment (5
L5 tankette stands), 28th
Artillery Regiment (4 100mm
gun stands), 4th AT (w 47mm
AT gun stands), and 1 division
commander stand (General
Domenico Chirielson). All told:
50 stands. That seems to me to
be about a company per stand.
Without going into the nuances,
in the d6 system, basically I hit
on 5-6 and saved/rallied on 5-6.
Allies (left to right): Ken (1st Inf Div), Michael (45th Inf Div), Umpire Pat, Seamus (3rd Inf Div). Not shown, off right, Robert (2nd Arm Div).

A ridge cut across the terrain: behind it
and I couldn't fire at the Allies and the Allies
could not fire at me. Up top, it's seen and be seen.
In the center of our Axis line was the
Napoli Division (run by Louis) and our left flank
was the Herman Goring Division (run by Joe).
From our left facing us was the US 1st
Big Red One Infantry Division (run by Ken and
against the HG Div), 45th Infantry Division (run
by Michael), 3rd Infantry Division (run by
Seamus), and coming on the right, the US 2nd
Armored Division (run by Robert). The US had a
slight qualitative edge on the Italians. Gela was
the victory condition. Whoever had it won.
Part of my Livorno Division.

Sequence of Play
World at War uses a straightforward turn sequence of rally, artillery/ship barrages, air strafe/bombing, move,
fire, and assault. Then the other side does the same.
Firing is basic 3d6 (4d6 for artillery), subtracting dice for target in cover, long range, etc. If I recall, one
damage is a pin, two a suppress, and three an elimination. Regimental morale check when half the stands are gone.
Stands had a command range of 4 inches from each other.
The HG Division, plus all off-board artillery and air strikes hammered the Big Red One into oblivion, but
couldn't make any headway against the 45th hunkered down in Gela.
The 3rd came to help, but the Napoli Division intercepted it. In the carnage that followed, both the 3rd and the
Napoli started to lose stands, especially when the US 2nd armored arrived. On Turn 3, I moved the Livorno on top of
the ridge in support and a series of assaults swept away the 3rd, the Napoli, and my own 33rd Regiment.
That left my Livorno against the now diverted 2nd Armor. That's the good news. The bad news is that the 2nd
soon dispatched me, leaving the remnants of the HG without support and unable to drive towards Gela. On Turn 4, the
Livorno was high-tailing it to Roma.
The game ended at that point: Allied victory.

Quirk of the Rules
World at War played quickly
enough, although the sheer number of
stands meant for a long turn per side
in the beginning as you rolled lots of
dice.
The quirk in an otherwise
solid set was the Assault mechanic.
Basically, troops would move to
contact, maximum two on one, the
defender would fire (if capable), and
if attackers remained, the stands diced
off with a few quality modifiers. No
problem.
End of Axis Turn 3. HG makes progress after
US 1st Inf retreats off board. Napoli heads
towards Gela and US 45th Inf while US 3rd
Inf angles for intercept. Livorno (bottom left)
heads over the ridge to counterattack US 3rd
and newly arrived US 2nd Arm.

However, the side with more
successful assaults causes the other side to take a regimental morale check. If failed, the entire regiment bolts off the
table. This is an exception to the lose half stands to make a regimental morale check rule. I learned this first hand
when my 33rd bolted.
On my turn, I pounded one stand of the remaining regiment in the 3rd Infantry, won the assault, and forced
Seamus to check for the regiment. He failed the 50-50 roll and the 3rd disappeared off the table. The 2nd Armor
returned the favor in Robert's turn and between the naval gunfire and tank gunfire, Livorno's 34th Regiment fled the
table. A failed division morale check caused the rest of the division to flee.
The recommendation on the table was simply do the regimental morale check when half or more of the stands
are gone.
Thanks, GM Pat, for inviting me to sit in -- I had a blast.

SATURDAY: Rally ’Round The Flag
Just off the hotel lobby, I stopped by to watch a
demo of Rally ’Round The Flag (RRtF) by Jeff Billings
of Lost Battalion Games. I had noticed a large map in
the dealer area and this proved a perfect opportunity to
try and learn what it was all about.
LBG's Jeff Billings (right) demonstrated the game to Thad.

RRtF uses cards to activate commands and
units, with some allowing moves and fires, 'reloading'
units after firing, Sharpshooters, rallying stragglers, and so on.
This ACW boardgame includes a jigsaw-style, tan and green, contour map to put (and hold) together and
plastic 'flats' molded onto bases for units. I watched the Culp's Hill scenario -- not sure if this is a stand-alone RRtF
game or if it's just a small part of an entire box for the Gettysburg campaign.
The regiment-sized units have a number of flat figures on them to represent larger and smaller strength units
and numbers on them for quality and efficiency: Red numbers for firing (modified by the terrain the base is sitting on
and other situations) and green numbers for saving rolls. Erasable markers are used to mark off losses on the base
(white circles serving as rosters, so to speak). With losses come morale checks, which can really cause a cascade of
failures if one unit retreats through another, triggering a morale check, etc.

Each section of the map includes a
command number relating to the difficulty
of getting messages through (somewhat
terrain based if I recall right), although the
commander figure base is so large, it can
overlap boundaries and use the 'easier'
section number. This is paired with the
cards to tell how many units than can be
moved and RRtF includes a mechanic for
activating an entire brigade.
Close up of Posey’s Brigade.

It all seemed to go well enough,
with reload cards being especially handy -Thad dropped one on artillery batteries
just as Jeff moved up a brigade of troops
into canister range. Kaboom! Jeff's
Confederates at the front of the attack
failed a morale test, retreated through the
supporting rear units, triggering more
failed checks and his brigade fled.
A second attack on another part of
the fishhook nailed a Union battery by its
lonesome, although a Union counterattack
and more failed Rebel morale checks
sealed the temporary breach in the line.
The plastic makes everything all
rather shiny, but at least the numbers are
big enough to read at a glance. There is a
back and forth flow to the game among the
brigades rather than an Igo-Ugo system.
I don’t know the price, but I
imagine the Lost Battalion Games website
will provide all the details.
Distelfink at 11:26am, Saturday. Tod Kershner in
foreground setting up his game.

SATURDAY: Walkabout
Did some more shopping and flea
market purchases and generally wandered
around, chatted with the gamers, and observed a number of games.

SATURDAY: Lightning North Africa
I watched Dan (Rommel) and Sean (Monty) play a game of
Lightning North Africa: On To Tobruk -- a card game from Decision
Games. They had used the Games Lending Library to check out the
game.
Allied Sean (left) liberates North Africa from Axis Dan in a game of Lightning North
Africa: On To Tobruk.

North Africa is represented by six terrain cards -- from Tunisia
to El Alamein -- across the top and each sides' unit cards get played

underneath the terrain card. Various cards deal out
damage and force units to retreat into other terrain, but
the player can match the descriptor at the bottom of the
card to cancel out such a card.
Every once is a while, a 'battle' (that's what I
call it) occurs and one side gets a number of cards with
different descriptors and secretly plays one. The
defender tries to guess which descriptor. If the guess
matches, the attack fails. If the guess misses, the attack
succeeds in putting a hit on the defender. A certain
number of hits eliminates a unit card.
At start with Dungeon. Dan (left), Fred, and Sean (right) go over
the rules. The cards represent monsters and treasure, with the
colors indicating different levels (six in total).

From my observation, it flowed well enough,
but Sean had stacked the El Alamein terrain card with four unit cards. These were so far behind the lines, the Germans
couldn't reach 'em. This allowed Sean to use the 'draw' function for each unit card -- in essence drawing four extra
cards each turn. This gave him more unit and attack/cancel cards to place.
In addition, Sean had an uncanny ability to guess Dan's attack descriptor. Monty squeezed Rommel and Dan
conceded.

SATURDAY: Dungeon
Dinner over, we (Dan, Sean, Fred, and me) found ourselves back at the con looking over other games in the
Games Library. We picked out a geriatric boardgame called Dungeon that seemed to have most of the cards available.
This dungeon crawl pitted the four of us against each other, searching the multi-level dungeon for treasure,
but needing to bash the monsters guarding it first.
Each player played a character that moved up to five spaces, stopping when reaching a space (usually a room)
with a monster. Then, the monster card is turned over and the player has to meet or beat a number on the card to
vanquish the monster and claim the treasure card. If you fail, you drop a treasure and retreat one space. Each treasure
is worth a certain number of gold pieces and when you reach the number on your character card, and get back to the
dungeon entrance, you win.
And yes, you can 'ambush' the other players to grab a treasure from them instead of the monsters.
Also, the dungeon contains secret doors -- each character has a secret door number to meet or beat.
I was Floid the Warrior (20,000 gold pieces needed to win), Dan ran Flenneater the Paladin (30,000, but a
better fighter), Sean ran Thugg the dwarf (?), and Fred ran Rast the Wizard (?). As we played, Dennis stopped to say
hello and we pulled another character (a Paladin) for him to play.
As I was about to take a photo
after Dennis (left) arrived, a
passing gamer offered to take a
group photo. Sorry, I did not
catch his name, but many thanks!
Left to right: Dennis, Dan, Fred,
Sean, and me.

The Adventure
Well, we scattered
among the corridors, trying
to grab the easy treasures in
the upper levels before
heading down to the
harder, lower levels. Sean
was the first to die -- when

he failed to defeat the monster, I rolled the 2d6. On a 2, he dies, and I think 3 through 7 or so is a wound (two wounds
for a death), and 8 or higher no effect. I rolled snake-eyes. Thugg was no more and he selected an elf as a
replacement.
I managed to grab a few items and then failed to hit. Dan rolled for the monster and rolled snake-eyes. Floid
was no more. I came back with Floid II...aka Pretty Boy Floid.
Dan, no stranger to this game, made for the monster and defeated it, picking up the treasure plus all my
treasure. So it went, each of us picking up treasure and magic items as we looted the dungeon.
Dan was the first to make it to his 30,000 gold
requirement, but Sean, now on his FOURTH character, moved
to intercept. As he and Dan danced, I managed to scoot around
picking off third- and fourth-level monsters and treasure,
reaching my 20,000 gold goal.
Then, I meandered to the entry without any of them the
wiser and declared victory.
Dan (center, Orioles cap) participates in a nicely terrained Spanish Civil War
game.

WEEKEND: Musings About The Host
The trip on Wednesday afternoon to the mighty, mighty
Lancaster Host -- as in it's taking a mighty, mighty long time to
renovate the place -- proved uneventful. Check in was a breeze
and my room was a fully renovated one, which was a welcome
change from my Cold Wars 'classic' room -- as in the carpets
and beds hadn't been changed since the Kennedy
Administration. Nope, my room looked modern, the plumbing
worked, and the A/C worked. Room rate was $139, plus taxes.
The hole in the ground next to the dealer area (what
used to be the Golf Pro Shop and a parking lot) remains a hole
in the ground. The Host’s original front entrance (where steps
were) remains a hole in the ground. The ballrooms remain in
their Kennedy Administration glory and the Flea Market
(theater) remains a darkened cave
despite alleged lighting
improvements, which might mean
they changed the 25-watt bulbs for
40-watt bulbs.
Parking probably proved
challenging given all the equipment
and storage containers parked all
over the place. For our own efforts,
we parked on Wednesday and didn't
move the car.
My notes say Gods of Egypt game, with
four progressive tables to go through. The
last, in background, is an underground
maze of corridors and mythos. Nice boards!

The air conditioning
worked well in the entire complex,
helped by relatively modest
temperatures. Let me also praise the
new tables that replaced the
splintered specials of yore (these
tables were also at Cold Wars).

The Food
Ugh. And I'm being kind. No pig roast. No brisket. No fried chicken. Not even deli sandwiches. Nope, just
hot dogs and hamburgers and noodles in marinara sauce. After Wednesday and Thursday night of that, ahem, stuff,
we walked to fast food, which was the height of haute cuisine for the convention.
As for the glorious buffet breakfast, it's the same overpriced, tasteless stuff (except for the bacon -- the one
anomaly in the buffet) as always, just with worse service.
The coffee, bad at Cold Wars, is so
bitter, I brought a Mr. Coffee and brewed my
own. The waitress said Host coffee was "a
sister brew to Starbucks." I retorted, "It's the
ugly stepsister who shouldn't be at the ball."
The biggest tragedy: the bar still
doesn't have any taps. The hotel put up signs
banning personal coolers in public areas.
HMGS didn't have to call the constable, or at
least I didn't hear about it.
I guess we were also lucky, for the
icemaker near our room actually worked. I
heard around the con other of the fancy
machines did not.
All good things... Distelfink, Sunday morning 9:28am.

SUNDAY: Dealer and Shopping
The Sunday Flea Market wasn't as packed as in previous shows, but then again, it's in the theater. Why
HMGS can't allow the folks to use the Lampeter, and avoid lugging the stuff up and down the stairs, is beyond me.
There was one game in the Distelfink, none in the Lampeter, and likely a couple others in other rooms that I
didn't see.
The drive home was an uneventful as the drive there. Great job, all!
Mike moves his tanks in a Brazen
Chariots game. Photo by Dan.

BONUS: Brazen
Chariots: Crusader
1941
by Mike Hansen
I believe this was the
first of the three games of
Brazen Chariots I played at
this convention. Adam Wine,
the author and GM, didn’t have
to make a lot of terrain changes
from one game to the other as
all the games were desert as we
were fighting some of the battles that formed part of Operation Crusader.
Adam is no doubt a gifted GM, but the reason I like these rules so much is that I feel as I get to learn the
actual historical pros and cons of the various tanks I command, and those of the enemy’s tanks, and if you do not
figure out a way to apply your strengths against the opponent’s weaknesses using whatever terrain, ploys, formations,
maneuvers etc., then you do not stand much of a chance to win irrespective the die rolling.
Of course, you will say that is the case of all good rules, and that is true, but I can’t say I have had the same
sensation of the other (few) tank combat rules I have played.

Historicon 2005: Convention Recap
by Russ Lockwood
For some reason. I cannot find my convention write-up from 15 years ago, but I
did find the photos I took. I’ll try to remember what the photo was about (good luck on
that, hey?), but maybe others can lend an eye. Apologies in advance.
Historicon 2005 was held in Lancaster, PA.

Dealer Area and Then Gaming
This is the grand bazaar of the historical miniatures world. You name a period,
it's likely to be here.
Dealer Hall panoply from the balcony.

And again…The MagWeb booth is just to the right of the yellow London War Room sign. See the monitors?

Right: Eric (right) of Bloodlines
rules with Robert and Viking
sword at the MagWeb booth.
Left: Unknown game with a
nice Greek temple on an
acropolis.

Top Left: Command Decision game (l to r): Michael Murphy, ? (obscured by box, maybe Jerry Merrill, maybe not), Jake
Strangeway, Glenn Kidd (seated), Dudley Garidel, Frank Chadwick, and Marc Raiff. Top Right: Nice terrained game of…?
Far Left: Modern game with
helicopters.
Left: An impressive fort runs
along the coast and juts out
into the sea.

A pair of theme games. At left, what looks like 1:1200 scale Age of Sail and at right, a larger scale, maybe 1:300? Impressive
modeling on both seas.

I’m not sure, but this looks like a 20mm Operation Market Garden
game that stretches a long, long way.

Above left: Siege leads to an attempt at storming the fortress. Above right: Looks like the Battle of Isandlwana.

A Classical Hack
game with the
Roman army
engaging the
barbarians. Phil
Viverito, designer of
the rules, is at right
(glasses).

Below: More
Romans. Perhaps
the same game from
a different angle?

Below: Not sure of the period, but obviously an important
move is being made.

Above: WWII Skirmish game. Below Left: Another WWII skirmish game. Below right: artist Keith Rocco.

Historicon 2004: Convention Recap
by Russ Lockwood
Historicon 2004 was held as usual at the Lancaster Host (Rte 30, east of
Lancaster, PA) and brought wargamers and military history buffs together in a
four-day fest.
Once again, things went generally smoothly, or at least I didn't see any
obvious problems--other than I seem to have lost all my notes. There were
people, events, and a lot of enjoyment. That's how a convention should be run. In
fact, I made it a specific point to get out from the booth and actually walk around
more...and (gasp!) even participated in a Troy wargame, and a late night tabletop
soccer game (football to the UK folks)!
Please note that photos, they of 1000 words, form the majority of the
report.

WWII Theme
WWII, specifically D-Day, was the
theme of the convention.
Right: In the main upstairs area, Omaha Beach
beckons.

Below left: JU-52 overflies downed German
aircraft.

Below right: Operation Market Garden in the
theater.

Stalingrad?

Above left: NJMGS ancients game. Above right: Modern warfare.
Below left: Horse and musket game. Below right: DBA ancients battle, possibly the tournament.

Left: Mark Z (with chart) runs yet another Classical Hack game with Romans. Right: Tag-team DBA doubles champions Rick
(tan shirt) and Larry (black shirt) use telepathy to coordinate their forces.

Above left: Looks like Battle of Raab?
Right: Castle skirmish game.
Below: Duncan McFarlane, of Wargames Illustrated fame
and elsewhere, picks his target.

Right: Bob Giglio (turquoise shirt) makes a ruling
while umpiring an ECW game.

Left: Romans on the attack.

Above: Ironclads galore. Below left: Steve Verdilova in a 6mm horse and musket game.

Right: World War I warfare, just like the sign says.
Below: Nice terrain.

Above left: Perennial WWI aircraft favorite. Above right: Renaissance game.

Dealer Hall
So many products, so little time, but that doesn’t stop us from buying anew.

Dealer Hall in the
Tennis Barn. The
MagWeb booth is
upper center with
Susan Lockwood (gray
warm-up jacket over
purple shirt) behind
the computer monitors.

Another look at the Dealer Hall.

Below left and right: Castaway
Arts from Australia brought their
wares.

At left: The True North booth, with Don Perrin (center)
of Perrin Miniatures, other lines, and MWAN magazine.

Defend Troy
Fired up by the movie Troy, Norbert
Brunhaber ran a Trojan War game. Tibor and
I happened to stumble into the room and he
needed two players. Instant warriors we
became, I of the city, he of the invaders.
Here come the Greeks. No gifts. We Trojans sally
out to meet them in fair combat on the plains.

Troops were 25mm, individually
mounted, with a d20 roll to "hit" against a
statistic. Heroes were 13 or 14 out of 20,
retinue fellows were 7 or 8 out of 20. The
hittees then got a saving roll. One hit and
the warrior is down and out. Heroes had to
be grabbed and dragged back to camp, or,
grabbed and dragged into the city.
Movement order was by cards.
Melee outside the city.

The invaders moved quickly off
the boats and stormed inland. The
defenders charged out to meet them. The
melees were intense and relatively quick.
Swords clanged against shields. Heroes
screamed. Bodies dropped. Vultures
circled overhead. (OK, I made up the part
about the vultures).
I have lost one of the retinue, but
carry back two dead enemy heroes!
In the end, the Trojans grabbed the
most dead Greek heroes and carted them
back to Troy to be stuffed and mounted.
We Trojans even burned a boat, though I
could not claim such a feat as I was
dragging two Greek hero carcasses into
the city.
I am ready to do battle again. The dead lay in heaps outside the city walls.

He Shoots, He...
Of all the unusual things I saw, there was this out of print soccer game that had little men standing in
bowls (so they would always remain right side up), a small ball, and a couple of nets. Soon, I was involved
in a lopsided game where my fumble fingers could do little right and my opponent (who owned the game)
could do little wrong.
It looked easy, but eye and hand needed to be in sync. The idea was to flick the man into the ball and
propel it down the field and score. There were rules, like the same guy could only hit the ball three times,
and if the ball hit an opponent last, the opponent took over control of the ball. The goalie was on a stick that
you moved to block shots.
What a blast! Man, it was difficult. I got better as we went along, and even managed a shot or two on
goal, and then with time winding down (1am), and the score 3-0 against me, I had one last possession to try
and win a morale victory. I drove down
the field, passing with verve and fortune,
sliding past defenders, passing to my
forward fellows, and finally, I managed
by dint of digital dexterity, to place the
ball directly in front of the goal with my
main striker right behind it!
The big kick…He shoots…

That's when I got my opponent
nervous. It was like a penalty kick. I
faked left, I faked right, I faked a finger
snap, and then, I unloaded. The ball
angled towards the left hand corner of
the net. It flew straight and fast. And
then, in the blink of an eye, my opponent
shoved the goalie stick hard over as far
as he could...and swatted the ball, the
net, and his own man through the air and
onto the floor.
DE-NIED! Lockwood failed to
score.
But I had a great time with
whatever this game is called.
From MagWeb.com member David
Lambert:
I believe that the game you played
was Subbuteo... I'm not at all convinced it
is 'out of print' as you put it.. I used to
play as a nipper.. errr 'some' years ago...
In the UK it is (as far as I know still) very
popular. Link:
http://www.subbuteoworld.co.uk/
Thanks, David! -- RL

Historicon 2003: Convention Recap
by Russ Lockwood
Historicon 2003 at the Lancaster Host (Rte 30, east of Lancaster, PA)
again turned out the military history buffs and wargamers in droves. I have no
idea how many attended, but there were 1500 pre-regs, which is more than in
previous shows. I'm going to guess double that showed up, but I'm sure HMGS
will be releasing the tally soon.
Historicon Program: Angus McBride cover: Siege of Vienna 1529
From my perspective, everything went smooth as can be. The tables were
there, the air conditioning worked, food lines were short because additional food
carts/sellers were scattered around the halls and grounds, and the use of the
"theater" allowed plenty of elbow room. And the gaming rooms were packed,
which was marvelous to see, even if I spent most of my time at the booth. I was
able to walk around from time to time and
occasionally remember to take the camera, and
even remember to shoot a photo or two. The
theme was "High Renaissance and the Rise of
the Ottoman Empire."
I just want to praise the efforts of
whoever did the program. Putting together 100
or so pages, most of which have separate
elements that come in in dribs and drabs, is not
easy and certainly takes a considerable amount
of time. Last year's program did not exactly put
the best foot forward as the reproduction left a
bit to be desired. This year, MagWeb paid for
six half page and one full page adverts. We do
have a distinct interest in a well-produced
program, as this is what attendees read during
the show and then take home and hopefully
review to remind them of many things at the
convention.
Bert Floyd (left, in checked shirt) of Historical
Miniatures Unlimited shares a joke with
MagWeb.com CEO Russ Lockwood (right, yellow
shirt) while an unidentified young lad surfs some of
the illustrations. Allen Campbell (background, gray shirt) of Rampant Lion is ready for action.

Dealer Area
In November, at Fall In 2002, the dealer area was a ghost town. At Cold Wars 2003, it was much better. At
Historicon 2003, it was a feeding frenzy.
I mentioned to Jeff Valent of Piquet, "As wargaming goes, so goes the economy...because of all the things
people have to spend money on -- mortgage, rent, car payments, food, kids' clothes, and so on -- wargaming is pretty
near the bottom of the food chain, even when it comes to discretionary spending."
The reasoning, for me anyway, is that if you're like me, you have plenty of projects with tons of lead sitting in
the closet. You don't exactly need more lead, but you want more lead...and terrain...and rules...and accessories...and...
Jeff agreed with that and noted that some of the new Piquet modules had already sold out by Friday
afternoon!
I stopped by Bert's booth and looked over his glass-encased dioramas. He's quite the talented fellow. I always
look at his work and wish I had a proper office building with a lobby...I'd put several of his creations there, along with
works from other folks, too.

I also stopped and talked with the Norm and his next door neighbors, the Sash and Sabre folks. Both do
excellent work in their respective trades. I later ran into Chris of S&S in the hallway--he was in the booth next to me
at Borodino back in 2002. Dropped by to see Brian at Goblintooth. He was pretty happy his entry into the painting
contest won a silver place.
I spoke with Baxter and John of FAA USA, and they seem to be doing well. Next door was John Hutt of
Precision Products, one of the best kept secrets of the hobby. He sells sheets of glue-on terrain that really look
marvelous. Many of the award winners at the show use his products--fast and relatively inexpensive. Sadly, I didn't
make it to dinner with him as in years past, but we had the booth next to his at Origins about three weeks past.
Bob Hagerty of Imperialist Enterprises was another stop--he has a new line of 25mm Swedish troops for the
early 1700s. He also graciously allowed me to borrow some of Featherstone's old Wargamer's Newsletter for scanning
and posting on MagWeb.
Next stop was Keith and Annie at ATAK Miniatures, and their WWII line was doing well from the look of
the line of purchasers. I spent some time at That's The Way It Was...aka...Brom's booth for a talk with Lori and Larry.
Larry would enter into the picture later, but like all the folks I stop and see, are just plain knowledgeable and pleasant
to chat with.
Pat Condray (left), editor of Armchair General,
and Steve Phenow (right), editor of
Strategikon, peer intently at miniatures at the
Rampant Lion booth.
In any case, I stopped by The Last
Square and picked up some goodies there. I
must say I'm becoming enamored with WWII
for a very specific project. I picked up some
10mm Perrin miniatures, thanks to the good
efforts of Don Perrin. Most folks I game with
have tons of 6mm GHQ (1/285) and a
considerable amount of 15mm. I know some
folks with 25mm, but they do skirmish, so don't
need a lot. I have some 2mm as well that I
toyed with. It'll take a while, but we'll see how
it turns out.
I stopped by George Nafziger's booth
and picked up Book Three of the US Army series of WWII TO&Es that he produced. Like a dolt, I had previously
picked up Books 1, 2, and 4, and I have enjoyed poking around them all--they are full of meticulous detail just for the
wargaming community. Boy, did I miss Book 3. Fortunately, George had it at Historicon.
As a customer, let me plug George's efforts. I bought the two hardbound German TO&Es (Panzers/Artillery
and Infantry) -- I think they were about $50 apiece. I know bits and pieces of this sort of information are in
MagWeb.com, but for single source, er...sources as a basis of what unit had what when, these two volumes are
exceptionally worth it. With that in mind, let me also plug the 4-book US Army set ($80). I'm sure you can research
this information yourself, but let me tell you, I've been to the National Archives for research, and I don't know how
much you value your time, but $80 is exceptional value to me. They are not fancy or glossy, but they got the
information in nice big type (another plus as I age). I also picked up from George some OOB info printed out right
there on the floor for you. I see him print out a lot of OOB. It's inexpensive and quick. Count me a very satisfied
customer.
I stopped at GHQ's booth to pick up John Fernandes' new modern rules, but sadly, they were not out yet-looks like around the end of the year, probably in time for the holidays. If it's like his WWII rules, the rules are
relatively short and sweet (GHQ was giving away "quick-play" versions at the show), but the TO&E information for
every country takes up 3/4 of the book.
I picked up some other odds and ends at various booths, but those were my main purchases. I did notice the
pile of purchases grew behind the MagWeb.com counter because Tibor and Bill and the three kids they brought were
picking up goodies as well. I saw the raw pile of lead grow, although I can't remember of what, some books, a board
game (I believe it was from Clash of Arms game), some bases from Renaissance Ink, and some flea market items.
I know I talked with other folks throughout the show, both in the dealer area and in the various gaming
venues. It's a big convention.

MagWeb.com and WMD
Yes, I have to admit it,
MagWeb.com gave away not one,
not two, but three WMDs.
“Egads,” you cry. “What
madness is this? There are women
and children here.”
The crowd on Saturday afternoon. Bob
Coggins (black shirt and hat) draws
tickets from the basket held by
MagWeb.com CEO Russ Lockwood
(standing on chair in yellow shirt).

Ah, but WMD stood for
"Weapons of MagWeb Delight." In keeping with our "Knights of the Web" theme, we had a contest to give away
three reproduction medieval weapons: broadsword, battleax, and hand flail (or morningstar). We had a standing
display with a large Welsh flag as a backdrop and the usual "Show Specials" board.
We'd draw a winner on Friday afternoon, Saturday afternoon, and Sunday noon. The key was that you had to
be 18 years old or older and had present to win.
One lad came up to ask for a free ticket. He looked on the young side, so I asked him how old he was. "17"
came the reply. "Ah," I said with a sigh, "if you had only thought a little quicker. I'm sorry, but you have to be 18." He
appeared a bit sad, but I quickly added, "But you were honest." So in recognition, I gave him a MagWeb ruler.
Another lad of about 11 or so came up to ask for a free ticket, but alas, I could not give him one either.
"Dad..." said he, and Dad ambled up, so I gave a ticket to him.
And I'd like to recognize the tireless work performed by George and Linda Wisz. Not only do they coordinate
everything in the dealer hall, they are unfailingly cheerful, and Linda really worked the microphone to help draw
attention to our drawings and gather the folks who had tickets. Susan presented each with the MagWeb "Knights of
the Web" collectible mug for their efforts.

Celebrity Drawer I: Jay Hadley (Friday)
Now, I could have pulled the tickets from the
basket, but that wouldn't have been half as fun as having a
celebrity drawer. Jay Hadley, the Scruby Award winner for
2003, and HMGS ‘lots of all behind the scenes work and
little public praise positions for years’ (I think you'll find
that's every HMGS position in the bylaws) was gracious
enough to accept another honor--drawing the ticket from the
basket for the Friday 5pm time. I'm sure Jay has some other
comments about this "honor."
Eric, the proud winner of a broadsword!

So, a group of 20 or so hopefuls gathered around
the MagWeb.com booth and the drawing began. Hadley
drew the first number...and nothing. The winner was not
there. The crowd started to dissipate. "Wait!" I cried out. "You have to be present to win. Unless ticket number xxx is
here, we keep drawing until we get a winner!"
The crowd realized -- hey, they were still in it! And so another ticket was drawn by Jay. And another, and
another. The crowd waited with anticipation. No one stepped up. They were still in it...5,6,7 tickets go by...Jay's
making noises about being held against his will...9,10,11 tickets are pulled and not a winner...Jay's commenting that
all I did was throw tickets into the basket for no reason...14, 15,16 tickets get drawn...No plan survives contact with
the enemy...17,18,19 tickets roll by...I could swear I saw torches being lit and a few furtive looks at the "MagWeb
cutlery"...finally, on the 20th ticket, a winner!

Whew! I can tell you that Eric was a happy guy, but that the really happy guy (besides Jay), was the son. I
could see visions of knightly battles flashing in his head. He selected the sword and I put it in the box with its
scabbard and taped the box up. The young lad will have to wait until Monday to swing a four-foot sword.

Celebrity Drawer II:
Bob Coggins (Saturday)
I have no doubt word of the
MagWeb.com drawing spread far and
wide that night. By the time you read
this, it'll probably be recorded that hours
rolled by and three attendees keeled over
during the number reading. I can assure
you it was only 10 minutes tops and that
only two attendees keeled over--they
weren't waiting on the drawing, they
were just passing by and couldn't get
through the knot of people waiting for me
to call out numbers.
Chris, the proud winner of a battleaxe!

In any case, Bob Coggins agreed
to be the celebrity drawer for Saturday.
Evidently, I got to him before Jay did...
I saw some familiar faces in the crowd of 20-25 people, their faces set in grim determination to weather the
storm of tickets that would be pulled. You see, in addition to the tickets from Thursday and Friday, which were placed
back into the basket (hey, just because they couldn't make one drawing doesn't mean they couldn't make the others),
there were the ones from Saturday as well.
Bob reached in and plucked the first ticket from the basket. He handed it to me and...the winner was not there.
He reached in and pulled a second ticket, and voila! A winner! It was over too quickly. The crowd stood in stunned
silence. Chris was a happy fellow and selected the axe.

Celebrity Drawer III:
Larry Brom (Sunday)
The show ends at noon, so I
thought it would be a good idea to have
an end of show drawing. Hmmm. Maybe
I should have held it at 11am. Well,
grognards deserve the chance at a prize.
Patrick, the proud winner of a hand flail!

Only half as many as usual
showed up for the drawing, which boded
ill for pulling a winning ticket quickly,
but well for the odds were definitely in
the remaining folks' favor.
Larry arrived and drew and drew
and drew. At the 11th ticket, a winner!
The hand flail went to Patrick.
I'd like to publicly thank Jay
Hadley, Bob Coggins, and Larry Brom
for being the celebrity ticket pullers! And I'd like to congratulate the winners.

The Vince Show:
Apache Longbow Pilot Back from Iraq
Vince is an Apache Longbow pilot
just back from Iraq. He brought with him a
CD of greatest hits (hellfire missile hits,
30mm chain gun hits, etc) that he wanted to
show to his friends at the GHQ booth, but
alas, they didn't have a laptop or computer
with him. But John Fernandes knew who did
and brought him by the booth. I agreed to play
it immediately.
A group clusters around the MagWeb.com
booth on Sunday morning to watch images
and videos from Iraq. Vince is on the right
(white shirt, hands in pockets) talking to
Tibor Vari (yellow shirt). MagWeb's other VP Bill Abernathy (other yellow shirt) watches intently.
It was set to music, though, sadly, I didn't have any speakers, but the collection of photos from embedded
reporters/photographers plus some additional ones from soldiers proved captivating even without the soundtrack.
FLIR footage was eerie, there's even a shot of flak exploding as the helicopter formation flew by, and of course, lots
of targeted and destroyed Iraqi vehicles and guns. There were several different presentations, each about 5 minutes
long.
In the middle of this, a 10-year old walks up and asks what's going on, sees the explosions on screen, and
asks, “What game is this?” My wife, Susan, gently tells the kid that this is no game, but real footage of the war that
Vince brought -- that the tank just blown apart on screen was an Iraqi tank that would fire on our troops, and that the
gun emplacement was firing on our troops, and so on. That sobered the kid up a bit, and to his credit, he stayed and
watched the rest of the slideshow/video show for the next few minutes. Vince re-ran it again Sunday morning to
acclaim.
At the end, I thanked him for allowing us to watch the CD, and then I thanked him “for going over there.” It's
important that soldiers who put their life on the line halfway around the world
know that.

Flea Market
The usual plethora of products greeted you as you entered the flea
market zone. It covered the left third of the Lampeter Room, from front to back.
Imagine my surprise when one of Tibor's brood showed up in the flea market in
full armor. Shawn asked someone at the fair if he could come up and have his
picture taken, which I did. I swear that 12-year-old kid could sell snow to
eskimos in the winter in Alaska. Since no horde of angry Renaissance reenactors descended on the MagWeb.com booth, everything turned out OK. That's
quite a leap to trust some kid with a set of clothes and armor. The flea market
stretched all the way back to the windows.
Surprisingly, I didn't pick up any lead/plastic/pewter, but did pick up a
few magazines at various sellers (occupational hazard, not to mention deep
interest) as well as a book or two here and there. For example, I had the first two
volumes of Pictorial History of WWII, but never could find any more. Lo and
behold, there were the other three I had been looking for. I skipped the Navy and
AF specific add-ons.
There was a goodly amount of fantasy for sale. Evidently, Games
Workshop really makes an inroads on kids, but it seems dads are the ones selling
the old stuff off. I saw more and more of the clix things for sci-fi. The figures are

fairly nice. Mike Vogell is a big fan of the system/figures and that night was showing me and a few others how it
worked. Evidently charging things and ramming them is often a good tactic. I think the numbers on the wheel should
be larger. I didn't play the system, just watched a moment.

Hanging Around and A Sample of Conversations
I had dinner with Steve Phenow, editor of Strategikon -- a magazine about the pre-gunpowder era, but
concentrating on ancients. Steve, in addition to running the Armati tournament, is a heckuva interesting fellow to talk
to. The magazine has four issues out, but has been on hiatus as Steve attends to a variety of projects. The next issue
will be exclusively on Peltasts--Steve's decided to do issues centering around a single topic and see how that works.
What was funny is that last year, we found an Italian restaurant away from the show by accident. Another
Italian restaurant I enjoyed had closed, and helpful folks gave us directions...and we promptly got lost amid
cornfields. Well, we eventually found an Italian restaurant -- nothing fancy, but rather good food and altogether
serviceable, if a bit far away. The key memory was that when we ordered, the kitchen caught fire! It was put out
quickly, but I remember us looking at the smoke and looking towards the exits.
Anyway, Steve and I decided to track that place down. I remembered part of the way, but we eventually came
to a "T" intersection and that was about the end of my knowledge. He looked across the street and saw a sign for
Conestoga River -- and said, “I remember passing that--we though the name was odd. Turn left.” Sure enough, we
came to the restaurant. The owner didn't exactly remember us, but when we mentioned his mishap, he remembered
that. I took the entire MagWeb team back there Saturday night as well.
Phil Viverito offered four huge setups. When I stopped by, I watched the assault of Tyre for a bit. I was tired
by that time, so I didn't stay long, but the walls were breached and troops were storming in. It looked bad for the
Tyreans. He won a fourth place trophy for his "theme" games as well as a certificate of appreciation from HMGS.
Vince of the London War Room won best of show for his Walls of Constantinople work. He does truly impressive
work and always with a flair for wit and humor.
Terry Gore of Saga and Sabretache magazines,
and a growing variety of rules sets, was in his own
room. I was tempted to play one of his games Saturday
night, but had promised myself elsewhere. I think he
ran 22 games at the show, plus tournaments.
Larry Bond, editor of Naval SitRep from Clash
of Arms and author of Harpoon and many other naval
warfare rules sets from WWI to modern era, stopped
by the booth. With a gleam in his eye, he grabbed the
battleax and prepared to smite the computer for not
showing his magazine. Quickly, I pulled up the latest
issue on the monitor to show him that yes, indeed,
Naval SitRep was up and running on MagWeb.com.
Assured, he replaced the ax and walked away with a
smile.
Author, analyst, and game designer Larry Bond handles the
battleaxe with aaplomb.

Tales of Tolkien
Duke Siegfried was the featured fellow up in the lobby with four, count 'em four, Lord of the Rings games,
each about 10 feet long by 5-6' wide. One had a working volcano (Mt. Doom) that had the hotel staff nervous. The
hotel remains intact, by the way. Let's see, Mt. Doom was one, Minas Tirith another, Helm's Deep a third, and, and,
and...hmmm...forgot the fourth.
That's not exactly Renaissance or Ottomans. I did hear some grumbling along the lines of: “what's a fantasy
game doing in a historical convention?” It got louder when the local paper ran a big story about the convention and
most of the article dealt with Duke and LOTR -- as if historicals were not present at all. Incidentally, the TV News
(channel 8) piece that aired Saturday night did a better job at portraying the convention in historical light, but the
timing of a Saturday night airing is not ideal -- better a Friday night airing, but you get what you can.

So it comes back to the fantasy vs. historicals battle. I saw other fantasy
games -- another Helm's Deep, a Teddy Bears Save the World, and the
increasingly popular G.A.S.L.I.G.H.T. Victorian era steam-punk games. I admit
I am guilty of playing a sci-fi/fantasy game or two at Historicons past.
The other Helm's Deep, located in the theater. It won a certificate for
excellence.
As long as historicals dominate, and by dominate I mean 95% or more,
I have no problems at all with putting some non-Games Workshop "other type"
games as a way of placating kids (especially gray-haired kids), and especially if
someone of Duke's history--who has done enough historical based
extravaganzas in past years--wants to put on a few LOTR games. Heck, he had
Frank Chadwick as an umpire. Judging by flea market sales, and some of the
dealer displays, sci-fi/fantasy has a following within HMGS membership.

Fernandes to the Rescue
John Fernandes, who wrote the GHQ WWII Microarmor rules and has a modern version coming out later this
year, gets a prize for action. I heard this story later at night when he sat down to kibbitz for a bit. He ran several games
on his large custom-made terrain table outside the ballroom, and next to the food stand.
A, ahem, thoughtless fellow plunked down his keister on a chair and put a container holding a dripping chilidog on top of his terrain. John watched in slow motion horror as said fellow started to raise the chili-dog out of the
container and over the nice rolling terrain. John quickly moved and, ahem, moved container, dog, and thoughtless
fellow away from his table. The fellow bellowed, “Whatcha do that for?” at which point John pointed out that
hundreds of hours went into building that terrain, not to mention the cost, and he'd be damned if he would let someone
drip chili dog goo onto it.
We all know how crowded it can get, and you've seen enough accidents started by an inopportune bump.
Perhaps it's good to remember that when at a convention, especially around food, to pay just a little extra attention to
situation and circumstance. Now, I only heard John's side to this story, and I didn't see it, and I certainly would not
want to have chili goo dripped on my hand-crafted terrain, but I also would offer one point -- I don't recall seeing
anywhere to sit at the food stand. You make your purchase, and...well, that's it. Adding tables would create even more
of a traffic jam. Maybe there needs to be one less gaming table, and have it an eating table?
Still, think twice about sitting at a gaming table with dripping-type food.
John is also the guy who awarded a couple of pre-teen kids some T-shirt prizes because they were not only
patient enough to sit and play, but they were polite, too. He led a round of applause from the table. He said the kids
got red-faced from the attention, but it's good to re-inforce good behavior.

One more John story...
He's in one of the bathrooms when he hears a crash behind him in one of the stalls. “It sounded like someone
dropped a safe down 20 stories,” he recalled. So John said, “Hey, bro. You all right in there?”
“Yeah, I got my foot caught in the wastepaper basket,” came the reply.
“Why is there wastepaper basket in the bathroom stall?” John asked.
“I meant my foot's in the toilet bowl.”
‘How the hell did your foot end up in the bowl?”
“I was trying to flush the toilet with my foot and slipped.”

Back to less dramatic fare....
I saw Mark Campbell for a moment. He was running another Close Action spectacular. I recall seeing a book
of scenarios available from Clash of Arms recently, although I'm not sure when exactly it came out...this year, I
believe.
I sat in the bar for a bit with Jean and Leona Lochet and Marc Raiff -- EE&L dynamic trio. Jean was giving
yet another of his fabulous lectures about the Napoleonic period. I have a box full of his old lectures from conventions

past. They have to be scanned, but they'll find their way into a new issue of EE&L and thus unto MagWeb.com. Jean
and Leona are looking quite well, hitting the gym and losing a little weight. Marc was losing his voice.
Perry Gray stopped by the booth. I remember his roving reports in Saga from years ago when he was
stationed in the Mediterranean. He's doing a good job with Sabretache and I told him I enjoyed his travel articles.
More are coming, he assured me, in future issues of Sabretache.
Rudy Scott Nelson handed me the latest issues of Time Portal Passages magazine. He packs a heckuva lot of
research into each one, often on very obscure subjects. It's not fancy, but it certainly carries more than its weight in
information.
Steve Rawlings, publisher of Against the Odds magazine, now has his fourth issue with a game out, with two
more just about done and ready to go. I look forward to each issue.
Duncan McFarlane came from the UK to cover the show. He stopped by the booth and we chatted a bit. I
learned he had produced another magazine called Wargames World (don't quote me on that title, my memory can be
faulty) way back when. I believe he said it lasted 5 issues. Quite different the other time around, eh?
Dick Bryant and the Courier had its usual cornucopia of gaming--56 games was the number as I recall. I
wandered through a couple of times and there seemed to be quite the crowd. A new issue, 88, arrived in time for the
show.
The fickle finger of fate points to Courier publisher
and editor Dick Bryant and says, "You da man!"
Mark, MagWeb.com member #1, stopped by
to say hello and tell me an interesting little tale of how
miniatures helped him at work. It seems he's in charge
of a huge project and it came down to selecting color
combinations inside the facility. Well, the folks were
having a bit of trouble figuring out complimentary
colors, when he stepped in and suggested particular
combinations that seemed to work. Why? Because as
a painter of figures for many years, he's figured out
which combinations work well and which do not.
Allen, MagWeb.com member #2, also
stopped by the booth to chat. The best part about the convention is meeting up with friends from far away and meeting
new folks as well. Other members also came by the booth, but I am afraid I don't remember their numbers.
A fellow stopped by our booth and asked in a UK accent, “Why do you have a Welsh flag?” That took me a
bit by surprise as most folks asked about the weapons, or ‘cutlery’ as I took to calling the three medieval weapons. In
any case, I answered, “Because...it looks good,” which is exactly why I used the flag as a backdrop. Evidently the
dragon on a field of green and white is associated with Wales. We then spoke about Wales a bit, for I had visited the
southern area back in 1997, and wanted to head up north the next time I was in the area.
Marc Raiff of EE&L and MWANer Dave Mills stopped by to chat. Dave is always after me to write
something about the informal group that meets once a
month at his house to wargame. There, never let it be
said that I didn't write something about it. I won't reveal
the secret handshake we have to use to enter the
Fortress of Dave, but I will tell you a secret: we don't
attend Dave-games to study history or socialize or even
just to throw dice. We attend to see who can make Dave
laugh and/or curse the most. Just don't tell Dave.
Dave (left) and Mark (right) strike a pose guaranteed to
drive away evil and friendly spirits.
There's a photo I took of Dave and Marc that
makes them look as fierce as rabid hamsters. The real
reason why they have such big smiles on their faces is
because Dave was trying to figure out how to look cool
with the sword. He tried a half dozen poses, constantly

telling me not to shoot just yet until he got it just right.
Note: No convention goers were injured in the making of this picture
from Sir Dave's dexterity.

Renaissance Fair and Flair
Renaissance re-enactors pitched tents in the area between the main
building and the dealer hall (tennis barn), and strolled about the show,
engaging attendees with questions and responses worthy of the period.
They certainly added a lot of color, not to mention a violin and flute
recital atop the balcony of the dealer area.
The Queen of England reviews the newly formed pikeman unit, before the
royal entourage rides away on electric golf carts...
Back at the tents, and I would estimate about a dozen to 15 renaissance
folks or so, they would show various crafts and skills common to the era.
Indeed, I saw a line of pikemen and pikewomen going through drill (er,
6-foot wooden pikes), a lad getting a lesson on swordplay, the Queen reviewing
troops, needlework, and more. This is a marvelous addition to the show--I'd like to
see more of this. Of course, this may also mean moving to a larger location if
more and more re-enactors start to attend.
The bravest trooper gets to carry the flag.

Painting Competition
I wandered up to the painting competition, held on the balcony
overlooking the dealer hall. I am not sure if I should be elated by going up there,
or just depressed.
On the one hand, I can see just what imagery you can get out of a
miniature. It's inspiring.
On the other hand, the gulf between what these talented painters can
produce and my own pathetic efforts...well...hope springs eternal. Nonetheless, I
do enjoy going to the "art museum of the hobby" (I just coined that term, which
has already been coined I bet).
Now all we need is a super run-off where all the past winners' works of art
are gathered for an exhibition.

Close up of painting competition entry.

More entries in the painting competition.

If you squint, you can make out the units.

There were, of course, many entrants into the
contest. The couple of photos below are representative more
of my digital photo skills (autofocus means never having the
thing focused where you want!) than entrants' artistic skills.
My apologies for not taking better images.

Conclusion
Open Gaming
Over in the Lampeter Room, it's a
tournament area by day and an open area by
night. Here, we capture a game of Warrior
in mid move.
On the right, the four On Military Matters
folks. On the left, one of the opponents.
From the right: Dan Burkley (front, light
blue shirt), Dennis Shorthouse (pink shirt),
Fred Stratton (medium blue shirt), Rich
Pichnarczyk (back, dark blue shirt), and on
the left foreground, Bill Low. WRG game.

A Nit
The only nit to pick
was that the "S" events were
held in the theater, and that
wasn't clearly marked the first
day. A sign soon solved the
problem and showed people
the way.
Another from the painting
competition.

The dealer area map
in the program was a tad off
in a couple booths. And that's
about it. This was a very wellrun convention from my
perspective. I was very happy
to be there.
Looks like more Helm’s Deep.

The Hotel I Stayed In
I wish the Host would
allot additional rooms for
Historicon folks. I ended up at
the Econolodge down the road-$82 a night with towels that
resembled sandpaper. Other than
the hair-raising efforts at
entering and exiting the parking
lot, it was OK, although I doubt
we'll stay there next year.

And That’s a Wrap
So it went for another great Historicon.

Historicon 2002: Convention Recap
by Russ Lockwood
Once again, the good folks at HMGS East presented a marvelous
convention centered around military history and historical miniatures.
Hundreds of events allowed you the opportunity to command troops from
every era, from ancient Egyptians to modern Americans, and even a little bit
beyond. The toughest decision was which event to enter--so many
interesting and visually appealing ones. Historicon 2002 was held July 2428, 2002, at the Lancaster Host Resort on Rte 30, just east of Lancaster, PA,
and took up just about every nook and cranny of the resort center.
For those that have never been to Historicon (or the other HMGS
East sponsored conventions: Cold Wars and Fall In), it's a real treat. Several
thousand military history buffs and wargamers descend on the Lancaster
Host Resort and spend four days participating in hundreds of battles with
historical miniatures, meandering around the show looking at the various
displays and wargames, attending lectures, and of course, buying miniatures,
books, videos, paints, rules, on-line archive memberships, and other
products in the dealer's area.
The theme this year was 1812: War on Two Continents, which in US parlance means the War of 1812
between the British and US and the other war in 1812 with the French and French allies versus Russia. Taking the
lead in this period was Nigel Marsh and others using the Carnage and Glory computer-assisted rules -- the same rules
that will be used by a 15-person umpire team at the upcoming Borodino 2002 Napoleonic Conference (plug: a nonprofit conference sponsored by JodieCon, MagWeb.com, HMGS, Old Glory and set for Sept. 5-8, 2002 at Fort
Monroe, VA:

Registration and Tournaments
The Lancaster Host Resort divides neatly into two
areas: the main hotel/ballroom/conference area holding all the
wargames, lectures, and other events, and the auxiliary "Tennis
Barn" (about 50 or so yards away in a separate building)
holding the dealer area.
Terry Gore (seated), editor of Saga, author of Medieval
Warfare, Ancients Warfare, and Renaissance Warfare rules, and now
a publisher of a series of historical booklets, runs his tournament with
an iron fist (inside a velvet glove)... Here, he's making a point about
deployment as he sets up for a friendly game with an adoring fan. In
the far background, you can see the monitors from DBA On-line
peeking out. I met Terry Gore later on in the show for a drink at the
bar. We talked a little bit about his publishing efforts. He's quietly
building a small publishing company.

The main area further divides into four main zones:
Lampeter/Theater, Distelfink Ballroom, rooms at the end of the
short hall, and rooms on the way to the Tennis Barn. OK, the "rooms" really have individual names, but since I never
learned the names, and always walk through every room, I never worried about the names. There's also a fifth zone, a
set of rooms behind the hotel's store, which is up a short flight of stairs behind the hotel registration desk. If you don't
know they're there, you'll never find them because they're outside the usual traffic patterns. I don't deal with the
children's room, but that's up and around the staircase by the pool.
As the years have rolled by and attendance increased, HMGS has steadily increased its use of square footage.
I'm not quite sure how much is left--Historicon has gotten so popular, it's basically taken over all the space available,
although there may be a room or two tucked away that still hasn't been filled.
Over the years, Lancaster the city and outlying areas where the LHR sits has grown considerably, with new
restaurants, hotels, strip malls, shopping plazas, theaters, and other commercial buildings that create heavy traffic
similar to that of suburban areas near a major city where I usually drive. Route 30 is a four lane highway with center

turning lane that has turned into a traffic light-filled parking lot at prime times...like dinner hour. If I couldn't book a
room at the LHR, I'd book at the Macintosh across the street and joke that I was playing ‘Frogger’ when I went back
and forth. It used to be easy, even at a dinner hour. Now, I drive, even at midnight. But don't let that scare you.
Several hotels and motels are next door on the same side of the highway. Parking, which used to be tight, is now
plentiful thanks to the addition of a few new lots over the years, and the expediency of parking on designated grassy
areas.
Anyway, entering the LHR from the front entrance leads you up the stairs and past a couple of tables to the
main hotel registration desk, and more importantly, the bar. It used to be that Historicon registration was just beyond,
near the entrance of the restaurant, however, this year, registration was in a small room just to the right of the entrance
stairs--this used to be a nightclub disco, changed to country bar, and then went out of business. One previous show,
and I'm not sure which, it was the flea market -- not a good idea because many people who want to sell and many
more who want to buy couldn't cram into that relatively small area. The previous registration area was turned into a
showcase wargame area. It's still a cramped space, but folks were let in a few at a time and could wait on line
comfortably in the main entrance of the hotel.

Tournaments
Anyway, after exiting registration, the
Lampeter/Theater zone is directly across the main
entrance hall.
The UK's Society of Ancients (SOA) made
the pilgrimage across the pond and set up a display.
The SOA display.

The Lampeter room, to the left and down the
stairs, used to be the dealer area years ago, but the
number of dealers outgrew the space, and thankfully
was changed to the tennis barn. Lampeter holds the
various ancients tournaments: WRG, DBA, Armati,
Medieval Warfare, etc. It's also the open gaming area
at night and flea market during the day. The
tournament tables in row upon row stretch into the rear of the room into the flea market area.

DBA On-line
One new addition to the ancient tournament scene was DBA On-line (probably run off a LAN is my guess).
This consisted of linked computers on 19-inch monitors running the computerized version of DBA. It looks pretty
good, and I liked the ergonomic enhancements on the screen--the reach of individual units (friendly and foes) in one
color, the areas of bad terrain in a "shade" of black lines, and so on.
As a computer guy, I understand what goes on behind the scenes to make even the simplest analog things
work digitally. And I peeked over the shoulder of Trey to see a demo as he explained it to a gamer participating in the
DBA Online tournament. For example, to move a group of elements, you have to click on an element, then click on
the group button, then click on another unit, and then click on the group button and so on. Once you formed a group,
from then on you can move the group simply by picking on any one element. You can tell it's a group because there
are little green Gs where the elements touch. To release an element from a group, you have to reverse the procedure.
The artwork is birds-eye view down on flat terrain. Although I wasn't able to tell exactly per se which element
was which just walking up to the monitor and looking at the element, a couple of ergonomic points quickly acclimate
you to the virtual environment. First, each element has the official abbreviation in a circle in the corner of the element
(Ps=Psiloi, Bd=Blades, etc.), and second, you can always count the number of figures per element (2 per Ps, 4 per Bd,
etc.). Please don't ask me about uniforms or periods--I literally did not notice because I was paying attention to the
mechanics of the environment.
I sat down and talked to a couple of the DBA Online folks. They use a pay-per-game formula--please don't
quote me on the rates because I didn't write them down and my memory can get a bit fuzzy at pre-dinner 6:45 pm
Saturday after long days of sleep-deprived efforts--like 10 games for $20 or something like that. I think it was Trey
who said the ‘pay one price game all you want’ formula doesn't work because 10% of the people eat up 90% of the

resources, citing the now defunct Air War as an example. I also recall seeing a $100 per year subscription rate, but I'm
not sure of that either.
I am sure that they were not too pleased that HMGS was inquiring about them paying for their space as if they
were a dealer because they are selling a product. They countered that they were a tournament event and other events
don't pay, so why should they--and they've already paid enough to come. My interpretation here is that they mean
hotels, rentals, and other travel costs. I do not know what HMGS may have countered, but I know DBAO didn't pay
table costs.

Digression
I sympathize with DBAO. I really do. I exhibited MagWeb.com at many HMGS shows such as HMGS South in
Tampa, HMGS Mid South in Nashville, HMGS Great Lakes in Linconshire (north of Chicago), as well as non-HMGS
shows across the country. The biggest expense wasn't booth costs (well, except for Origins, in which booths are about
six times HMGS costs) or advertising in the program guide (except for Origins), but travel (hotel, airline, and rental
car). Folks attend shows primarily for things they can't get at home, and when you're an on-line company selling online wares, that's something they can get at home, so to speak.
Convention and Conference sales are a small part of overall MagWeb.com sales, most of which occur when
folks log onto our website, look at the 100 or so free articles, and then decide they want more and sign up on-line. Of
course, you use the conventions to introduce the company and product to attendees, hand them a flyer, and give a
quick demo. Then, they can go home, and at their leisure, explore the site and decide whether or not to try it.
DBAO is also pretty new--started in 2000 and claims a base of 400 customers. Granted, the Internet is more
prevalent now than when MagWeb.com started in 1996, but it is going to take time to grow. And, from six years of
observation, folks are a little bit leery of dot coms, and most dot coms tend to believe they'll grow faster than they
really do. When most venture-capital funded or ad-supported dot coms blew up in the last couple years, MagWeb.com
felt the effects even though our ‘venture capital funding’ was our own bank accounts/sweat equity and we charge
membership fees because generic banner ads don't offer any sort of reasonable rate of return (targeted ads, well, that's
a different story). We feel a little like a survivor.
I've often said ‘there's no short-cut to longevity.’ In dealing with electronic products, longevity and its
resulting trust that you'll be around next week, next month, next year counts for quite a bit. I think DBA On-line is off
to a good start. As they appear in show after show, attendees will become more comfortable and start to respond.
That's true of any company and product, but I believe especially true of on-line.

Flea Market: Bargains
The flea market
tables used to be placed
around the perimeter of
the Lampeter. Now they
are in a block so to speak
at the rear of the room. I
think that's a better idea,
because you're not
disturbing the tournament
players as much.
Typical flea market activity
during a relatively quiet
time.

Thursday and Friday were relatively quiet flea market days -- I guess about half the tables were in use.
Saturday was pretty full. E-bay et al. may take away business from the good ol' fashioned flea market, but there's still
something to say about examining painted figures yourself, or looking over books, games, terrain, or whatever. I
never got over there on Sunday.
I purchased a few things -- a couple magazines (probably defunct) I had never heard of, but then again, that's
more business than pleasure. I didn't pick up any lead this year, which come to think of it, is somewhat of a surprise.
I'm starting to feel bad already.

I did pick up The Gamers' boxed Tunisia game for $20, and then some tables down, picked up another
company's zip-locked Tunisia game for $10. Guess it must be a trend -- the WWII bug is starting to hit. I'm mostly an
ancients to medieval kind of history buff, with a strong interest in Napoleonics, but I've been reading a lot of WWII
lately (most of these you'll find in the MagWeb.com book reviews section), so I guess it's contagious. Plus, I listened
to a John Hill lecture about the USAF in Tunisia at the USAF Connections Conference earlier this year, and he's a
pretty good speaker, so the after effects have clouded my usually non-mechanized brain. And I recently finished my
year-long study of Hannibal's route from Spain to the Alps and was starting into Operation Cobra, so WWII was also
on the brain. And John Fernandes' GHQ Microarmor WWII rules and Rich Hasenauer's Battlefront WWII rules were
fresh in my mind...
Anyway, I bought more magazines and books in my various trips through the flea market, was tempted by an
army or two, and then went on my meandering through the Convention.

The Theater: Big Wargames
If, instead of turning left and going down the
stairs to Lampeter, you turned right and headed up a
set of stairs, you'll reach the back of the Theater. This
room has tiered terraces leading down to the stage.
Once, a while back, it held the flea market. Once, a
long while back, it held a wedding reception (imagine
the surprise of the bride whose great day was held in
the middle of a "wargame" convention).
Mark Campbell running Close Action. The French and
British pounded each other for several hours.

Well, this time, the Theater held a number of
games, including several monster size games. Up top
was a WWII Command Decision action stretching 25
feet or so. Glenn Kidd deserves some kudos for this.
On stage--and somehow that's fitting--was the always entertaining Mark Campbell running his usual popular
Close Action Napoleonic Age of Sail game, available from Clash of Arms.
Just below the stage in the orchestra pit so to speak was a 30 foot long game of two tables linked by a removable
three-foot long bridge. I have no idea what it was, but it obviously concerned an armored thrust and race for the
bridge.
And in between stage
and top were a number of games
in full swing. It was relatively
uncrowded, despite the stairs off
the well-beaten path to
Lampeter, we aren't yet trained
to find the place. Lighting could
be a bit brighter in the middle
tiers.
Left: Viva la France!
Right: God Save the King!

Re-enactors:
British and French
HMGS is trying to forge
closer bonds with the re-enactor
community. Last year, as I
recall, there was a Revolutionary
War unit in Lampeter, complete
with cannon. This year, keeping

in mind the theme, there were several.
The French upstairs were part of the 3rd Cuirassier. At the time I stopped to speak with them, two re-enactors
were manning the display. However, I noticed at different times during the show that several more seem to be present.
Certainly, when I was back manning the booth in the dealers area, it was quite a treat to see them strolling up and
down the aisles.
What a wonderful and colorful display. And they took the time to answer questions and explain uniform bits
and pieces. I saw many folks flocking round. I saw many other folks flocking round the ATM machine next to their
display table.
If you turned left down the stairs at the Hotel registration desk, you'll come to the Distlefink zone. Here, at the
base of the stairs in the foyer, were the British. I spoke at length with one re-enactor who was a British Marine. He
had a marvelous period map with all the actions in and around the Chesapeake Bay area numbered. To the right was a
corresponding list of the engagements. A small encampment fit between the two stairways.
It's hard to say whether there were more British or French. Whatever the final tally, they added considerable
knowledge, color, and atmosphere to the 1812 theme. I, for one, want to congratulate HMGS for bringing them in and
want to encourage more of this! And, I would also like to applaud the re-enactors for taking the time to attend
Historicon. I'd like to see need more synergy like this.

Distelfink Ballroom:
Main Gaming
The foyer previews the
wonderful number of wargames
through the Ballroom area. Over
the years, the always gracious
and primo showman Duke
Siefried who would anchor the
center. I believe he was running
a WWII game this year. Pete
"Jodiecon" Panzeri would
anchor the right, though this
year, sadly, he was serving in
Korea). A rotating number of
folks would be on the left.
John Fernandes (left), author of GHQ's Microarmor WWII rules, and Jim Moffet of GHQ.

This year, on the right was Nigel Marsh running his Carnage and Glory
computer-assisted rules in preparation for the Borodino 2002 Napoleonic
Conference to be held in Fort Monroe, VA. I saw the table full every time I went
by.
On the left tucked next to the stairs was the GM Help Desk. This is a great
idea. Basically, GMs who need help lugging boxes of terrain and lead from car to
table can borrow wheeled carts and such to help them. Plus, it can serve as a
central contact point.
The Ballroom
Here, you face a choice. To the left down a short hall is a set of named
rooms. To the right is the wide open Ballroom.
Phil Viverito, author of Classical Hack, umpires an ancients game.

The Ballroom is wide open, usually packed, and during peak Saturday
afternoons can be quite noisy with background chatter. It's a wonderful place to be.
There are too many wargames to recount.
The Historicon Program Guide lists events from page 39 to 104, so,

whatever your interest, you'll find like-minded history buffs,
armchair generals, and wargamers from all walks of life
scrutinizing tables, rolling dice, and chatting among themselves
regarding battles, campaigns, commanders, tactics, terrain,
uniforms, and other military minutiae. The wargames range
across all periods of history on land, on water, and in the air.
I took some photos, so I'll let them do most of the
talking, with some additional comments dredged from my all-too
over-extended memory.
Brian Leshinskie (left, seated) runs one of his Gulf War trilogy
wargames. At the moment, Mark Zaslavsky (standing, white shirt) is
about to unload naval gunfire on some target.

One I just missed was Fort Duquesne--they had just
taken it down. Prof. Duffy clued me in to this impressive set-up-I can say that because the base terrain boards were there and the
star fort covered about 3 feet from bastion to bastion. Sorry,
folks.
Right: Mark Zaslavsky umpires a Classical Hack game. This guy is
everywhere!
Below right: A hard-fought castle siege game.
Below: Unknown host explains a fine point during an age of sail battle.

Down the Hall
The same things occur in the rooms down the short
end of the hall. These are smaller areas than the Ballroom, but
no less exciting and eclectic of content. HAWKS, a club,
usually takes much of the left hand room.
Napoleonic action in the "HAWKS" room. Bet the two re-enactors
played British?

On the right, 'orrible Howard Whitehouse was
running a Robbin' Hood game of some sort. I spoke to
him for a bit, dropped off some MagWeb.com rulers and
flyers as his players really needed these accoutrements,
and learned he inserted every pun, cliché, and
idiosyncrasy he could think of connected to Mr. Hood.
That's Howard. Sure a lot of folks doing a lot of medieval
gaming there.
Howard Whitehouse's Robbin' Hood battle. Sadly, Howard was
behind me and thus, out of view. Something about Witness
Protection Program...

Across the room was David Bonk, running
another C&G computer-assisted wargame. He's been
doing this for quite some time. As usual, his wargame is
packed.
Below Right: Bonk (red shirt) concentrates on the computer.
Below: Larry Brom (blue checked shirt) umpires away.

Down in another of the rooms was Larry ‘The
Sword and the Flame’ Brom running a game, though it
looked to me to be Franco-Prussian. I spoke to him later,
but at the time, he was running through an overview
and I interrupted him only long enough to take a
photo.
He and his daughter Lori had the booth two
over from us, and a steady stream of folks stopped by
to purchase his rules and chat.

Back Out in the Hallway
Back in the Foyer, actually on the far side of
the Foyer if you came down the stairs, sits the
temporary snack bar.
Past the snack bar and around the corner sits the 55 Days
extravaganza, hosted by Mike Cosentino, who also runs the
HMGS Little Wars convention in Lincolnshire, IL (20

minutes north of Chicago). However, that's not Mike at
the end of the table...care to guess who (no "Peking"
below)? It was a pleasure to meet the man behind the
name I've always seen and chat a moment or two.

As you head for the dealer area, there are a
number of rooms at the end of the hall, as well as a
small open area. The open area contained a
number of games from time to time. I recall
stopping in my tracks at a Great Wall of China/55
Days Peking/Siege of Legations game put on my
Mike Cosentino and built by Curt Murff, known to
me as Murph Turf.
That's Curt getting a miniatures-eye view of the
impressive set-up.

It was great to see Mike again, and a
pleasure to finally meet Curt Murff. I've read his
work through the years, but this is the first time I
actually met the fellow.

Foodie Digression
As usual in all conventions, food carries a slight premium due to convenience. I bought a hamburger special
consisting of a hamburger, bag of chips and soda (forget super-sizing, there's only one size and it's small) for $5, and
for a change of pace, a hot dog special as above for $4.50. The snack bar also offered a 10-foot party
sub/hoagie/grinder sandwich (the name depends on the part of the country you're in) that was initially listed at $7 for
3", but later changed to $1.75 for 3". Also: coffee, cookies, pizza, etc. for relatively fast food.
There was a snack bar in the dealer area (Tennis Barn) that offered more restricted fare. I recall hotdogs,
hamburgers (though they ran out of these), and breaded chicken breast sandwiches. Also cookies, muffins, and such.
The chicken was $3.75 because I got one of these. Coffee in the morning was $1.50 a cup. The aforementioned small
fountain soda was $1.50 as well. All the food was OK. I missed lunch on Friday and ended up light-headed at the end
of the day. Friends chide me that I am often light headed. Good friends contend I've been that way since birth.
Anyway, as you passed said Foyer snack bar, off on the right up a few stairs is the Hopewell room where
lectures are presented.

More Meet and Greet
As usual, I missed them all. As usual, an
excellent set of experts give them. I was especially
displeased to forget to go to the Meteorology and
Military History lecture given by Christopher Duffy
concerning the Jacobite Rebellion of '45. I spoke
briefly with Professor Duffy and two of his friends
upstairs, one whom I forget the name and his
wife/girlfriend/significant other whose name is
Courtney, which also happens to be my sister's middle
name. At which point, Prof. Duffy notes that the name
roughly translates to "snub nosed." I am deeply grateful
to him for this delectable bit of naming trivia, for this
tidbit of information shall be played up at the next
Lockwood family gathering!
So…why are the Cossacks never cold? Guess you had to play
to find out. This is a battle in the snow.

Later, Prof. Duffy stopped by the booth and put the MagWeb.com search engine to the test to find mentions
of "Jacobite." I would not even flatter myself to believe we swept him off his feet, as I believe the cliché that he's
probably forgotten more about the 18th century than we'll ever be able to post in the archive, but he did point to a few
links for us to pull up and nodded from time to time as he read an article here and there. Alas, I was not quick enough
to hand the digital camera to Tibor to take a photo of the two of us. Hey. I am a little in awe of such a fellow who has
contributed so much to our understanding of history. But he is warm, gracious, and quite quick of wit.
In any case, before you turn the corner to head towards the other rooms and the dealer area beyond, there's a
single room tucked to the left. At Cold Wars 2002, this was the Lord of the Rings room. At Historicon, it was the
something else room. What I could not say, for each time I stepped in to take a look (gawking is one of my favorite
activities at Historicon), nothing was going on. I saw terrain and boxes that presumably held figures, but I must have
just managed to hit the seams or breaks.
Speaking of someone I met for the first time at the show, Sam Mustafa stopped by to say hello. OK, so I
grabbed his hand and pumped it up and down. I've been reading his work for years and I find his insightful and
incisive work a bit of an inspiration. Sadly, we were unable to hookup Saturday night, but it was great to meet him.
Likewise, I also had the pleasure to meet for the first time Paul Koch, whose articles and rules I've read for
years. He stopped by the booth and we chatted a bit.
There was also a Renaissance (?) ship game farther back towards the Hopewell room that I stopped to see for
a bit. It looked good.
On the right in one of the rooms, which I've come to think of as the Mein Panzer room because I always see
lots of Mein Panzer games, the armor was in full swing.

Courier Room
At the end, just before you clear the double
doors that lead to the outside patio and the steps
heading to the covered walkway to the Tennis Barn,
is the Courier Room. It's called something else, but
the Courier games seem to always be there, and Dick
Bryant, editor of The Courier, was there. I chatted
with him briefly, and very briefly, upstairs as his
grandkids were pulling him onward somewhere.
Priorities, you know!
Chris Parker, author of Day of Battle rules and editor of
Knight's Round Table, attempts the Relief of Pisa while
leaning over the table.

Also in the room was Chris Parker of Day of
Battle medieval rules. He was just finishing a session
of the Siege of Pisa. We ended up in the bar for a
drink and chatted a little bit about DoB, medievals,
and DoBII, which is a quick playing introductory
version. My original introduction to him was buying
a set of rules called Knighthood in the Middle Ages,
with a couple of neat ideas he subsequently developed into Day of Battle, and now, DoBII. He also was hosting a
7YW Kolin game, which is a new direction, using Frank Chadwick's Volley and Bayonet rules. He called it a change
of pace. We talked a little about the film Barry Lyndon, which I saw for the first time a few months ago (yes, I know,
I'm behind the times quite a bit). Some good, though all too few, battle scenes in there.
As an aside, Frank will be speaking at the Borodino 2002 Napoleonic Conference in September as well as pulling
double shifts of running Borodino in 54mm. I chatted with him briefly during the show to remind him that he has to
finalize a topic. We talked about a number of them, and he queried me about what the other speakers were doing, and
said he wanted to develop one idea a little further.

Back to the Wargaming
I'm not sure if it is my imagination, but the terraining is getting better and looking more like museum
dioramas. Gone, or at least pretty much gone, are the days of felt and tape. Here are the more elaborate representations

of battlefields throughout history. It can be a
little intimidating to see what some talented
fellows have created when I can barely get the
felt pieces to match up. But it sure goes a long
way towards visual appreciation. Part of this, or
so I believe, is the better pre-made and prepainted terrain available from companies like
Battlefield Terrain Concepts, Scenic Effects,
London War Room, Miniature World Rubber
Terrain, and others as well an individual gamers
learning the tricks of the trade. Also, you can
purchase much "raw" terrain for your own
finishing. It all adds up to more aesthetic gaming
and goes a long way towards putting a player in
the commander's role.
Rudy Scott Nelson, owner of Time Portal Hobbies and
editor of Time Portal Passages Magazine, shows off
his wares.

Dealer Area: Tennis Barn
Well, there's not much to say about the dealer area except that if a
particular historical miniature or related item is not in here, it doesn't exist...and
wow, does all of whatever "it" is you're looking for exist!
Thursday was an absolutely fabulous day, Friday was calm, Saturday was
hectic, and Sunday was busy. My guess is that the pent-up demand from the
grognards explodes on Thursday, they game or attend lectures on Friday, the "oneday" folks come in on Saturday, and the last-minute purchasers enter on Sunday.
Whatever it is, MagWeb.com had its second best convention ever...hard on the
heels of our third (now fourth) best show in six years: Cold Wars 2002.
I'm not quite sure how to describe it, but there's an underlying buzz of
optimism which is much different than shows both pre- and post-9/11 2001. I
contend that the shaky economy, which started heading south in late 2000, spent
most of 2001 with folks painting up what they had and finishing projects already
started. You know how many figures you have waiting.
Bert Floyd of Historical Miniatures Unlimited holds up his latest creations. My apologies
for not capturing the quality of his painting skills. I have to remember next time to do a
close up of one of his dioramas with my camera as well as with my eyes.

Well, I suspect they were used instead of taking on
additional periods. By mid 2002, the economic slowdown
remains tolerable for most folks, as if the news can't get any
worse. The corporate pillagers are starting to be carted off for
indictment, the layoffs have flattened out, and folks I know
who were laid off have started to get new jobs. Of course,
that's not in every case, and I don't intend to minimize job or
other financial losses, but things seem more "up" this year
than last.
Chris von Fahnestock of Outland Games shows off his painting
skills.

The Tennis Barn is a large square rectangular building
that fits dealers in row upon row of tables. According to the
program, 95 dealers attended the show, selling miniatures,

books, videos, paints, bases, magazines, board games, dice,
rules, terrain, on-line archive memberships, and other products.
It is amazing. It is astounding. If you attended, you
know what I mean. If you ever go, bring plenty of cash and a
credit card...or two.
Ivor Janci, editor of The Zouave, holds up the first volume of his
Gettysburg scenario book. Ivor runs a graphics company and is a
talented artist himself--the inside is absolutely wonderful.

So Many Booths. So Little Time.
Wally Simon, he of the just retired PW Review, stopped
by to drop off some back issues for the archive. I'll be seeing
Wally relatively soon, as we'll be going down to a show in the
Maryland area and I'm stopping by to say hello, and perhaps
catch a Wally-game.
Craig Martelle, editor of The Gauntlet, stopped by the
booth with his wife Wendy. He's settling into retirement from
the Marines and is fixing up his new house. I hope this provides
more time for his Russian translations.
I met Craig, the new owner of Gajo, for the first time,
sitting down and chatting for a while...and of course, forgetting
to pull out the camera. You know, I finally learned to put the
camera in my pocket for such occasions. Now I have to learn to
actually pull it out and use it more often!
He took over from George (who I also spoke to at the
show) and is doing pretty well. He was sitting next to Tom of
Tommygunner, who does a lot of 15mm WWII business. Spoke
to Greg and Jim of GHQ, which was right across the aisle, and
Doug of Battlefield Terrain Concepts, which was the booth next
door to us. I spoke to Annie and Pete of ATAK Miniatures, who
are about a 1/2 hour from MagWeb.com--we talked a little about
getting together for a little wargaming in the months after the
show.
Dennis Shorthouse, owner of On Military Matters bookstore, takes his
first step to becoming a waiter in a Monty Python revival.

Of course, I walked around the dealer area as well. If
you go to the Cold Wars 2002 recap, you'll see many photos of
other dealers that were also at Historicon. I apologize for not
mentioning them all.

Don Featherstone
Let's start with Don Featherstone visiting the
MagWeb.com booth. Last time Mr. Featherstone attended the
convention, I was quick enough to take a photo of him looking at
the monitor, but not quick enough to get a photo of the both of
us looking at the monitor. This time, I had the presence of mind
to hand the camera to Tibor...
We chatted for a bit about Wargames Newsletter and I
showed him the on-line version of WN on MagWeb.com. We discussed how he goes out for dinner with the royalty
payments, and the types of food he enjoys. He is warm, personable, full of anecdotes, and a delight to converse with.

The first time I "met" him
was at Origins 1988 in
Milwaukee. I say "met" as
all I did was wander down
a hall and find a witty
historical presentation
being given by someone
with a British accent. At
this point, I was only
peripherally aware of
miniatures--having
purchased some GHQ
tanks probably some 10
years previously and
found none who knew or
wanted to wargame with
them.
Russ Lockwood on left in red
MagWeb.com shirt, Don
Featherstone in middle, and
Steve Phenow on right.

Somewhere in the
early 90s, I attended an HMGS convention and heard him give another humorous lecture. This time, I knew who he
was and later found myself standing around and by happenstance he was near, so I introduced myself and thanked him
for his presentation. It was like meeting a "rock star" I suppose (never really met a rock star)--here's this guy who has
accomplished so much, and I'm just an armchair general...probably one of hundreds who stop him at odd times
throughout the show. And he was just as pleasant as can be.
After starting MagWeb.com and running a member poll of the top 100 commanders of all time, he dropped
me a letter with notes and a different list for comparison and contrast. We corresponded from time to time, and during
another HMGS convention in the late 90s, I heard him lecture again (does he ever run out of funny anecdotes?), we
met, and he agreed to allow me to post WN in the archive. So now we correspond quarterly, but it is still a delight to
chat a bit in person.

Best MagWeb.com Anecdote
When we exhibit, we run the site off the hard drives of the computers, which means some of the links and
features you find over the Web are not available. Our resident techie, Tibor Vari, jury-rigged a search engine, but for
some reason it only works on one of the laptops, and he had not arrived yet.
Along comes this fellow from Mobile, AL, who asks if we have the order of battle for the ships that fought in
the ACW Battle of Mobile. Now, it strikes me as an odd request that he wouldn't have found the OOB for such a
famous battle, but it also occurred to me that perhaps he was new to this whole historical miniatures thing and got
inspired at the show.
Now, I know a lot about what articles are inside the archive, but without a search engine, it's like a needle in a
haystack. I mean, there are over 32,000 articles. I'm not quite sure what to tell him. So, I start scrolling the main
Master Magazine List screen and click on the link to The Zouave, which covers the ACW. As I'm explaining the
above and scrolling through the list of Zouave issues, I randomly click on one. Wouldn't you know it. That issue has
an article on Mobile Bay, including OOB. Man, was he impressed. Man, was I astounded. Talk about fortune smiling
on me. It impressed him. He took out a year on the spot, then took notes on the ships.
Now, I'm thinking it's a bar bet, and all of sudden the Zouave is the authority that they can point to. So I
asked. It turns out that he's connected with a group tasked by the state historical commission to create a diorama of the
battle for the 300th anniversary of the city. They needed to know exactly which ships participated, so that they could
go buy 1/600 scale Thoroughbred Miniatures ships at the show. He happily went about his purchasing. I expect
Mobile will get a great diorama.

Steve Phenow
Steve Phenow, who lives and works in Hollywood, runs the Armati tournament. This year, it was a round
robin affair. During the open gaming session after Thursday's dinner, he ran me and another novice, Kevin (both of us
had never played before), through the rules. Kevin fielded a Byzantine army. I borrowed Steve's Seljuk Turk army. In
a few moments, we got the basics down and started to deploy.
Technically, there should be a screen between us, but this was a friendly learning game, so I deployed in the
open, and somewhat poorly. First, Steve corrected my deployments. Armati groups units together in divisions,
depending on the army. I had units spread all over the place. Then, I discovered I had set up my archers behind a hill-nuthin' like blocking a field of fire.
With the majority of my army as light forces, I figured I had better do a dance and shaft the Byzantines to
death. That's when I discovered that wheeling is rather restricted, so movement tends to be what your set up is. That's
just about the time I discovered rolling 1s is a bad idea. I changed dice...multiple times.
I shafted. I missed. I got shafted. I died. I was down 3 units to 1 (4 and the battle would end). Units were
taking hits and starting to disintegrate. Then we meleed...and then I found the magic green six-sided die. All those 1s
and 2s of the previous several bounds turned into 5s and 6s. I broke a unit. I shafted another into oblivion. I ran over a
bunch of light archers (which didn't count against the 4-unit defeat total, but stopped them from raining arrows at me).
I won initiative and ran away from tough guys. It was 3 to 3, I grabbed initiative and finally, excruciatingly, I
rolled that magic combo to break a fourth unit. It was real close. Two of my heavy units were within 1 hit of breaking.
Kevin was pleased, too. He went on to the tournament the next day and won a couple games. He didn't win the
tourney, but learned enough to hold his own against veterans.
Strategikon
Steve is also the editor of Strategikon, an ancients magazine. The 4th issue came out at Historicon, and like all
magazines, gets better with each copy. We had a long discussion about Hannibal and the route from Spain to Italy,
especially concerning the differences between Polybius and Livy, as well as various authors' interpretations. Steve
reads Latin and Greek. I rely on English translations, which then leaps into Loebs, Penguins, and other translations.
OK. If you're not an ancients buff, we'd bore the hell out of you dissecting nuances. In any case, we had a great time
and went out to dinner twice more, picking up other history buffs as we went along.

Restaurants and Restaurant Fires
The one rule I have at a convention is that I may eat a continental style
breakfast and a fast food lunch (when I remember), but dinner has to be
something more than the chains up and own Route 30. Yes, I understand that it
deletes open gaming time, but dealers need an outlet outside the LHR. So, here is
the MagWeb.com Restaurant Ratings for 2002.
The square in the center of Lancaster. My guess is few wargamers ever venture
into the city. The square holds a monument dedicated to the ACW.
The Lemon Grass
The Lemon Grass, east on Rte 30, has been a favorite spot for years. This
Thai restaurant serves impressive appetizers and entrees. I had the crab tulips and
shrimp rolls dipped in plum sauce to start, with the "Evil Jungle Princess" for the
main course (a chicken seafood mixture in outrageously excellent sauce). You
end up stuffed. Pricey, about $25-$30 per person, as most Thai restaurants in
suburbs are, but good.
We discovered an Italian restaurant and ice cream parlor on Greenfield
Ave years ago, and went there enough for the owner to recognize the company logo on the shirts. Tragically, it closed,
even though it had been open at Cold Wars. So there we are, standing outside. The deli next door would be great for
lunch, but I wanted dinner. A family had come out, and seeing us milling around discussing where to go, suggested an
Italian place on Route 23, accessible via back roads. We got to 23, but couldn't locate the place. Travelling down the
highway, we spotted another Italian restaurant, Gregorios.

Gregorios
We walked in, and it is the typical hole in the wall. This is not a bad thing. Tibor and I often would go to a
hole in the wall in West Paterson, even though there was a white tablecloth Italian restaurant next door. Anyway, we
started to place our order and the waitress shrieked, and another one yelled in a panicky voice that the kitchen was on
fire.
There's a serious moment of time stopping when you think you hear the word "fire" and start to think about
exit routes. The cook went running into the kitchen, followed by another, and followed by some muted Italian
language. A moment later, everything is OK, the cook has a sheepish grin, and we're not heading for the door. It turns
out someone's cigarette fell in the receipts bag and started the cash on fire.
Gregorios' sauce (and floor show) was superb, but he needs to use real veal, not processed patties. The garlic bread
sticks were outstanding. Very filling and very reasonably priced at about $10-15 a person.
The PressRoom
The last night, and after a solid day of ribbing from the aforementioned Steve Phenow about my recon and
foraging skills, we set out for another restaurant. We had no idea where to go, but I figured to head into Lancaster and
see what we could find. We ended up at a place off the town square called the PressRoom.
We were certainly underdressed with shorts and our logoed shirts, considering that many of the people
arriving after us were in suits and dresses, but for a Saturday night, it was rather empty. They even did the old
restaurant trick of sitting the six of us in the front window to show passerbys that they were a hopping place.
The food was universally excellent. Appetizers rocked. Crab stuffed shrimp melted in your mouth. Some
other shrimp thing was also exceptional. Other things were around, too, but I can't quite remember what the others
had. The salad was fresh and the lemon-whatever dressing was a delight.
As for the main course, I opted for a modified Black and Tan. Guinness over Yuengling (no Bass or Harp-pagans!).
Oh wait, I forgot the food. I opted for a rack of BBQ ribs, lathered with a delectable sauce. Steve went for the
filet mignon, and it was as good as it can get. Tibor's chicken was brilliantly illuminated by a light sauce, and Susan's
shrimp and scallops diablo dish was exquisite. Mark had a pedestrian hamburger. Todd ordered the seafood crepes,
and found it quite good too. The only disappointment was the side dish: sweet potato (not regular potato--indeed, you
can't order regular potatoes) with some honey butter and about four green beans. The honey butter almost cracked my
tooth it was so sweet, and actually proved distasteful. And the beans were boiled to within an inch of disintegration -they might have been canned for all we knew.
Service was a little slow, I suspect a little shorthandedness here, although the waitress put up with enough
barbs to make up for it. For example, Tibor asked "how is the (chicken entree)?" She answered that it was good.
I couldn't help myself. "Of course she's going to say it's good. What do you expect her to say? That it was rancid and
the last person who ate it was carted off in an ambulance?" We had her laughing at "rancid." He ordered the chicken.
The company was as pleasant, intellectual, and jovial as one could ask for. Two hours went by in a flash.
Pricey, about $200 for the six of us. Much of that was appetizers at $10 a pop, entrees about $20-$25. Even Steve was
impressed that I was able to find such a place. Now if I ever go to Hollywood, I can hold my head high.

War: Age of Imperialism
On Friday night, we sat down to play Eagle
Games' War: Age of Imperialism.
Technically, it's a boardgame, but it
includes 20mm plastic figures and is
relatively quick to pick up.
The Six Amigos: John Miller (green shirt),
Tibor Vari (blue shirt), Steve Phenow (baseball
cap), Mark Conover (moving), and Steve
Hojnacki (grey shirt). Russ Lockwood (taking
the photo).

Think of it as Risk with extras. In fact, we
played the Basic rules, and it offers

Standard and Expert rules too. But with only two of us six having played once, Basic would be just fine.
War: Age of Imperialism starts you out with each player picking four areas on the board and 120 points worth
of troops (infantry = 10, cavalry = 15, artillery = 20, ships = 25, leaders = 40, and explorers = 10) and buildings
(cities, ports, forts, etc. all = 20).
The remaining areas are covered with two types of round counters: natives and resources. Native counters
provide an inherent strength of an area. Most contain just infantry, but on occasion, the natives get cavalry and
artillery. The counter is face down, so you don't know the exact strength (between 4 and 12, mostly 9-12) until you
land on it. Likewise, the resource counter is placed face down in an are. If you defeat the natives, you get the resource
(points for building). About a third of the time there's something there, but as for the other two-thirds, you get
bupkus...i.e. no points.
To add a native area to your empire, you choose between two options: either send in an explorer, or send in a
military force. The explorer gives you a 2d6 roll. If your roll equals or exceeds the native strength printed on the
counter, the natives are pacified, you add the territory, and gain the resource (if any). If not, the explorer gets
eaten...i.e. eliminated.
Battle
If you send in the military, your pieces fight the natives. In the Basic game, when two opposing forces are in
the same area, it's a fight to the death--only one can remain at the end. In other games, the attacker has the option to
withdraw.
In the Basic game, the attacker selects one of his units and declares an attack on one of the defending units.
Each piece gets a die roll modifier: infantry +0, cavalry +1, artillery +2, and leader +3. Both players roll 2d6, add the
modifier, and high total eliminates low total (ties re-roll). This continues until one side or the other is eliminated from
the area. Like Risk, each area needs to be garrisoned by one unit. Explorers are automatically eliminated if in battle.
Ship battles are slightly different. Each ship gets a 2d6 roll for a 9+ to hit. One hit sinks an opposing ship.
The game play sequence runs: all players move and resolve explorers/attacks, all players move and resolve
explorers/attacks a second time, and then build new units.
Build
Each area that you control may hold one revenue-producing "building" (factory, port, city, and railway). Each
produces 10 points. Since you start with 120 points and four areas, you can build four buildings and four infantry and
hope nobody attacks you. Then, the next turn, you start with 40 points. Most players opted for a more conservative
strategy, buying two buildings, the requisite four infantry, an explorer or two, and more infantry.
At game start, we picked an area
and placed the units/buildings
one at a time. Generally, since
one area was pretty much the
same as another, we picked what
we sat in front of. I generally was
in North Africa, Tibor in South
Africa, John in West Europe,
Steve in Russia/Central Asia,
Mark in China, and Steve P. in
Australia.
After a few turns: still few troops,
many natives.

First Few Turns
Resource scarcity means
that you can, with luck, take an
area or perhaps two on the first
go around. Usually, after your
explorer gets eaten, you pass.

This goes on for a few full turns. Then, as the territory starts to expand, and you start to place revenue-producing
buildings on areas, your army gets a little larger.
It was Steve Russia who initiated hostilities by declaring that it was cheaper to take a city from another player
than to attack natives. He struck John in Eastern Europe, which started a see-saw battle that saw many losses and no
gains. Meanwhile, in Africa, the continent pretty much divided and natives pacified, Russ struck southward, hoping
the war in Europe would tie up John's attention. Despite overwhelming odds, Russ only captured half his objectives,
as Tibor valiantly held out.
At this point, Steve Russia offered up a suggestion to Tibor to counterattack heavily, where Russ withstood
overwhelming odds, leaving Tibor with explorers holding key areas. Russ moved in.
Over the next couple turns, Russ mopped up the southern part of Africa, but Tibor staged a comeback from
Arabia, cascading into the northern part of Africa. Then, Steve Russia, who had expanded into India, jumped an army
on a ship and struck Russ on the east coast of Africa, capturing a city and subsequently building new units and a Fort
(+1 to all units when on defense). Russ built units, too, but when down in the southern part, could not shift the army
north. The newly built army would have to do. Attacking at a disadvantage, the winds of fortune blew his way and
Steve Russia's toehold in Africa was vanquished.
Tibor took advantage and headed west across the top of heavily urbanized Africa, falling just short of taking
Casablanca and its big point Diamond Mine (resource). This was when Perfidious John stabbed Russ by sending an
army across the Med and into Tunisia, weakly held by Tibor with a single infantry, and then another force to hit
Casablanca. He took Tunisia, but was repelled at Casablanca, and then steadfastly refused to evacuate Tunisia. On the
next build phase, Russ retook Tunisia and put two ships outside Gibraltar. John countered with two ships and the one
in the Med, and the first sea battle resulted in Russ' fleet sunk and John with two ships.
By this time, Mark's Chinese empire had expanded enough to take out Steve Russia. Tibor was gone, too,
leaving four players: Russ Africa, John Europe, Mark China, and Steve Australia. At this point, Steve's Australians
sent an expeditionary force across the Indian Ocean heading towards Africa, and Mark began his attack on John...and
there were a lot of Chinese. It was a bloodbath in Afghanistan for both sides.
Gambling that John again had enough problems of his own, Russ built four ships and jumped the Australian
force, sending it to the bottom, but taking a loss in turn. Steve moved up additional ships and counterattacked, only to
be sunk, but reducing Russ' fleet to one ship. That's when the Chinese attacked with its one navy, which was quickly
sent to the bottom. Russ built more ships and attacked Steve's remaining ships, eventually making the Indian Ocean an
African lake.
And that's where the game, which lasted from 8:30pm to 1:30am, ended. China had the most production,
followed by Australia, Europe, and Africa. China also had the most units, followed by Europe, Australia, and Africa.
Still, there was plenty of fight left for
another five hours of play before one
person could be declared a winner-and we weren't ready to pull an allnighter. The balance of power meant
that anyone trying to go after the
weakest player, Russ' Africa, would
become vulnerable to a concentrated
attack by the other two.
Open gaming: Playing Warrior is:
Dan Burkley (left, dark blue), Fred
Stratton (left light blue), Rich
Pichnarczyk (right black), and Dennis
Shorthouse (right, white).
W:AoI Conclusion
War: Age of Imperialism is a very clever extension to Risk. It looks good, it plays well, and all players have a
chance to win. Even though four of the six had never played it before, they picked it up quickly. At $60, it's slightly
pricier than most boardgames, but there's plenty in the box to justify the cost.
The only caveat is that a full game takes a long time. In the four-player game I played before, the same thing
happened. You get a relatively quick kill on a player, and then the others are left in a stalemate that needs a run of

luck, or a gang up, to break. The trouble with a gang up is that one member of the gang usually takes more losses than
the other, and no one wants to be the weakest winning member of the pack.
Standard and Advanced Rules offer far more choices, including engineer units, development of technology,
and so on. I suspect that this will only add more time needed to play a game. Of course, you can always choose to
limit the time--we played until exhaustion--or limit the geography--two sections of the board instead of all three.
War: Age of Imperialism is an excellent game and recommended for anyone's collection. You might need a goodly
amount of time to finish a game, but you'll enjoy the entire range of strategic and tactical options of doing so.

Time To Go
And so Historicon came to an end on Sunday at noon. You could still continue gaming for the rest of the day,
but just about all tables are empty come noon. Another great time!

Gratuitous War of 1812 illustration: Gen. Winfield Scott leads his brigade at the Battle of Chippewa, July 5, 1814.
(US Army website)

Historicon 1998: Convention Recap
by Russ Lockwood
Once again, HMGS performed miracles in
crafting the well-run and well-attended convention,
Historicon '98 (July 23-26, 1998) at the Holiday Inn
Lancaster Host Resort, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
Looks like over 3,000 showed up for the
convention, with the theme of the SpanishAmerican War. Although I didn't see that many
Spanish-American War games, Guest of Honor
Greg Novak gave several talks at the show.
A couple changes--and for the much, much
better--the dealer area was moved to the Tennis
Courts (they call it the expo center, but we all know
better). What a change! What a breath of fresh air-at least until the brownout occurred and turned it
into yet another steambath for a few hours during
the afternoon. MagWeb had a booth and sign-in
and set-up was fast and easy. Great job all around.
Likewise, the ancients tournaments and the
flea market moved into the former dealers area-with plenty, and I mean plenty, of room to move
around, watch, and buy. Again, great job!
A few other rooms were opened up for
gaming events around the corner by the gift shop-and that helps a little bit too.
As always, it is a pleasure talking to folks
as they stopped by the booth, or as I bumped into
them at gaming tables.

Products
A quick run around the dealer area saw product for just about every scale and period you could want--and
then some. Running down in no particular order: Scenic Effects were displaying their marvelous terrain, and Fortress
Studios was showing a wide variety of medieval and Eastern European 25mm buildings -- from a $250 unpainted
castle to a $18.95 three arch bridge (20" long). Both companies' offerings stopped many a person in their tracks.
Pat Condray has a new booklet out on the Age of Marlborough ($10), Phil Viverito published the Classical
Hack Scenarios (Rome) booklet ($18.95), Terry Gore and Bruce Taylor brought out Ancient Warfare ($25) rules, Leo
Walsh of TCS had new ships, and the wide variety of other products will overwhelm you.

Ancient Warfare
I watched an Ancient Warfare game for a couple hours, pestering author Terry Gore with questions as the
Romans and Carthaginians slugged it out on the tabletop. I'll do a full review of this set later, but here are some initial
impressions of the rules.
It's a 1:30 scale, with 1 inch = 25 yards (15mm scale) or 1.5 inches = 25 yards (25mm scale), and each turn is
5-10 minutes. It looks to use the standard WRG mounting scheme.
Both sides began at each end of the table and proceeded to use a strategic move (like a March move--it's faster
than a tactical move) to start moving closer in order to get to 12" apart, which switches into tactical orders. As in
Medieval Warfare (Gore's other rules set), Generals receive a certain number of orders per turn, which both sides
place in secret. The orders are revealed, then comes moves, missile fire, and close combat.
Charges and countercharges are performed simultaneously, while movement has the side with initiative move
first, then the other side. Close order infantry is 4", loose order and open order 6", mounted 8", mounted skirmisher
10", and wheels cost double movement. Javelin range is 2", foot bow out to 10". Close Combat consists of adding up

factors and modifiers, multiplying by the number of eligible stands in the melee, and dividing that number by 10 to
get the total number of figures killed.
The turns move pretty quick, and the players at the table seem to grasp most rules immediately--although
having two umpires for 8 players helps with questions. The battle lines clashed, dice were rolled, and you can
certainly tell the players were into the game based on some of the remarks flying about...
The C-in-C, admonishing a subcommander for not moving forward quickly enough, scolded, “You have to
move up and get into the fight.”
Nonplussed, the subcommander replied, “I just want to see what the left flank does so I can decide whether or
not to join the other side!”
And finally, a commander summing up the state of his command, noted, “Lost a stand, no general, disordered,
being pushed back.”
His fellow commander, innocently interrupted, “How bad is it?”
I look forward to taking a more in-depth look at Terry's rules in the coming months. Ancient Warfare seems to
be a derivative of Terry's Medieval Warfare set, and I've already told you that I enjoy playing those rules. Incidently,
the Roman left flank collapsed, the center routed, and Hannibal had once again beaten the might of Rome.

Other Games
Meanwhile, over at the next table, a huge trireme bash swirled across the tabletop. Quite an impressive sight.
And at another table, Brian Leshinski had a three-table Midway game in 1/700 scale that boasted some fast
and furious action. The fleet ships moved on a table each, and Midway made up the third. He used a 3W game, Salvo,
for strategic movement, and played the tactical attacks on the table. Last I saw, the Yorktown was in multicolored
cotton flames, Japanese planes were falling from the skies, and one Japanese carrier was in flames. I learned later that
the Hornet had been sunk as well...
Nearby, Rich Hasenhauer's Battlefront, now four years in development, was churning through another version
using 15mm troops, where a stand is a squad. It's got a Fire and Fury style movement chart, a lot of good-looking
cards with the basic fire values at various ranges, and a chart with lots of fire modifiers. It seemed to go fairly
smoothly all in all, with a US attack upon a retreating German position and the appropriate amount of carnage from
direct fire and artillery strikes. Only thing that seems a bit odd was placing hull-down counters after move every move
in front of every unit that moved. Artillery uses templates on the attack.
If you have seen Duke Siefried's Aztec extravaganza, then what can I say? A lot of flashy terrain that attracts
a lot of attention. Then there was the St. Nazaire game in 20mm scale, with the dock area in absolutely wonderful
terrain.
I don't know, between Pete Panzeri's Alamo, Duke's Aztec temple city, and the St. Nazaire docks, it's a real
close race for best spectacle...
And let's not slight Jim Wheton's Hot Lead and Cold Steel 1809 game on 4" hexes. More lovely terrain.

Rubber Band Wars
Now, I have to hand it to Mark "Princess Ryan" McLauglin, who has a considerable amount of patience to
host or co-host kids game after kids game. This 54mm plastic ACW extravaganza was on a table so large and square,
you almost couldn't reach into the middle. And these 8-10 year olds were advancing down the flanks instead. The idea
being to capture the flag or something like that. In reality, the aim was to prove your aim -- all casualties were
calculated by the accuracy of your shooting rubber band guns, ping-pong ball bazookas, and nerf dart shooters.
Absolutely wild! Bet you could get a dozen grown-up kids to play, too!
Lots of WWII games around -- must have had something to do with Saving Private Ryan and the upcoming
Thin Red Line.
Phil Viverito was running his Classical Hack game or three, Robert Haworth will be coming out with Painted
Sunset (Old West scenarios), David Bonk ran his Napoleonics game using the computer, and there were too many
others to mention without reprinting the program guide.

To a Close
And so Sunday rolled around, and it was time to pack up the MagWeb booth, pack into the car, and head out
on the highway with the rest of the pack to get on home. Historicon was another successful and enjoyable convention,
and the changes made vis-a-vis the dealer and flea market areas were a welcome relief.

Historicon 1997: Convention Recap
by Russ Lockwood
One of the ‘problems’ about Historicon is just getting
around to see everything--there is a considerable number of
events going on at any given time, the dealer area/flea market
area keeps expanding, and with all the pick-up games, well,
four days hardly seems enough. But hey, sleep is optional,
right?
Apologies for the photo quality – taken off the MagWeb site. Better
than nothing, but lacking nonetheless -- RL.
Main Dealer area: to the left and right of entrance. Top: The
Armoury (foreground), Ral Partha (mid), On Military Matters
(Background, against windows). Jenkinstown Hobbies is just off
picture to the left. MagWeb is mid-background, to right of OMM.
Bottom: Wargames (foreground), numerous smaller companies
including Clash of Arms and The Zouave magazine (mid), and Old
Glory (background, against wall on right), Emperor's HQ (to left of
Old Glory, against wall), and Nafziger (to left of EHQ, against
wall).

This goes doubly so for the folks tied to a booth. Yes
indeed, these folks are working while you are playing, and
the hardware of lead and software of rules are half the show.
So, with the caveat that I was manning the MagWeb "booth"
as a special guest of On Military Matters (down the stairs to
the left, besides the windows), here's a look around the show
for those who could not make it to HMGS' premier
convention.
Right, Dennis Shorthouse, owner of OMM, (peeking center, profile
view, with glasses) assists customers. MagWeb was just off photo to
the right. Two-thirds of Dan Burkley (left, just caught by the photo),
of OMM's crew.

I am not quite sure whether the dealer areas were as
crowded as they were last year. At times, there were butt-tobutt traffic jams in the aisles. Other times, it was pretty
empty. The gaming tables were crowded enough with all
sorts of eager gamers.
Rich Pichnarczyk (left, with beard), another of the OMM crew,
helps a customer find a book.

According to the Historicon '97 program, there were
354 events (mostly gaming sessions, but including seminars),
although there were probably more in last-minute add-ins.
And I suppose there could be less if umpires didn't show.
Of course, umpires who host games deserve a big
round of applause. Getting all the terrain and units, rules and
rulers, and everything else together takes a considerable
amount of effort. If you've never hosted a game, try it. You'll
appreciate it all the more.

At right, the "Tennis Center" the overflow
dealer area (rear) and WRG tournament
locale (mid), plus for open gaming.

David McElhannon caught my
eye walking by with a piece of the
Pearl Harbor terrain. It looked great
when set up.

Terry Gore (near right) was showing off his
new Medieval Warfare rules (and his magazine Saga
#59).
Phil Viverito (far right, in striped shirt,
designer of Classical Hack [anicents] and Knight
Hack [medieval]) had an intriguing keep for some
medieval warfare, not to mention Fort Wagner for
some ACW action, not to mention some English
Civil War battle -- hey, he's a hard-working guy. It's
a contest to see if he out-hosts Leo Walsh of TCS,
who seems to be running 10 games a convention.
Chris Parker, of Knighthood in the Middle
Ages fame, was demoing his new medieval rules set,
Day of Battle, and seemed to be demoing
continuously. That was fortunate for me, as I sat
down for a quick game of Day of Battle.
Mark Campbell, the keynote speaker with a
talk about the Battle of St. Vincent -- and it's good to
see him start getting some recognition for his scholarship -- was running another couple monster naval games with his
Close Action rules set. I've been playing Close Action for years instead of Wooden Ships and Iron Men, using GHQ
ships and a huge hex-gridded felt cloth, and it is a solid simulation and moves quickly. Of course, if you have 30
players, it will move a bit slower, and the monster game of that size can take 6 hours, sometime more.
Clash of Arms released the new Close Action, just as they released the William Keyser's From Valmy to
Waterloo -- another set of rules I played when it was a selfpublished effort. Keyser was running more FVTW games,
just as he's done for years. Didn't see his Wagram game this
year--now that's a heckuva large game, even in 6mm.
Duke Seifried did another extravaganza (see photo
at right) -- 'nuff said.
Easy Eight Enterprises was running their new WWII
game, Battleground. MagWeb VP Bill Abernathy signed up
for it and came back with rave reviews for the infantry
system, noting it was fast, fun, and furious. Some of the
situations he, and a friend of mine did in a different game,
were just mind boggling.
The luckiest fellow on Earth has to be the bazookaman who managed, with some of the most extraordinary

sequence die rolls known to man, to destroy a Tiger tank -- from the front! Not just knock a track, but obliterate the
tank.
But I believe the big winner was Piquet, which generated a considerable amount of buzz and even more sales,
especially with their WWII module. You buy the basic game and then period-specific modules. There's been enough
written about it, but the electricity surrounding a game has never been greater.
The card-flipping, die rolling initiative sequences combines the best of randomness and strategy, although I
have seen a series of horrendous d20 initiative die rolls obliterate a strategy as well as make one work (depends on
your point of view, eh?), but with the usual mix of generally evening out initiative, it comes down to using your army
in the right way (i.e. card draw/play). Designer Bob Jones was seeing lots of action around the gaming table and
dealer table.
Other games included skirmish gaming (at right, among
the ruins), and more. The Courier magazine ran its usual plethora
of games.
Phil Barker, he of WRG fame or infamy, was the Jack
Scruby Award winner this year for contributions to the hobby.
There were lots of seminars, all of which I completely
missed except for my own two seminars about MagWeb. You
know, I used to think seminars were easy to give, until I did one
at Cold Wars. Public Speaking is much more of an art form than I
thought, as my two new speaking engagements showed. It doesn't help that the Lancaster Host/Holiday Inn never
heard of conference center accessories that allow you to plug in a computer and display the screen on a big screen, but
they do have an overhead projector and a slide machine...
The one event I missed that I am rather sorry is the painting competition. The Historicon '97 program details
the scoring system, which gives 1-5 points in five categories: figure selection & preparation, painting, shading,
detailing, and basing. Alas, most of the units were long gone by the time I showed up for a look. Next year...

Beery Eves: Conquest of the Empire
Of course, the evening winds down with beer and gaming (no pretzels. We keep forgetting to bring the
pretzels!). One night was Conquest of the Empire, an old Milton Bradley game of Roman War using plastic
"miniatures" for pieces. As the "Carthaginians" I did better, being knocked off second instead of the usual first. I made
an early mistake by NOT building a ship, and thus ceded the Western Mediterranean to the Spanish and Romans. I
waited and built and waited, watching the powerful Turks knock off Egypt, then getting tangled up with the
Macedonians. Then, I pounced.
With an admittedly odds-agin'-me gamble, I took on the Turks, kicked them out of Egypt and drove for Syria.
Alas, I came within one die roll of knocking off the Turkish Caesar, or more accurately, the last Turk infantry
protecting said Caesar. It was a good gamble, and the only hope of turning the tide against me...
Two things we changed in the rules: 1) cavalry costs 20, which is slightly less, and 2) catapults add a
maximum of +1 to the die roll, and then only for the player with the MOST catapults. We feel it balances the game
better.

Beery Eves: Axis and Allies Variant
The other game was an Axis & Allies variant that starts the game in 1939. As the UK, I watched Germany
blitz France on turn 1, then Poland on the next phase. I invaded and captured Italy and knocked out most of Africa,
then pulled the British Navy off Spain when the Luftwaffe proved to be rather powerful and I went hunting U-boats. It
was then that the Germans went for the knockout blow and launched Operation Sea Lion with a single transport and
two infantry units -- backed by the Luftwaffe. I managed to knock down 3 of the 5 Luftwaffe aircraft units with the
AA gun, and sent what was left of the invasion (the Home Guard was rather incensed, you see) packing. The Germans
turned east and attacked Russia (and south and took back Italy).
Meanwhile, half a world away, Japan expanded slowly, then pulled their surprise phase by knocking out most
of the US Navy and capturing all of Canada and Eastern US (!), not to mention a chunk of China (was down to one
province), and considerable part of the USSR. It was the high tide of the Axis.
The Chinese erupted and took back China and more, the Russians did such a number on the Germans, they
got into Poland, and the US built like crazy (as well as taking back Canada and Eastern US). Meanwhile, as Britain, I
launched D-Day a few years early--into Germany itself. It came down to a single British tank unit vs. the last German

tank unit, which was the special SS unit (what it is with these last gasp die rolls, eh?). And yes, the Germans
eliminated the invading British, but whereas the British had enough economic points to rebuild (and rebuild they did),
the Germans were hurting and unlikely to launch any more offensives. The Japanese, still powerful, realized that
without the Germans to tie down the US, the run around the Pacific was virtually over, especially since the next turn
looked to spell the end of the Germans. The game was called at that point...

Alas, The End
Aside from some purchases in the dealer area, and visiting some friends, and some last-minute gawking,
Historicon 97 came to a close, and reluctantly, made our way back home.
GRATUITOUS BONUS: Phil Barker: Auto-Biography
Phil was born at Paignton in Devon on 5th November 1932 (an appropriate date you might think). In 1936, he
was moved reluctantly to Birmingham when his father (who had retired from the navy as a Petty Officer after 22
years’ service and had tried several short-term jobs such as running speed boats from Torquay Pier and walking lion
cubs on a lead for Chipperfields Circus) took a job as a postman. Three years later at the outbreak of the Second
World War, his father was called up again, sailed on the last through Malta Convoy and on to Egypt in HMS
Cleopatra, where he helped prepare the demolition of the Alexandria docks during the "great flap". He spent the rest
of the war in South Africa.
Meanwhile, Phil was educated at Kings Norton Grammar School. On leaving in 1950, he worked for a short
while as a trainee librarian and then enlisted in the Royal Engineers. He served as a regular for three years, training as
a field engineer and then as an assault engineer in Churchill AVRE. After leaving the army, he trained in Work Study
and finished in a motor industry Operations Research department, becoming a Fellow of the Institute of Industrial
Engineers. During this time, he also served as an infantryman in a cadre territorial battalion of the Royal Warwicks
until it disbanded. (Later he became probably the only ex-sergeant to have given lectures both at Sandhurst and at the
Russian Artillery Institute in Leningrad.)
In the 1960s, he started riding (training under the great John Tilke, technical adviser on instruction to the
British Horse Society) and competed on his own horse (Sheila) in cross-country events. He took up wargaming after
reading Don Featherstone's book and for many years his regular opponent was Tony Bath. Tony lived in Southampton
which meant a drive of 130 miles to meet and play games. He joined the Society of Ancients when it was formed and
became, at various times, Secretary, Wargames Competition Organizer, President and finally one of the Life Vice
Presidents.
Phil played for Birmingham in the Napoleonic period in the first National Wargames Convention in
Southampton and then played in the Ancient period at the London National Convention the next year. This resulted in
the formation of Wargames Research Group with "BOB" O'Brien and Ed Smith.
He met Sue Laflin (a lecturer in Computer Science at the University of Birmingham) through their interest in
English Folk Dance and Song. They were married in December 1969. Shortly after this, Phil became a full-time
author.
Phil has been chief umpire at National Wargames Championships in Britain, America, Australia and New
Zealand. Phil and Sue have travelled widely across America and have visited Canada, Australia, New Zealand,
France, Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, Italy, Greece, Bulgaria, Romania, Turkey, Ukraine, Syria, Jordan, Libya,
Tunisia, the Caribbean, Chile and Argentine. By sea they have crossed the line, rounded Cape Horn, crossed the
Atlantic, and sailed the Baltic, the Mediterranean, the Black Sea and the "roaring forties" in the Pacific.
He has written wargames rules and army-list books for all eras except 1917-1925 and also two books in the
"Armies and Enemies" series for Wargames Research Group and three books for other publishers. Apart from his
books, he has acted as a consultant for the American and Canadian armies and, more recently and extensively, for the
British Ministry of Defense.
Phil believes that a good rule set should call for the talents of a general rather than those of an accountant and
should produce a game that is fast-moving, visually and historically realistic and exciting for both players and
spectators. (-- from http://www.wrg.me.uk/PHIL/Phils/autobiography.html)

Historicon 1995: Convention Recap
by Russ Lockwood
Presented by HMGS East, Historicon 1995
continues the bold tradition of superb conventions for
the miniatures gamer. Held in the Lancaster Host
Resort in Lancaster, Penn, from Thursday July 20 to
Sunday July 23, the convention offered a superb
collection of games spanning all eras , a fine collection
of companies and vendors, an active flea market, and a
multitude of speakers covering a variety of military
history and wargaming topics.
Registration, or in my case, pre-registration,
was as smooth as ever. I walked up to the table and
had my badge in under 10 seconds. I had signed up for
a pair of games, and with a glance at the badge, found
that I was entered in both of them. More on these later.

Wheeling and Dealing
After a quick lunch, it was time for the dealer
area--that bit of gaming heaven where products of
every time period waited for those with bulging
wallets and clear credit card balances.
Bookdealer extraordinaire On Military
Matters did a brisk business, highlighted with a
collection of new goodies from across the Atlantic. I
saw many copies of Battlefields, Partizan Press' new
miniatures magazine packed with scenarios, being bought.
Although delayed by a roadside breakdown, a favorite vendor of mine, Tactical Conflict Systems finally
arrived with terrain and buildings in tow. I picked up Skull island and Volcano island (for $6.25 each). I didn't
specifically look for islands, but these can also be placed on hilltops as well and looked pretty good.
Minifig is replacing its Napoleonic line throughout 1995 with upgraded models. The Prussians were out in force (24
foot for $7.50 or 8 mounted for $7). British, French, and Austrian upgrades are on the way. The company will also
release the "Series 200" American Civil War figures.
Stopped to chat with George Nafziger and his ever growing Order of Battle Collection. He can zero in on a
particular battle and provide info down to the regimental level. Cost is 25 cents per page (with volume discounts albeit
with dot-matrix output), which would be a good thing if you wanted the 5500-page WWII OOB.
The ever-hopping Old Glory booth showed the new 15mm WWII line, a joint venture with Skytrex England
for Command Decision. A trio of most tanks (Shermans, T34s, Pz IVs, etc) cost $16, six Jeeps or four Bren Carriers
cost $12.50, and packs of 50 soldiers cost $12.50. All are exquisitely detailed as befitting Old Glory status. US,
Soviet, British, and German forces lead off, with Japanese coming later. The list is quite impressive, but the actual
availability will be rolled out slowly through the year.
Over in the Simtac area, new 25mmKryomek sci-fi figures (2 for $6.95) look like creatures from the movie
Alien, while 25mm Shatterzone sci-fi marines (3 for $6.25) are appropriately enclosed in powered bits of armor. The
25mm Macho Women with Guns line was expanded with one western style figure called Scatter Gun Sue, and a
couple others under the names Lee Ping and Mother Superior Firepower. That is not to mention the new 25mm Killer
Teddy Bears with Laser Rifles. Simtac also showed a variety of WWII US, British, USSR, Japanese, and German
1/300 scale Collectair aircraft (usually $5.50 or $6.50 a pair), including Meteor Mk 8, ME-110C, FW-190D,
Grumman Hellcat, IL2M Sturmovik, and AM-6M Zero.
Over at the Gallia booth, these buildings looked sharp. A new line of 5mm modern ruined buildings ($4 to $8
each) and a half-dozen round and square textured bases ($5-$35 each)-including cobblestones, flagstones, and rock
outcroppings--would grace your table.
Steven Phillips announced a new line of French 25mm Napoleonic figures ($1 each foot), including Line
Fusilier Advancing in full dress, shako, and long-tailed coat; Chasseur A Cheval charging in full dress, short dolman,
and barrel sash; and Chasseur A Cheval of the Guard (Officer and Trumpeter) charging in full dress.

Blue Sky Enterprises, which ran a number of Squadrons WWII air battle games, added flight stands (two for
$5), flight caps (12 for $3), and aircraft dials (10 for $5) at the show. I watched one of their US-Japanese actions and
several players came away favorably impressed with the rules.
Falcon Miniatures was showing 1/285 scale WWII aircraft ($8 for three on average), including ME 109,
Spitfire, Hurricane, and other Battle of Britain planes.
Pharoah's Arms, the US rep for Chariot Miniatures, released numerous 15mm ancients figures, including
Early and Late Greek hoplites, early Italian States javelinman, Camillan Roman hastati, Carthaginian Iberians and
Celtiberians, and pack mules with Imperial Roman shields. Add in 15mm Napoleonic Russians, 10mm ACW infantry,
10mm Franco-Prussian War Prussians, and some 15mm fantasy, and you get the idea that Chariot has been busy.
Stopped in the Quality Casting booth for a look at their 15mm WWII and modern figures and vehicles. They
look pretty good and some have been redone. With an eye towards Old Glory, I notice QC is now bundling three
vehicles for $15 and lowered the price of platoon packs of infantry (about 40 figures) to bout $9. Ain't competition
grand? New for the show were 120mm German and Russian mortars ($2 each), US 57mm AT gun ($3.50), UK 6
pounder AT gun ($3.50) and more. According to QC, August brings new US Bazooka team (8 figures for $2.50),
German artillery crews (15 for $4.75), and a German tank hunter panzerfaust and panzershreck team (8 for $2.50).
Terrain Creations was showing its styrofoam hills and Sci-Fi Supply's Wild Walls. The latter were quite
interesting. You glue them to foam board and paint them up. Sci-fi corridors, castle walls, and nibbled buildings were
available.
Chipco was showing Le Petite Empereur, a rules set for almost strategic level Napoleonic play. Never mind
formation changing--each pair or more of units is called a corp and battles are resolved ala DBA with a six-sided die
and a couple modifiers. The Expansion Pack was also released to include Waterloo scenarios, 18th century warfare,
and a variety of army lists. It looks interesting and worth a play.

Command Decision III With Frank Chadwick
With a variety of purchases out of the way, it was time to do some gaming. I had preregistered for a pair of
evening games, but I also stumbled upon a pick-up game of Command Decision. As a simulation, it points out the
folly of making blitzkrieg-style attacking ala Hollywood movies. After the first couple games, you learn to perform
safe, methodical attacks, especially against any sort of semi-organized defense. Realistic? Yes, but our group's games
tend to bog down in the many phases.
So, why did I join in? Frank Chadwick was going to play and test out some new rules designed to try and
speed up play. Anytime I can play a system with the designer, I will -- for when the designer runs a game, there is no
question about how the game -- as the rules are interpreted -- plays. Even better, by luck of the die roll, I was on his
side during the battle.
On the minus side, playtesting new rules means events bog things down as designer and players mull over
possibilities and probabilities. On the whole, there was little of this beyond some discussions about which die to use
and some awkward spotting comments.
The setting was WWII Pacific Theater. American marines, reinforced with tanks, were set the task of
capturing a number of geographical objectives. The Japanese, primarily infantry except for one lone 37mm AT gun,
were to stop them. Frank and I were Japanese, Murph and Dave were American. And no question about it -- Frank
was the Japanese commander.
The key changes were the use of Striker combat rules (the Traveller-based miniatures rules devised by Frank)
and a d20 for firing and morale. So, if you don't think sci-fi gaming belongs in historical miniatures, consider that at
least in part of the playtesting, 23rd century firing procedures were used on a Japanese-held WWII island battle.
With hidden deployment and a considerable number of dummy counters, we laid out the Japanese forces in
depth. A pair of hills with a road between them dominated the forward edge of battle, and the bigger of the two was
an objective: I put a company (three stands), a MMG, and a bunker (to hold the MMG) there, plus the recon. Another
three infantry companies were placed behind each other in a line, with the idea of ambushes. In addition, I received
the AT gun, which was placed near the bridge (US objective) over the stream in front of a village (US objective). The
battalion mortar was placed in the back and could hit anywhere on the board. Frank did much the same, with a
defense in depth, recon forward, protecting an exit road (US objective) and with the idea of ambushes and falling back
to defend the bridge, a ford, and village.
US forces fanned out over the open approaches and were spotted easily by the recon. A forward observer was
placed on a hill for the prodigious artillery support. The first US infantry company (five stands) pushed up the big hill
and ran smack dab into the bunker. Several turns of firing later, the US company fled with heavy losses, although it
certainly handled the Japanese company roughly. On the other front, Frank's recon half-stand and numerous dummy

counters held up the US attack, consisting of infantry and a quartet of Stuart light tanks. Another company and a
single Sherman tank slipped around the big hill.
My second Japanese company ambushed the Sherman tank force, did some damage, and was blown away by
the tank fire. My third company ambushed the force and was likewise obliterated, although the US Marines company
was slowly whittled down. The mortar sniped and landed some hits, and lucky die rolls got me some artillery support.
But the Sherman force pushed forward with another full US company trailing behind.
I had painstakingly redeployed (dragged) the AT gun into position and finally achieved a flank shot. Frank, as
commander, rolled the d20 and plugged the Sherman in the side. With visions of the Sherman being blasted into
oblivion dancing in our heads, he rolled the damage die. PING! The shell bounced off. The turret rotated, fired, and
blew away the AT crew.
Meanwhile, Frank was having an even worse time with the quartet of Stuarts. They machine gunned and HE
shot everything in sight and simply rolled over an entire Japanese battalion. A banzai charge to try and destroy them
with grenades and satchel charges folded in the face of US firepower. The Japanese, well, those left alive, fled.
I pulled the last ambush with the fourth company just at the outskirts of the village -- and finally broke the leading
Marine company with the triple array of opportunity fire, general fire, and close fire. The tank was another story...
We called it at that point. I held the hill with a bunker and what was left of a Japanese company, and I had a
company in the path of a Sherman. My mortar was still firing, and my battalion commander still existed. Frank's
command was just as shattered. The US tanks were untouched, with plenty of infantry support. It was a big US
victory.
How Did The Game Play?
Well, the d20 is tougher to read than a d10. The firing seemed OK, if a bit odd with the d20 going up and
down levels. The spotting rules took the most time, with tremendous effort and chart checking for little gain. Artillery
was its usual accurate location, although that due to turn sequence, you can never quite catch up to a defender for a
second try. I made use of that quirk to move my Japanese companies the minute I found the artillery template used
and took fewer casualties than expected.
The bunker gave the MMG inside a saving throw, which I commented made it seem like Warhammer. Frank
bristled and that was one rule done away with immediately. Guess there are no saving throws in Striker. There was
also no apparent penalty for chewed up units--if you make your morale roll (about a 80-90% chance considering the
Marines and Japanese fanaticism).
I enjoyed Frank's historical commentary. He noted the Japanese had the worst equipped army of all WWII
belligerents, including the Italians and Poles. He said that at Khalkin Gol, the big strategic reserve in the Japanese
army was an artillery regiment. This guaranteed, victory-ensuring, obliterating, dominating unit was the equivalent of
two 155mm and two 105mm artillery batteries. Note that this applies to their equipment, not morale--which was
superb considering the conditions.

Don Featherstone's 101 Ways of Wargaming
I caught one of Don Featherstone's talks, and alas, missed the other seminars, but he was his usual cheerful
self. He spoke about wargaming as a way of life, complete with humorous anecdotes, and some of the fortes and
foibles about it being our hobby -- and offered some ideas on perhaps making it a better hobby for us all.
One theme he revisited from previous lectures was the element of fear. We do not have the same fear that real
troops had, and so haphazardly and somewhat cheerfully fight to the last man and toss in regiments in pursuit of
scenario victory conditions. To insert a fear factor, we might want to do one of two things: for every combat lost, the
winner punches the loser in the nose; or, all casualties are permanently marked by smashing the figures.
He is impressed with US cellars. They are often large and well-furnished compared to the wargaming rooms
of England. Indeed, some of the cellars and more luxuriously outfitted than some English houses. He noted his own
house-hunting expedition when he found a house than contained servants quarters up a long flight of stairs. He
immediately thought of a separate wargaming room and decided that the house was perfect -- without seeing much of
the rest of it.
He noted that the typical wargame table is about six feet wide, so that you can reach across and get to the
middle. However, he noted that Brigadier Young had a 20x20 foot table equipped with hinged hatches. Every once in
a while, you'd see Young disappear under the table and pop up in the middle of table to move some troops. He was
quite the complete commando, Don remarked.

However, he noted that sand tables enjoyed a rush of popularity many years ago, a that was the way the
military showed what was supposed to happen during battles but never did. It does have some drawbacks. For one, it
is usually graded first, and then colored flocking sprinkled up top for hills, roads, etc. the result is that you soon get
some surrealistic colored terrain. The other problem was that sand caused you to lose troops. Sometimes, you'd be
playing Marlburian battles and run into a WWII machine gun from last week's battle. Finally, there is a weight
problem. He noted one of his acquaintances with beachfront property built a sand table in the attic and sent his kids to
shovel sand into a bucket. He would laboriously pull up the bucket and dump it in the table. Bucket after bucket went
up. Finally satisfied with his efforts, he retired with his family for lunch, only to have the ceiling collapse from the
weight of the sand.
He noted that we as commanders always fight in hindsight. For better gaming, we should try to get inside
their minds, but alas, it is difficult to o. He noted a computer can help introduce some fog of war, but input is often too
extensive for a fast-moving game.
As for rules, "the greatest cause of acrimony of wargaming," he's formulated a number of "rules" himself:
1) There are an equal number of sets as wargamers
2) Gamers have no confidence in anyone else's rules because the designer has no concept of military history.
3) Fancy graphics are moving in and while he does not begrudge them, they're not for Featherstone.
4) Taking into account every factor as a modifier is "cobbler's crap."
As for the last point, it got so bad at times, they started to use abacuses to keep track of the modifiers, shifting
the beads right and left to add and subtract each modifier. Featherstone noted that rules his group used had to be
"Manning-proof." Peter Manning, he explained, was a "natural cheat. If your troops could move 8 inches, his would
move 9." They abandoned the abacus after noticing that Manning's negative modifiers started leaning into the positive
side.
Now, even so, Featherstone often notes that "wargaming is a social hobby," and that the comradeship is the
most important aspect of gaming. He tends towards "parochial wargames" where he picks the ruleset, sets the
scenario, and so forth, and that in his gaming sessions, there is but one rule: the game ends no later than 9:45p.m so
the group can retire to the pub before it closes. And anyone who looked into the bar area at Historicon would find that
tradition alive and well in the US.
Incidentally, I picked up a flier about a novel called Redcoats for the Raj, written by a fellow named Don
Featherstone. He explained that it was his first novel, and written about 15 years ago. It is set in India 1868, in a
barracks where the soldiers were locked in during the "hot season." They talk about their experiences to combat
boredom.

The Painting Competition
Alas, I wandered into the painting competition just before it was to close for judging. Let me say that there are
fine painters in our hobby, and many of them can be found entering units at Historicon. I am afraid I was unable to
give each entry careful perusal. but for the overview. here's my take on the competition:
The 25mm Crusades unit was fantastic, and followed closely by the 4th Texas unit. There was a naval fleet
that was well done, with particular attention to water details. There was a superb 20mm SS Recce unit of motorcycles
with sidecars and an 8-wheeled armor car crossing a bridge. Oil-painted 25mm Caledonians were well done, as were
some single-based 25mm North American Indians. The others were also generally well done, but these really caught
my eye during the short time I could roam the room.

Dragonships and Vikings
I had seen this game at Cold Wars, and so pre-registered for it at Historicon. Run by Steve, this is a rip
roaring kinda game with just enough flavor for my taste without being bogged down in rules minutia. OK, you get the
idea I liked this game. Simple rules, fast play, and a decent scenario with outstanding terrain made this a winner. The
real interesting twist was that melee was NOT simultaneous. If you won the initiative, you moved into contact and
rolled to hit. The enemy could NEVER do you any damage. Of course, when the enemy had the initiative, you can do
nothing but hope for bad die rolls...
The Vikings, after a successful raid, were looking to break back out to the North Sea. The only problem was a
local Duke who controlled a pair of drawbridges across the river, with an island in between. A castle sat upon the
island, forts guarded each end on the land, and there was a sufficient force to deter trespassers.

As head Jarl, I sent the dozen longboats into action. Like a line abreast cavalry charge, we conveniently hit
the bridge, forts, and island at roughly the same time. Up went the ladders and up went the Vikings to loot yet again.
Ah, not exactly.
Maybe it was because I was screaming the fearsome battle cry of “Spam, Spam, Spam, Spam.” Maybe it was
because we had enough problems getting the ladders up, much less actually fighting the defenders. Maybe it was
because my co-head Jarl was shafted early on in the battle by a peasant bowman. Maybe it was because the head Jarl's
plan was so pathetic --- ah, never mind.
It was a Viking disaster despite some progress. Personally, I hit nothing with my bows, had a measly Frankish
crossbowman slay one of my bodyguards in hand to hand combat (now, there's a warrior who will never see
Valhalla!), and launched a concerted attack by land on the fort and never got up the ladders during one turn.
The island raiders never blew open the gates with a battering ram, despite having 70% chances at times. My
co-leader Jarl was shafted and his command fled back up river--just in time to meet some of the Duke's fleet coming
down river. The Duke's contingents hung tough with morale rolls and kept control of all towers on the drawbridges,
although I managed to take one of the land forts. But it was a bloody good battle all around. The time went FAST.

Random Show Notes
Duke Seifried was the 1995 Jack Scruby Award winner. Duke's games used the outstanding terrain we've seen
before, run by the mater showman.
Actium in 6mm looked way cool. All those ships ramming, boarding actions, and other combat looked goo.
War Cry on the Keowee 25mm French and Indian War had a wonderful 4-star fort.
I wandered by a big bash in the valley in a 15mm Battle of Ashdown 871 AD between Viking and Saxons.
Hit the Beach, WWII US invasion of a Japanese-held island, was a hoot. Players had helmets and caps, and
would get a +1 to morale if wearing it while taking a morale test. The crude terrain and on-coat spray-painted figures
aren't going to win any rewards, but the card playing aspect was interesting, where US players played Japanese cards
against other US players..
WWI Trench Fight had cool shell-pockmarked terrain. Scale needed some getting used to. as movement was
5d6 and machine guns had a four-foot range. Looked good though.
Spearpoint, an Arty Conliffe design, got some enthusiastic reviews from participants. Typical Conliffe game
with d6s, simple rules, and nice terrain. Only murmur was turreted tanks having only a forward arc for fire? Still,
people seemed to like it.
Hey, did the Lancaster Host Resort ever hear of air-conditioning the dealer area? Sheesh, it was a detriment to
going in. I thought it was going to rain in there! It was hot, humid, and probably could have gotten ugly without the
goodwill of garners. Even standing outside was better than being in that area.
William Keyser's 6mm From Valmy to Waterloo battles were well attended. He ran several during the
convention.
Mobile Bay had a heckuva nice fort. Good job.
Hostile Aircraft looked neat--tiny WWI biplanes in action going up and down the poles.

KingMaker
I joined in a rollicking pick-up game of Kingmaker held in a room where the air conditioning worked. After
four hours of maneuvering and delicious backstabbing, it came down to two of us having the last two heirs from the
same house. I had the least senior heir and had one chance to jump the force of the other heir, which I did at barely 54 odds. Alas, I pulled a 2:1 card. After the battle, I offered to recognize that heir as king in return for being adopted as
the heir to the throne. So it was done amidst hoots of kill off the heir and calls for a draw, but it was signed, sealed,
and done.

Debriefing
And with Sunday, another Historicon goes down in history as a success.

Historicon 1994: Convention Recap
by Russ Lockwood
The Lancaster Host Resort, again the site of
Historicon, proved that you can teach an old
convention new tricks. For the first time, the LHR
opened up its "theater" room for the flea market and
open gaming. Well lit, stocked with tables, and tiered
up from the stage to the back gallery, this is just the
sort of area folks needed to spread out -- especially
the flea market area.
Although for some reason, Historicon didn't
feel as crowded as in years past. Maybe it was the
added space, but it sure seemed as if there were less
people around. The dealer area offered more elbow
room, some gaming tables were empty in the main
ballroom, and you didn't have to wait in line as
much. Not that I'm complaining mind you, but I'd
like to see the attendance figures.
Even the preregistration line on Thursday
proved to be incredibly short. I just walked up and
got my badge. Then, and this is a first, I actually
registered for a game in the other line. Pretty
amazing compared to past years. I will note that I
heard some others saying it seemed like a lower
turnout, and also those who thought it was more
crowded than usual.
Without a game until Friday, I spent
Thursday wandering around the dealers area, flea market, and gaming area.
The usual list of suspects were around the dealer area. Over the weekend, I stopped off at On Military Matters
to peruse some of the books, but since I had a shelf full of books at home to read, including one I bought from OMM
a month before, I tore myself away.
Next stop: Tactical Conflict Systems, which does a fine job with their line of terrain--count me a satisfied
customer. I always ask about their new releases and they show me some more of the fine 15mm European and Early
American buildings, plus some microarmor goodies. I picked up the new ER-50, a fine 15mm timbered pub with front
flower boxes, rear stair, and side bay window, new EA 32 1850s 15mm brick factory, and new 921, microscale
factory. I then went for a couple favorites ER 22 15mm house with walled yard, 827 15mm walled yard, and some
15mm corner wall sections. I mention these in some detail because they are well done, relatively inexpensive, and
based on past purchases, stand up to abuse and look good when painted.
Next stop, Soldiers and Swords for a half-price sale on some 15mm knights, men-at-arms, and other infantry-good figures and lead-free.
I picked up a box of Flex-Terrain roads. I have to admit I was hesitant to do so, for I had heard this rubbery
terrain reacted badly with plastics, Geohex, and just about everything. A friend of mine has some pieces and always
noted to be careful with what you put them on or what you put on them. So I asked a number of questions and
outlined a number of use and storage scenarios.
First thing I found was that this is the new reformulated version that eases some of the past problems with
sticking to itself and other things. And it will react badly with certain types of hard plastic, and virtually not at all with
soft plastic. It will meld with itself, but only if you leave it in a hot attic for a couple years. Try not to store in a clump.
Never store it in newspaper (it will pick up the newsprint). And so on.
Anyway, I was thinking about buying a single piece or maybe two just to check it out when Jim Brokaw
offered a money back guarantee. No one's ever returned it, he said. That offer, plus the fact he advertises in MWAN,
convinced me to buy a box. It isn't cheap -- $75 for about 24 feet of straight sections (which can be curved) plus three
T, three Y, and two X intersections, with the rutted roads being about an inch wide. But it does look better than
draftsman tape and will go over hill and dale. We'll see how it works.
I also picked up some Mystic Molds "islands" from another vendor. They were painted and looked good and
can double as rough terrain. I picked up some Connoisseur and Dixon 25mm Wild West gunfighters (I like the Dixon

better, although they are a quarter more per figure) plus a copy of Desperado. Desperado II is out, but I was
disappointed that it was nothing more than scenarios and a few optional rules, so I didn't pick it up.
There was much more in the dealer area, of course, with discount bins, painted terrain (Ancient Buildings and
Construction does some interesting buildings in styrofoam, and the use of Space Marine stickers on the Viking ships
was a nice touch), an 1809 Wagram diorama by Norm draw lots of attention, a home casting kit demonstration, and
thousands of figures, books, and even videos. All in all, an impressive showing per usual.
Meanwhile, in the gaming area, I registered for a trio of games--two I made, and one I did not as 2 p.m. Sat
unexpectedly found me on the road homeward bound.

Ramilles 1706
First battle was Ramilles 1706, which promised lots of die
rolling and a slaughter of lead. Hosted by Charles Sharp and using Age
of Reason rules, this was the first time I played the system. Indeed,
what I know about the Marlburian period you can fit in a thimble and
leave room for a mighty big thumb. But I enjoy playing periods I do
not know at conventions -- you never know what will hook you.
Original AoR – but now up to version 3.

AoR proved to move along OK, although great slaughter of
lead is a bit of an overstatement. Indeed, after one hour of setup and
four hours of play, I had lost precisely four figures and managed to
inflict approximately eight casualties. As Brigade commanders Seluc
(Bavarians) and Mouchy (Spanish and French) on the French side, I
posted on the stream with defensive orders. Evidently, so did our
opponents, for it was a slow, methodical advance and simple firefight
across the stream. The only break was one Bavarian on the far left,
who rolled three is on 3d6 for morale (needed a combined 6+ to stick
around). Reserves plugged the gap.
The most unusual move was a charge in the middle against
British guns--the charging battalion was 3/4 wiped out, made morale, and charged home against the gun crews,
putting a couple to flight. Other than that, it seemed a rather plodding game, although there was a scrum of sorts on
our right.

Medieval Wargame
The other game I played in was a medieval skirmish game (Hack, Slash, and Bash, I believe it was called)
about saving the English engineers. As I'm getting into medieval, I'm looking for a good skirmish game. I've already
picked up Medieval Tactica, but I'm still looking.
The English, besieging a castle off board, had set up an engineering park will siege weapons. The French, in a
mixed force of mounted knights and Genoese foot crossbowmen, were out to raid and destroy said camp. Finally,
there were peasants, of whom nothing was known. I played an English foot knight and two longbowmen. The camp
was set next to a river with one bridge and one ford.
We set up in the camp and watched five French mounted knights charge over a bridge, hang a left, and bear
down on the English. The English lined up the bowmen next to a siege engine that threw 5 spears and I placed the
Royal Engineer at the engine.
Shades of Agincourt! The knight attacking the Engineer was shafted by two of the five spears and died, the
knight attacking my longbowmen felt a pair of arrows end his life, and the other bowmen killed a third. Meanwhile,
three English knights surrounded the fourth French knight and hacked him to within an inch of his life. The
Frenchman's big attack on my knight failed. The two remaining French knights fled.
Meanwhile, the crossbowmen reached and started firing at the bowmen--although bows shoot twice as fast as
crossbows. They got that idea real fast.
The peasants worked their way across the ford. I swapped bowfire with two of their archers--indeed, I got the
worst of it. I shafted one through the head, but was shafted through the head in turn. My other bowman missed, but
was hit in return. Some English knights moved over and made quick work of the advanced peasants.

The French mounted knights charged again (they do get points for chivalry) and were hacked again. Finally, I
moved the Royal engineer behind a ballista, and fired at a couple of skulkers in the distance. Made the low roll and
thunk -- another enemy to be buried.
The game moved fast, great fun, and only one rules quibble during the last charge of the remaining French
mounted knights (which we didn't play with the entire game). The quibble was in bowfire. When mounted contact
foot, there's a 25% penalty (it's a -5 on the d20 used) for the firer being charged (fair enough). Supporting bowfire
from bowmen arrayed in a line do not get the penalty, as they are not the target of a charge.
However, if these supporting bowmen fire and hit the charging knights, it's a random roll to see whether they
hit the chargers or the defenders. That doesn't make much sense unless it was a continuing melee. If the French
mounted charge a line of bowmen, the bowmen have a clear line of sight into the chargers. The designer contends I
think too literally. He says a "melee" means running around in a whirling mass. True enough and I agree 100% for
shots into a continuing melee. But a conscious deployment of bowmen in a line aiming at charging cavalry for an
initial shot should not rotate 90 degrees and possibly plug his neighbors in the ear. Perhaps it needs a rule about
shooting over say 60 degrees from facing, and then, only on a miss, not a hit.
I enjoyed the game immensely and it exemplifies a convention game. Fast, furious, and on time for set
up/take down. Well done.

Painting Competition
I meandered into the Painting competition (took up half the room) and are there ever some talented painters
out there. In order of size, not quality, here are some that I picked out as especially fine work. That's not to denigrate
other entries, but if I was judging, these would be my short list:
Eric Streicher's 6mm Maria Theresa army, Donald Hansen's Davout IIIrd Corp army, John Speiss' 15mm
Napoleon's Imperial Guard, and Lance White's 15mm Early Imperial Roman army. On the 25mm front, Chris Hughes'
ACW Union unit was excellent, as was David Bonk's 8th British Foot, Shawn Smith's Celtic Heavy Cav, and Ben
Pecson's Poles vs. Muscovites.
Excellent work, folks. I went through there a second time to take an even closer look.

And Other Odds And Ends...
As I mentioned before, the theater room (for lack of what it was really called) was a bonus. The flea market
was in the darkened corner of the LHR on Thursday, but moved to the theater room on Friday and Saturday. What a
difference in lighting. I picked up some 15mm Vikings, nicely painted, based, and terrained, and some 15mm
Napoleonic Prussians, fairly well done, for 40 cents and 50 cents a foot respectively. I also got some dice, unpainted
figures, and other odds and ends. Trash and treasure, you know.
William Keyser's 6mm Wagram was a sight--a good 40 feet of terrain (canvas, painted), and a bare-footed
Bill tiptoeing across the top of the table. Lots of 12 figure battalions marching around.
Sword Beach refight with 1/285 microarmor was also impressive, as was the Johnny Reb scenario on the
stage of the theater. Clever terrain in both, I might add. Duke Seifried's Tomahawk (French and Indian War) was
worth a gawk, although I admit I have no idea what exactly was going on. Music was a nice touch.
Across Deadly Space (ACW) gets the award for best dressed judge/umpire -- union officer garb. And the
25mm terrain and troops looked good too. Come to think of it, I noticed another ACW game where the participants
wore blue and gray kepis.
Don Featherstone was in attendance again. I caught a bit of one of his talks. He does indeed offer up some
amusing anecdotes. The one that stuck with me was the lady he met while traveling who insisted that he was
Australian because her husband said he had an Australian accent. Well, she refused to believe otherwise, until he
finally insisted it's not Australian, it's London Cockney. At which point, she stormed off in a huff and never spoke to
him again the rest of the trip. And you think these things only happen in Monty Python...

And A Close
And so another Historicon came to a close. I left rather early, about 3:00 or so Saturday afternoon, due to
accumulated fatigue from the week before and the fact my ride back was leaving then -- he almost didn't get to
Lancaster due to a cold. But by mutual agreement, we left early with fond memories of Historicon 1994.

Historicon 1993: Convention Recap
by Russ Lockwood

Subtitled: An Overview of Games, Gaming,
Rules, Seminars, and Practical Jokes
You couldn't ask for a better day as we set out
for Historicon 93, held from Thursday, July 22, to
Sunday July 25 in Lancaster, PA. Sunny skies
brightened the route as driver and gaming cohort Dave
Mills tried to convince fellow gamer Phil Alexander
and me that opera would be the perfect cruising music.
Well, 8:30 a.m. is a little early for such heavy music,
so Phil kicked in some Willie Nelson. It didn't much
matter what played in the background as we got down
to the good stuff of games, gaming, and comrades to
meet.
The trip proceeded uneventfully except for
one of life's indelible incidents at the tollbooth off the
PA turnpike. Despite the noticeable lack of cars in at
least two lanes, Dave picks the lane with the most cars
lined up -- naturally leading to some good-natured
ribbing. As the cars in front slowly file out of the
booth, the driver of the car directly in front of us needs
just that fraction of a second extra time chatting with
the toll booth attendant.
Dave, a normally upstanding citizen and
respectable member of his community, is in such a
hurry he leans on the horn and barks "C'mon! C'mon!
C'mon!" The blare of the horn galvanizes the gent into befuddled hyperactivity and eventually succeeds in moving
him along. As Dave pays the toll, the rest of us howl with laughter, made worse by the wry understatement of the toll
collector, "I hope you get to where you're going."
We did make it safely, and, lo and behold, Dave lucks out into parking in the space directly in front of the
main entrance to the Lancaster Host Resort. More on this seemingly insignificant fact later.
Registration took some time, as the lines were long at 10:30 in the morning. Even longer lines greeted those
who wanted to register for gaming events. By the time you reached the head of the line, events were closed -- but
there's plenty of backup.
My first game was in about an hour, offering the first, but hardly the last, tactical dilemma of the convention:
lunch or the dealer area? Mortal weakness took hold: both. The salad and Coke allowed me time to peruse the event
listings, but I got as far as 10 feet into the dealer area before running into an old friend (he was unhurt) and started
chatting. Time drew me away to the game.
Might of Arms
On Byzantium's Frontier (11th century A.D.) was the name of the game, and host Bob Bryant designed the
Might of Arms rules set. The Arabs, after a successful plundering, have to punch through an intercepting Byzantine
cavalry force and exit the camel trains off the other board edge. The Arabs have the advantage of numbers, five units
per player vs four per Byzantine player, while the Byzantines enjoy a slight qualitative edge. The Arabs do not have to
worry about saving any units besides the camels.
Might of Arms is designed to be less complex than WRG and puts the melee emphasis on troop type versus
troop type rather than weapon versus troop type. Missile fire uses the traditional weapon versus troop type. You can
go a round or two of melee without checking morale, but after that, the morale roll (2d6, base roll 9 or less with
modifiers for fatigue) is pretty much every turn. If a unit fails, it's taken off the board. Movement is pretty liberal,
including oblique moves without penalty, and combat calculation is a straightforward procedure computation of
stands, a die roll, and a few factors to get the outcome in the number of hits. Three hits is a fatigue point, and when
you accumulate a number of fatigue points equal to the number of stands, the morale rolls start.

As an Arab player, I was on the extreme left flank. After some maneuverings and bowfire, the great might of
Arabs crashed into the Byzantines. Melee dissolved, per perhaps devolved, into a mutual slugfest, so it was the morale
rolls that determined tactical victories. I lost a light cavalry unit, while vaporizing a heavy cavalry unit. I stuffed the
now battered victor into the gap left by my vaporized light cavalry as a stopgap, buying a turn and perhaps doing
some additional damage. Well, the morale roll was a 3 or less on 2d6, with everyone figuring these stalwart warriors
would be ground under the hooves of the infidels.
Imagine the surprise as my fateful roll bounced and tumbled across the table to reveal SNAKE-EYES! A
great shout of "Allah Akbar" arose from the Arabs -- although the high five seemed an ahistorical post-supplication
gesture.
That one turn preserved the line and tied up the Byzantines enough for us to exploit the success of the center.
All five camel trains raced towards the ever widening gap to victory.

Dealer Area
From here came the race to the dealer area for an hour and a half of browsing. The real problem here was that
I had done a survey of existing lead that I had at home, and came up with enough to keep me painting until next
Historicon--and judging from increasingly failing memory about when I purchased specific figure packs, even longer.
So I tried to keep my wallet in check and went shopping for friends who could not attend first, and myself second.
In no particular order, I dropped by a dealer who offered 35% off any pack, mostly Minifigs, Simtac, and
Battletech, and I picked up a couple packs here and there to fill in collections. Tactical Conflict Systems was the next
stop for some 15mm Early American buildings and 1/285 buildings. TCS does a good job with their EA and
microarmor buildings--count myself and friends happy customers. TCS had brought out a good-looking 15mm castle
for $30, but it seems a little small by my eye -- let me clarify that the castle seems in scale, but when you add bases to
figures, it doesn't leave that much room. For example, the top of the towers hold one figure comfortably and two with
a squeeze.
Picked up a copy of Empire, Eagles, and Lions (Vol. II, issue 1) -- a redesigned effort edited by Jean Lochet
with familiar contributing authors. It's 8.5x11-inch size and glossy throughout with mostly black and white but some
color photos and drawings within. It's $33/year for six issues and a good start, available through Emperor's HQ.
GeoHex brought out mountain (3x thickness of regular) terrain pieces, as well as flannel cloth with printed
roads and fields, plus bendable hedgerows (clever, those). They also came out with "sea" and "space" cloth with
printed hex grids, and a subtle printing too, with dots instead of straight lines so it doesn't particularly look like a hex
grid. At $36 for 6x4 feet (show special $30), it seemed a good deal. My gaming buddy, Tibor Vari, was hesitating
over whether to purchase one of the impressive sea cloths, finally decided, but by the time he went back, they had sold
out.
Soldiers & Swords had Medieval Tactica on show sale for $10, which is definitely worth the price of the
pictures and siege rules. That went along with some back issues of Military Illustrated and Miniature Wargames with
medieval articles and photos that I picked up somewhere at two for a buck.
On Military Matters had its usual wide range of new and used books, plus the playing of those campaign
videos (Austerlitz is the favorite, I understand) making it a popular place. Old Glory keeps on coming out with
expanded lines of well-crafted figures. Ancient Buildings and Other Constructions does some well-done styrofoam
buildings, including Vauban fort. GHQ ran a demo of its tree-making kit--sure looks easy. The fellow doing the
pinching, burning, and gluing said he made 700 microarmor trees during one Monday Night Football game.
Of course, there are many other fine dealers and companies populating the area, and these few are only a taste
of what's available. But the extensive array of products gathered in one area is an impressive sight -- so much lead
(and increasingly pewter), so little time.

From Valmy to Waterloo
Next, it was time to step back to Napoleonics and a game of From Valmy to Waterloo, a new set of rules by
William Keyser that had been in playtest for the last few years. I had played it two years ago at the convention and
found it a bit daunting, but the released version is quite swift to pick up the basics and it plays through rather well.
You can -- almost -- ignore the rules and play by the "cheat sheets," which are cleverly bound in wire so it lays flat the
flips fast. Flow chart-like procedures lead you through the various tables. I especially like the command control
procedures, with the various orders and activation rolls depending on the general. In the game, the French versus a
combined Piedmont/Austrian army in 6mm, some Austrians stood around waiting for the Hohenzollern to come close
enough to have a decent chance of activating, allowing the French to form the start of the advance.

Movement, firing, and charge resolution are straightforward runs through the charts. Different charge
resolutions for cavalry, infantry, and town fighting (smart use of town zones to "control" town battles). I assaulted a
town held by grenadiers. My French line stayed in the fight, although this rapidly degenerated into a bloody brawl.
Like Jerome at Hougoumont, I ended up throwing in a second regiment to flush out these pesky grenadiers, but the
Piedmont commander tossed in a few more to keep me engaged.
One of the things I like is how luck plays a minimal role. Sure, you roll the dice to determine charges,
firefights, and other fire, but fire remains relatively ineffective until you get close, troops with better training and
morale hold a bigger edge than die rolls can realistically overcome, and if you think the appearance of a French
column is going to scare away an Austrian deployed line in a hasty attack, guess again. You run through the
admittedly dense charts, with lots of modifiers, to find the results.
The rules cost $20, and I bought mine right then and there, and includes the book, bound cheat sheets, and
markers/ counters. You can also get From Valmy to Waterloo through Simtac and Aide de Camp Books.
Wandering around the convention, you see some impressive terrain. It's amazing what people can do with
blueboard and imagination. One caught my attention: woods you couldn't see into. Someone crafted a hollow hex
standing about 4-5 inches high with trees atop and solid walls around. Move into the woods and your troops vanish.
Probably the most formidable terrain was the Tuileries (pardon my French spelling), a mammoth undertaking
complete with a three-foot tall palace running at least 10 feet long, a nifty six-foot by three-foot urban sprawl of shops
and other buildings with lanterns on the corners, tables of food, and other details, and an elegant garden layout with
multicolored flora. There were, I heard, 6500 figures for the game, the hats worn by players were cute, and the 8-foottall guillotine was a constant reminder about some royal fate.
Kudos also for the Alamo game, populated mostly by kids who seemed to have an awfully good time. It was
played on the floor, and the Texans sat inside the Alamo -- which gives you an indication of the size. The figures were
54mm plastic, unpainted, but that didn't stop squeals of delight as the kids got into storming the Alamo or throwing
back the invaders. At least two well-attended games were held.

Lectures
I attended a couple lectures, although I missed a lecture by Christopher Duffy on Borodino. I did catch
Donald Featherstone, whom I last heard back in 1988 at Origins in Milwaukee, discuss the philosophy of wargaming.
It was a pleasant hour listening to him meander across the wargaming spectrum, on occasion shooting off on yet
another fascinating tangent (like the floppy beret).
He credits HG Wells and Robert L. Stevenson for starting him off on wargaming. He likes to emphasize that
what we do is war GAME, where the social aspect is much more important than the competitive one--and that's
something I heartily endorse.
Yet despite all these years and rules systems (“rules are the greatest cause of acrimony in wargaming”), he
notes that we can never truly recreate battles, especially the fear factor. And drawing on his North African experience
(did you know he witnessed the first capture of a Tiger tank?), fear is an important factor. Featherstone suggests there
are two ways to put fear into wargaming.
The first is that if your opponent does not like the move you just made, he can come around the table and
punch you directly in the nose. That would sure make you think twice about tactics.
The second is that if your opponent defeats any of your units, and most especially your favorite one, he's
allowed to throw them on the floor and jump up and down on them.
Of course, rules also soft pedal other factors, and that might not be a bad idea, he suggests, giving the
example of breakfast. Troops going into battle prefer to do so with breakfast than without. If you want to take that
factor into account, you should probably make attacks at -2 for no breakfast. However, if you start to take that
seriously, the mind boggles at what other factors you could come up with, like -1 for no snacks.
Then there was the minor disagreement with his editor over his colonial books. In this era of political
correctness, his editor somewhat objected to his continued use of the words savages, barbarians, and similar to
describe opponents of the British. The editor brought up how it might be misinterpreted as racist, upon which
Featherstone explained that it should be interpreted as incredible courageous acts and attacks against a foe armed with
superior weapons. So the editor suggested a compromise -- how about replacing every instance of "savage" or
"barbarian" with "technologically deficient." Featherstone won that one.
Featherstone, a veteran of over 300 battlefield walkings in 22 countries, notes that the one thing he notices
most while walking around the convention is the laughter. Win or lose, the comradery of the convention is what
drives wargamers together. It's a social hobby.

He wonders what would his life had been like had he not gotten into Wargaming. There are certainly worse things to
do. He says, with wargaming, you don't have any time to go boozin’ or keep a mistress. No respectable mistress
would put up with it.
I think Featherstone is quite correct, except perhaps about the boozing part, for after game sessions at the bar
are not to be missed. You may sit down with one or two, but as other gamers that one of the group knows come over
to say hello, you shortly have a quite a lively discussion.

Millsmobile
It was from one of these discussions, that the aforementioned Millsmobile comes again into play. I think
Historicon has witnessed the first TPing of a car, well, four-wheel drive vehicle. Using the Tuileries set up as cover, a
brave band of brothers decided to take advantage of Dave's good humor and even more stalwart refusal to move his
vehicle and lose his parking spot. The pinning attack kept Dave glued to the game while his vehicle was flanked by
toilet paper. We really wanted to pick it up and point it sideways, but the medical risks outweighed the morale
enhancement.
Then, when Dave returned and after an appropriate moment, somebody wandered in and innocently asked
whether anyone owned a jeep parked directly outside the door. The cops, you see, were investigating the vandalism
that occurred. Now, it does not take much to get our dear friend Dave started, and when you have a table full of
conspirators ...
We were snickering by the time he turned the corner and quickened his pace. By the time he came back, we
were howling. Of course, there was nothing more than a couple easily removed strands tossed over the top and no
damage, no police, and no vandalism. But opportunities for such hijinks like this don't happen every convention.

Houserules Napoleonics II
I played in a Houserules Napoleonics II game, Friedland, as Nansouty, put on by Brian Stokes. With four
regiments of Cuirassiers, two of Caribiniers, and one 8-lber battery, I looked across to the plateau to see many infantry
battalions and guns of the Russians. my orders were to pin the group. Yeah, right.
I duly advanced, forcing the infantry into square as the Russian cavalry advanced. I held the Russians to a
very slow advance, which isn't exactly pinning them, but at least making some time. Fortunately, the Russian general
was as much a neophyte as I was. I eventually decided to launch a charge against the cavalry, and a fierce cavalry
engagement by the Mill Stream began, with two Carabinier and two Cuirassier regiments against three of Russian
Dragoons.
Charge declarations come first in the game, followed by split movement (1/2 now, 1/2 later, the opponent full
move in between) for the player with initiative (80% chance for French in this scenario). There are also reactions, but
you had to declare them before charges, and fire is fairly straightforward working down the modifier charts.
At extreme range, I fired the 8-lber at the square to get 3 casualties (of 12 figures). At extreme range with
three 6-lber batteries, the Russians would get a minimum of 5 casualties on my Cuirassier regiment--hence the use it
or lose it charge.
Luck plays a small part, although can be devastating. Losses occur via fire and melee, but are removed on a
separate roster -- fog of war it's called. morale loss is more devastating.
In the cavalry battle, both charged. A great die roll (10 on d10) by the Russians routed one Caribinier
regiment, but saw two dragoon regiment repulsed. In the second round, the dragoons retreated, but the four regiments
were so badly mauled (with average rolls on both sides) that they would take many turns to reform and be in any
shape to continue the battle.
HN II is a slower game to pick up than FVTW, and melees seem much deadlier, at least from the short
demonstrations I saw. Blown cavalry is appropriately fragile. Command control can be extended through the use of
couriers. With newbies, HRN II takes a while to move along, and I had to leave after four hours, with Grouchy
chasing most of the Cossacks away (I had overrun a battery in an opportunity charge). Nansouty was injured and his
cavalry force left with one intact regiment, and five with many empty saddles. The Russian infantry advanced slowly,
but without much damage.

More Lectures
I caught the talk on Napoleonic command and control given by Mark Raiff and Bill Jessup (from Empire
Eagles and Lions magazine), comparing and contrasting the historical development and operational actions of the

French and Austrian systems. I also caught the last half of their talk, supplemented with slides of the Auerstadt
battlefield and historical context by Jean Lochet, on deployment, complete with photocopied handouts.
Listened to Frank Chadwick answer questions about Command Decision. The hard core was there to ask
about special situations and interpretations, although Chadwick prefaced his comments by asking the audience not to
ask questions about the rules. He contends that since he's played so many variations of the game during rules writing
and playtesting that the audience was more knowledgeable about the rules as printed than he. Interesting comment.
Still, he worked his way through, agreeing that French tank rates of fire (3) should be downgraded (to 2), as
should the 37mm gun on a Grant. You may fire at a terrain piece (like a building), but at half effect. Some chart
corrections were given out, changing modifiers here and there.
By the way, GDW released Blood and Thunder, which my armor-mad buddy picked up and pronounced it a
good quick game after one read of the rules. He's already thinking about trying the system out for miniatures as a
replacement for the more detailed and ponderous Command Decision he currently favors.

Close Action
My final action for the convention was a Close Action game (1:1200 Napoleonic-era ship to ship combat). It's
a smooth rules set that's easy to pick up, with simultaneous plot and move, standard count up the factors and add
modifiers firing tables, and a real appreciation for wind gauge. This was a hypothetical 1816 scenario where the war
of 1812 flares up again after failed peace talks in 1815.
Sixteen ships (9 US, 7 British) with 12 (ultimately 14) players clashed outside Boston, with the US trying to
run the frigates past a British blockade. Mark Campbell, referee and rules creator, ran the scenario, rolling all fire and
such, which helped speed it along. Four hours later, the British fleet lay in ruins, along with some sunk and heavily
damaged US ships.

So Ends Another Great Convention
And with that last action, it was a late night drive home packing the goodies from the dealer area and flea
market, and many fond memories of yet another terrific Historicon.

Hope You Enjoyed This Trip Down Memory Lane
I certainly did. Admittedly, I wrote it, so the events within were those I experienced. While correcting typos
and figuring out how to fit in the photos, I chuckled at many of the memories.
Of course, I also kicked myself for not finding other descriptions of Historicons. I know I didn’t go to the
relatively recent ones in Fredericksburg, but if they were in Lancaster, I was there – just no record of it on any of the
computers or in the MagWeb archive. Ah, that’s how history goes.
Still, that leaves plenty of room for others to fill in the gaps. I’m sure the multitude of blogs contain a
cornucopia of information, scattered, but available. I invite you to post links up on HMGS.org – you never know what
description or photo or video will bring out that long lost memory. Or, just comment with your own memory. That’s
how history goes.
Thanks for reading.
Russ Lockwood
Editor, HMGS

A Word About MagWeb.com
MagWeb.com (1996-2009) was a full-text archive of magazines covering wargaming and military history. At
its closure, it contained over 65,000 articles from 162 magazines -- some long defunct, some active. It’s been closed
for over 10 years, although I imagine someone must own the .com name – but it isn’t me. Most of the above
Historicon recaps first appeared on MagWeb.com.

